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RESUMEN

La teoría de filtraje no lineal trata sobre la estimación óptima de realizaciones de

procesos estocásticos de Markov no-Gaussianos a partir de mediciones contaminadas

por ruido blanco. Invariantemente la precisión del filtraje depende del modelo

seleccionado para representar al proceso estocástico en cuestión. Por otro lado, la teoría

de caos estudia las propiedades de sistemas dinámicos determinísticos complejos, los

cuales pueden ser mejor descritos mediante herramientas estadísticas aun cuando su

dinámica es determinística. Una propiedad de importancia de los sistemas

determinísticos caóticos en tiempo continuo es que la descripción estadística de los

mismos presenta cierta robustez ante fuentes de ruido de entrada al sistema, es decir,

ruidos que alteran directamente la evolución del sistema.

Esta tesis estudia el uso de modelos determinísticos caóticos para filtraje no lineal

de procesos estocásticos de Markov no-Gaussianos. Esta combinación tiene como

objetivo el reducir la incertidumbre a priori que el modelo genera para el filtraje, ya que

al reducir esta incertidumbre también se reducirá la cota por debajo de la eficiencia del

filtro, y por este motivo se espera una mejoría en general para la eficiencia del filtraje.

Inicialmente el presente trabajo muestra la equivalencia entre la dinámica caótica

determinística y un proceso estocástico. Después se procede a mostrar como la dinámica

caótica puede ser interpretada como un proceso de difusión de Markov degenerado, y

por lo tanto representa un modelo aceptable para el filtraje no lineal. El trabajo continua

por mostrar las propiedades de robustez de los modelos caóticos ante el ruido de

proceso, propiedad fundamental para explicar los resultados finales. Finalmente la

eficiencia del filtraje no lineal de procesos estocásticos de Markov no-Gaussianos

haciendo uso de modelos caóticos se muestra mediante resultados de simulación.
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ABSTRACT

The theory of nonlinear filtering is concerned with the optimal estimation of realizations

of non-Gaussian Markov random processes corrupted by measurement noise. Invariably

the accuracy of this estimation depends on the model that is chosen to represent the

process of interest. A different theory, chaos theory, studies the properties of complex

deterministic dynamical systems, some of which must be studied from a statistical

viewpoint, even though the system is deterministic. Most chaotic dynamics present, in

different degrees, robustness against noise sources perturbing its evolution when

compared to non-chaotic dynamical systems.

This thesis studies the opportunity of using deterministic models with chaotic

dynamics in the context of nonlinear filtering of non-Gaussian Markov random

processes towards reducing the prior uncertainty of the filtering problem. By reducing

the prior uncertainty, the lower bound on the filtering performance is reduced in

consequence, and the overall performance ofthe nonlinear filter should improve.

This work first delves into the basic principies showing that a chaotic dynamical

system can be presented as a degenerated Markov process. Subsequently, the robustness

properties of chaotic dynamical systems to driving noise are shown via simulation.

Lastly the nonlinear filtering performance improvements obtained by using chaotic

models are shown via simulation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Loosely speaking, formal science seeks to explain nature by means of unambiguously

modeling measured phenomena, in a way that such phenomena can be reproduced and

predicted. Nevertheless, randomness seems ever-present in both nature and engineering,

either due to a fundamental lack of knowledge about the observed system or due to the

interactions between the observed system and an unpredictable and complex surrounding

environment. Moreover the finite accuracy and precisión of our implementation

technology and measuring mechanism increase this uncertainty.

This apparent randomness gives rise to the concept of noise, which is said to corrupt

observations or measurements of any phenomenon of interest, thus rendering such

measurements less certain and less informational. In consequence methods for excising a

useful signal (either deterministic or random) from the measurements (a mixture of the

useful signal with noise), known as optimal filtering1 become important across science

and technology. In the framework of stochastic processes, the goal of optimal filtering

can be defined as providing an expression for the conditional expectation on the signal

of interest conditioned on the observations, which in the general case is a nonlinear

functional ofthe observations.

The optimal filtering problem is a dual problem to the state-observation problem in

control theory, when the system outputs are corrupted by additive noise, when the

system dynamics are stochastic, i.e. the problem of determining the random unobserved

system state from the observed noisy measurements ofthe system's output.

The following are some examples of some ofmain applications of optimal filtering

theory in practical domains [1]:

• Navigation and target tracking using noisy sensor data (e.g. GPS).

• Stochastic control based on the system state estimation from noisy

measurements.

• Information signal recovery in communication systems or radio-astronomy.

• Audio and image enhancement.

• Various other applications in biology, finance, quantum optics, etc.

'
Some authors refer to it as stochasticfiltering to differentiate this from classical filter synthesis theory.
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1.1 State ofthe Art

The fundamental result of optimal nonlinear filtering can be traced back to the

Stratonovich-Kushner equation [2] [3] which, under suitable conditions, expresses the

time dynamics of the posterior probability density function of the useful signal, from

which the conditional expectation (required as a solution to the filtering problem) can be

extracted. Further details on this topic can be found in chapter 4.

There is no general finite-dimensional closed form analytical solution to the

(optimal) Stratonovich-Kushner equation over continuous time sets and state space due

to the "course of dimesionality"2 [1], although analytical solutions exist for specific

classes of signals, such as the Kalman-Bucy filter for Gaussian-Markov processes (linear

systems) [4], and specific solutions for polynomial state equation systems [5]. Due to

this lack of general solutions, suboptimal approximations to the optimal filtering are

required for practical implementation.

Suboptimal approximations to the optimal nonlinear filter can be broadly classified

into parametric (or model based) and non-parametric. Parametric solutions assume a

model for the posterior probability density function (or a model for the stochastic

dynamical system), which depends on a finite set of parameters, and the filtering

problem is resolved by estimating these parameters, while in contrast, non-parametric

solutions estimate the complete posterior probability density function without assuming

any model. Many parametric suboptimal nonlinear filters are based on extensions of the

optimal linear filter, i.e. the Kalman filter. These extensions vary from linearization

based local optimum approximations (i.e. the extended Kalman filter) [4], to

linearization-free extensions based on the unscented transform (i.e. the unscented

Kalman filter) [6], both of them with added complexity with respect to the linear Kalman

filter. Some nonlinear observers from control theory have been proven to have robust

noise immunity, and thus may be used as non-linear filters [7], i.e. the sliding-modes

observer.

Infinite dimensional conditional probability density functions must be propagated throughout the infinite
dimensional time set.
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One of the main proposals for non-parametric suboptimal approximations to the

optimal nonlinear filter is the Particle Filter [8], which approximates the posterior

probability density function by means ofMonte Cario analysis on a set of random nodes.

1.2 Objectives and Goals

The objective of this work is to propose and validate a new method for suboptimal

nonlinear filtering of non-Gaussian correlated stochastic processes, which is suitable for

real-time implementation on low-power devices, i.e. it must provide good enough error

performance with low computational complexity. Given these requirements, non

parametric methods (as the particle filter, or the ensemble Kalman filter), and high

complexity parametric methods (as the unscented Kalman filter or the sliding-modes

observer) are discarded upfront.

The method presented in this work, Quasi-deterministic Nonlinear Filtering, is an

extensión to any parametric nonlinear filtering algorithm. The proposed method is based

on the idea of exchanging a deterministic chaotic model in lieu of the required stochastic

model in the filter, whenever the original stochastic model requires high process noise

intensity (high level ofprior uncertainty). It is hypothesized that the new method possess

the following advantages:

• Assuming both models (chaotic and stochastic) fit equally well the statistics

of the signal of interest (up to the order required by the filtering algorithm

being used), the proposed method should present improved error

performance given the reduction ofprior uncertainty in the chaotic model.

• The simplification ofthe analytical tractability ofthe problem rendered by

changing the problem from a stochastic domain to a deterministic domain.

The goals ofthis work are the following:

• Founded on the presented theoretical framework, derive the chain of

reasoning supporting the hypothesized advantages.

• Based on simulations and experimental data provide empirical evidence

which supports the validity ofthe hypothesized advantages.
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1.3 Document Scope and Organization

This document is intended to be self-contained, i.e. all the required preliminaries to

understand the arguments supporting the main hypothesis are included in the earlier

chapters. The theoretical chapters on this document are on the main part summarized

information from referenced work, with added interpretations towards aligning the

different topics to the main hypothesis. There is no new theoretical development

included in this document, as previously stated the main part of this work is about

providing empirical evidence, and theoretical results are left for future work.

The document is organized as follows.

Chapter 2 presents the basic concepts of nonlinear systems, leading towards the

definition of chaotic dynamics, ergodic systems and mixing systems. These definitions

are used to justify the interpretation ofa chaotic deterministic system as a realization ofa

stochastic process, as well as the important notion ofthe decay in correlations for chaotic

dynamics.

Chapter 3 presents the fundamentáis of stochastic processes and stochastic

differential equations, which will be used as building stones for the next chapter.

Important concepts as the Fokker-Plank-Kolmogorov operators are detailed in this

chapter.

Chapter 4 presents the basic theory of nonlinear filtering, including a detailed

explanation of the Stratonovich-Kushner equation, as well as ¡ts solution for the linear

case, the Kalman filter, and a local optimum approximation of the solution for the

nonlinear solution, the extended Kalman filter.

Chapter 5 presents the concept of quasi-deterministic Markov models, which is

based on interpreting chaotic models as a degenerated case of a Markov diffusion

stochastic process. This chapter shows, based on simulation results, geometrical and

statistical properties of three classical continuous-time chaotic systems, and presents the

singularity property of this type of models which is hypothesized to créate a singular

condition when used for the purpose of nonlinear filtering.

Chapter 6 described the proposed method, i.e. quasi-deterministic nonlinear

filtering, presents the chain of reasoning (based on the theory presented in earlier

4



chapters) supporting the main hypothesis of the work, and shows practical results

empirically supporting the hypothesis.

Finally in Chapter 7 the conclusions and future work are presented.
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2. DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

2.1 Preliminaries

This chapter focuses on surveying the main concepts, classes and analysis tools for

dynamical systems required for a complete description of chaotic dynamical systems.

The chapter begins from the most general and abstract classification of dynamical

systems, and works its way to the specific class of systems that will be required in later

chapters for the analysis of chaotic dynamics. Concepts that are not required in later

sections are not fully developed here, and instead references are provided where the

topic is well covered. Analysis of dynamical systems will be presented, from

geometrical as well as statistical viewpoints, and on each view the properties of chaotic

dynamics will be remarked.

Broadly speaking, in systems engineering, two main classes of systems are defined:

static systems, whose outputs at any time depend only on the inputs at the same time,

and dynamic systems, whose outputs at the current time depend on inputs at múltiple

different time instances or are completely independent of all inputs, i.e. systems that

present memory or state information.

A dynamical system (DS) may be thought of as an object that can be assigned a

state that condenses all the past evolution of the system. Therefore the variation of the

state of a DS with time completely describes the dynamical behavior or dynamics of the

system. Every DS may be associated with a mathematical model for its analysis. The

process of association of a model to the DS based on measured data from the DS is

commonly known in engineering as system identification. A dynamical system can be

characterized by parametric models, when the structure of the system is known a-priori

and its behavior is completely defined by a finite set of finite-dimensional parameters. A

nonparametric model is used when the structure must be inferred from the data, i.e.

models which require either an infinite number of parameters or infinite-dimensional

parameters (functions) to be defined [9] [10], thus the infinite number of scalar valúes

contained in the parameters provide the structure ofthe model.
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The present work will focus on parametric non-anticipative (or causal) DS
models

for which two elements can be determined: a system state or phase point, and
an

evolution operator which gives the correspondence between the initial state of the

system and a unique state for each subsequent time moment. These are the so-called

state-space models. The system state is composed of a set of quantities {x* }A=1 ,
each

referred to as dynamical variable. The set of all possible states the system can assume

over time, embedded with a metric, is known as the state-space or phase-space. The

behavior ofthe evolution operator is determined by a set of parameters known as model

parameters or system parameters.

This work refers to system and the model (a mathematical abstraction of the

physical system) indistinctively, as it is assumed that a proper identification has led to a

model that correctly represents the system.

2.2 Formal Definition ofDynamical Systems

Mathematically, a dynamical system is described by an initial-value problem. This

implies that a state at one time evolves to a different state at a later time, and thus states

can be ordered by time. This is commonly known as a state trajectory, phase trajectory

or phase curve. In the most general sense, a DS can be defined as a 3-tuple ( ,T,-4)

where is a measure space (defined over a set X usually a vector space or a

manifold
,
also referred to as the sample space) representing the state-space, T

represents the time-set which is a totally ordered set, and </>a is the evolution operator

with system (model) parameter a4

In the current section (unlike in section 2.6 and 2.7) no structure is imposed to the

state-space, and therefore it is treated as a simple vector space =X ; therefore both

symbols will be used interchangeably on the initial sections ofthis chapter to simplify

the exposition. Let X = Tx denote the extended state-space, then the evolution ofa

1

Think ofa manifold simply as a smooth, multidimensional surface embedded in a vector space.

4

Formally an evolution operator is a two-parameter semi-group onX
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DS for an elapsed time of t eT starting at time r0 e T in state x0 eX is given by the

mapping ^,:TxX->X [11]

(t+tQ,x(t+t0)) = ta(t,(t0,x0)) . (2.1)

Based on the general evolution operator, two simpler operators can be defined, which

express familiar concepts:

• A fixed-time evolution operator, which evolves any initial condition by a

predefined length of time (eT; in this way a parametric family of operators is

defined, where each operator can evolve any initial state for a predefined length

of time (one for each possible valué of t ) $a : X —>X, t e T

(j + t0,x(t + t0)) = <l>'a{t0,x0). (2.2)

• A fived-state evolution operator, which evolves a predefined initial state x0 eX

starting at any initial time for any elapsed time, producing its trajectory; in this

way a parametric family of trajectories is defined, with one operator for each

possible initial state <£» :TxT-->X, x0 eX

(t + t0,x(t + t0)) = tf(t0,t). (2.3)

The evolution operators for DS must comply with the following properties, for f„/2 eT

andall(i*0,x0)eX

3a such that

(i) identity: fi(t0,x0) = x0 (2.4)

(ii) group: #+'' (>o>*o) = <t>'¿ (-rfS Co>*o)) with t0 <*, < t2

where the identity property (i) states that under no time elapsed, the evolution operator

must be the identity, while the group property (ii) is related to the causality assumption

for the DS in this work [11].

The family of all state trajectories generated by the DS for all initial conditions

(r0,x0)eX, during the full supported time-set (where T0+ andT° represent the strictly

non-negative and strictly non-positive time-sets respectively) is important for the
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analysis of DS, and is referred to as orbit. Note that backward evolution is subject to the

evolution operator being invertible. Formally orbits are defined as follows:

• The complete orbit through the initial condition is the set

r«j('o.*b)
= {* e X : x is in </>'a(t0,xQ) for all t e T} (2.5)

• The positive semiorbit through the initial condition is the set

r/(t0,x0) = {x eX : x is in ■£(/„, x0) for all t eT¿} (2-6)

• The negative semiorbit through the initial condition is the set

ri(t0,x0)
= {x e X : x is in </>'a(t0,x0) for all t e T0} (2.7)

2.3 Structural Classification ofDynamical Systems

DS can be classified based on the properties of the sample-space defining the state-

space, i.e. X of X ,
and the properties ofthe evolution operator definition <fia and T . In

this section a non-comprehensive classification of DS is presented (following the

classification given in [12]).

Classification on dimensión: if X is finite dimensional the DS is said to have

lumpedparameters, otherwise it is said to have distributedparameters.

Classification on linearity: if </>a obeys the superposition property the DS is

determined by a linear evolution operator, alternatively the state-space is a linear space,

otherwise it is determined by a nonlinear evolution operator. The superposition

property for evolution operators is given by

*.(0 = d2(fo.*b) AyI(0 = £'(f0.J'o) ^yx(0 + x_(t) = ^(t0,y0+x0).

Classification on time dependence: if <_ba depends implicitly on time (it contains no

additive or multiplicative external forces, i.e. system parameters are time invariant and

there are no inputs) the DS is autonomous, otherwise if it depends explicitly on time it is

nonautonomous.
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• For autonomous systems, also known as time-invariant, 4>a depends only on the

elapsed time t-tü, and t0 =0 can always be assumed, therefore the evolution

operator is defined as <f>a : T xX —>X

x(t) =Mt,xo) =Ú(x0)- (2-8>

• For nonautonomous systems, $a depends both on the initial time t0 and final

time /
,
therefore the evolution operator is defined as ^:TxTxX*^„

x(t) = ta(t,t0,xQ) = &(t0,x0). (2.9)

Classification on evolution determinism: if </>a presents a unique consequent for

every initial condition and evolution time it is said to be a deterministic system,

otherwise if it presents múltiple consequents it is said to be stochastic system.

Classification on volume preservation: assuming a volume measure on the state-

space, if the volume of every subset of the state-space is maintained throughout

evolution, the DS is said to be conservative or volume-preserving (e.g. Hamiltonian

dynamics are conservative by the Liouville theorem), otherwise it is said to be

nonconservative or dissipative. Dissipative systems can either have positive dissipation

when the volume contracts throughout evolution or negative dissipation when the

volume expands throughout evolution. In general, even ifthe volume contracts, this does

not means that it will contract its length in all directions, there may be expanding

directions but the overall effect is of volume contraction.

Classification on continuity: both the state-space X and the time-set T may be

discrete (finite or countable) or continuous (uncountable), giving rise to different DS

classes that use different mathematical framework to describe <_ba ,
and the different

options are listed in Table 2.1. From all these classes only those with continuous state-

space are briefly described, for which an adequate structure can be imposed on the space

to enable the analysis of far future behavior ofthe system, which is the required analysis

for the scope ofthis work.
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A flow is a solution to an initial-value problem (IVP) given by a system of ordinary

differential equations (ODE), i.e. the family ofall trajectories that solve the ODE
for all

the different initial conditions.

A map is an initial-value problem given as a system of difference equations, where

the solution is usually given by an iterated function or map, i.e. a single evaluation ofan

«-step evolution operator is equal to n iterated evaluations ofa i-step evolution operator.

Table 2.1 Classes of DS based on continuity

Continuous State-Space Discrete State-Space

Continuous Time Flow Continuous-time discrete-space

Discrete Time Map Cellular Autómata

Continuous-time flows and discrete-time maps share some similarities as they can

be connected by sampling a flow (e.g. through Euler's method by selecting a small

enough step size which complies with the Nyquist criterion) which translates continuous

time into a discrete time approximation [13].

The rest of this chapter will focus on DS which fail in the category of nonlinear,

autonomous and deterministic flows and maps, with lumped parameters, and mainly

dissipative dynamics will be analyzed. For the scope of this work DS will be analyzed

from the continuous-time (flow) framework, as it is by far the most developed theory,

and when required the connection to discrete-time (map) framework will be presented.

The simplest connection between autonomous flows and maps is given by a fixed-time

flow operator with t = 1, called the time-one map ^«(x0) = ^a(x0), complying with the

following property:

CW=^HKH); «^n (2.10)

n times

For more information on the classes of DS not developed here the following

references can be reviewed: for nonautonomous systems see [11], for a complete
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analysis ofmaps see [14], for stochastic systems see [15] (for a summary see chapter 3),

and for linear systems see [16].

2.4 Autonomous Continuous-Time DS

This section will provide a brief overview ofthe realization of autonomous continuous-

time continuous-space DS, i.e. how the models of such systems are described in terms of

systems of ODE, as well as the basic theory on how the evolution operator for such

systems may be found.

2.4.1 Classification of autonomous evolution operators in continuous-time

An N* order autonomous (translation-invariant) initial-value problem (JVP) in

continuous time Tc;R and continuous space E czR gives rise to an order-JV ODE, i.e.

an equation relating Ntime derivatives ofan unknown time dependent variable e e E

N'I copies

F : dom(F) c E x • ■ • x E -> E.

F(e(t), é(t), e(t), ..., e'N\t)) = 0, (2.11)

with e(t0),é(t0),é(t0) e(W)(0 g^en.

An ODE ofthe form (2.11) can always be rewritten into an order-/ ODE system of

dimension-(N+/) [17], in particular when the order-iV ODE can be solved explicitly for

the N* derivative, elN\t) = f(e(t),é(t),é(t),...,e(N-y\t)), the system of ODE will take

the following form with x0(t) = e(t), xl(t)= é(t), x2(t) = é(t),..., xN_x(í) = e<N~i\t) [18]

x0(0 = x,(0

x,(r) = x2(0

x2(t) = xM)2

.

3

(2.12)

xN_l(t)=f(x0(t),xl(t),x2(t),...,xy_l(t)).

Consequently any autonomous ODE can be described in terms of the Af-dimensional

state-space X = Ex---xE, where {xt}i=1 are the dynamical variables ofthe DS. Instead
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of working with individual dynamical variables, a state vector can be defined to

encapsulate all variables as x(t) = (x0(t),xl(t),x2(t),...,xN_¿t)jT where ()T indicates a

vector transpose, meaning x(t) is a column-vector. In terms ofthe state vector a generic

statement of the IVP, with system (model) parameter a, is given by

f:dom(/)_;X->Xas

ñ£(0

dt

= f(x(í);a), (2.13)

which can be expressed in expanded notation as

f

__c_ \
dt

<___)
dt

( fMt),x¿t),...,xN_{(t);a) )

/i(-xb(0,x,(f).-.**w-i(0;«)

,A-.(*o(0,*.(0,"--*a,-.(0;«)J

(2.14)

The solution to such translation-invariant (autonomous) IVP w.r.t. the initial

condition x0 e Jf is given by the evolution operator 0a:TxX ->X i.e. the evolution

operator is independent ofthe initial time (r0 can always be taken as 0),

evolution operator: x(r) = tpa(t, x0).

fixed-time operator: x(t) = fá(x0). (2-15)

fixed-state operator: x(t) - fá° (t).

Due to the translation invariance property of autonomous DS the basic properties for the

evolution operator (2.4) can be rewritten as

3a such that

(i) identity: <¡*°(x0) = x(0' (2.16)

(ii) group: #+" (*o) =# (ti (Jto)) = ti°ti. with t. < t2,

while orbits also show independence ofthe initial time, i.e. y4(t0,x0)
= _v¿(0,xo) = _v¿(x0)

for all types of orbits.
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For linear systems, i.e. when the vector field is a linear function and can be

represented a matrix f(x(t);a) =A^(/) with AaeRv" the evolution operator is

guaranteed to exist and is given by ihefundamental solution (matrix) [16],

»(/) = <(»0) = «'A-«o- (2-17)

For nonlinear systems the evolution operator can be guaranteed to exist under certain

requirements (see 2.6.2), but the explicit form ofthe evolution operator cannot always be

obtained, and in such cases numérica! methods must be employed to genérate the flow.

The main idea behind the evolution operators in the nonlinear case comes from

converting (2.13) into an integral equation [17],

x(t) = x0(t) + ¡f(x(T);a)dT, (2.18)

which actually is not a solution (as the right-hand side also depends on x ), but can be

used to define an operator as follows,

r(u) = x0(0 + jf(u(r);a)í/r (2.19)

•0

A solution to the IVP can be found as a fixed-point of the defined operator T(u) ,
i.e.

x(t) = u" s.L u" =T(u). Two types ofevolution operators may be exist for DS [18]:

• When 4| ••> a non-invertible operator on X
,
it allows only forward evolution in

time and therefore TcRJ. This type of solution is called a semi-flow, and

represents a semi-DS.

• When 4' is an invertible operator on X
, (^)-1 = ffc"' . it allows both forward and

backward evolution in time and therefore T =R . This type of solution is called a

flow and represents a global-DS.

When the evolution operator is invertible, the group property (2. 1 6) for the global-DS is

modified as follows

¿r'(*o) = #(#(*»))- withr„r2 eT, (2.20)
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therefore when t2
= -t, it implies that <¡t¿ °$ =fc'¡ °if>'¿ =4>°a, and such a composition

results in the identity operator, rendering $~h = (fá )"'

For the rest ofthis chapter, unless otherwise stated, any analysis in backwards time

(when T = R orT = R") will be limited to autonomous global-DS only, as it requires

the flow to be invertible, and for that reason the symbol 0~' must be interpreted as the

preimage set, fc'(y) = {x eX : fc(x) = y} ,
for semi-DS. Also, for simplicity, the explicit

time dependence of the state vector as well as the system (model) parameter a will be

dropped onwards, unless required to clarify the context.

2.4.2 Theoretical frameworks for the study of autonomous flows

The theory of deterministic autonomous dynamical systems splits into subfields which

differ by the structure imposed on the state-space and evolution operator [19] as shown

in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2. Subfields of study of DS

Subfield State-Space Evolution Operator Section

Differentiable

dynamics

Topological

dynamics

Ergodic theory

Subset of RN or a

smooth manifold

Topological space

(usually a compact

metric space)

Measure space or

Probability space

Differentiable (smooth) 2.6

transformation

Continuous transformation 2.7

Measure preserving 2.7

transformation

2.5 Stability Analysis ofAutonomous Continuous-Time DS

The general notions of stability for nonlinear systems are defined in this chapter, which

will be required in later sections for the characterization and categorization of dynamics.
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A brief overview of linear DS stability is provided as many concepts from this theory

serve as the foundation for the more general stability theory for nonlinear DS.

2.5.1 Steady-state behavior and invariant limit sets

The bounded (in state-space) asymptotic behavior of a DS as t T +•» is called the

steady-state of the flow. For global-DS a steady state can also be defined in backward

time evolution as 1 1 —

oo. The difference between a flow and its steady-state is called

the transient of the flow [20]. On this section, all statements for backward time

evolution are restricted to global-DS.

A point y is a to-limit point of a point x0 if, for every neighborhood5 U of y, the

positive semiorbit y^(x0) repeatedly enters J7 (and then is arbitrarily cióse to y). The set

of all limit points for x0 is then called the co-limit set of x0 , ©(x0) ,
and is formally

stated as follows [21],

fl)(x0)-={yeX:lirninfU'(x0)-y| = o}l rf- i i )
(2.21)

= {y eX : 3tx,t2,. . . -> oo s.t. f (x0) -> y as k t oo}.

In analogy, the a-limit set of x0, a(x0), is defined in the same way as the ©-limit set,

but w.r.t. backwards time evolution and negative semiorbits

a(x0) = {ye^:liminf|4'(x0)-y| = o}
= {y eX : 3tx,t2,. . . -> -oo s.t. +'* (x0) -> y as k T oo}.

It is worth noting that z e ^(x0) =-> ÜKZ) = tfK-***) >
an<-* ^e same can be stated for a-limit

sets, therefore it is equivalent to refer to the limit set of an initial state or to the limit set

of for the orbit defined by that initial state a)(y^(x0))
= o(x0) and a(_y¿(x0))

= a(x0) .

Limit sets are invariant sets under the evolution operator, meaning that a DS having

¡ts current state inside a limit set (oa or a) will remain within the limit set throughout

Neighbortioods are formally defined in section 8.2. At this time, a neighborhood of point y can be

interpreted as any subset ofthe state-space containing y at its center (and not at the boundary).
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evolution (forwards time or backwards time respectively). Formally invariant sets are

defined as follows

• TcX is <j> -invariant if Vx e T[^(x) cz r] .

• rcJis positively (forwards) <f> -invariant if Vx e r[/+(x) c Tj .

• T <_X is negatively (backwards) <p -invariant if Vx e r[/~(x) c. Ij .

Based on the previous definition co-limit sets are positively ^ -invariant, while a-limit

sets are negatively ^-invariant [21].

2.5.2 Types of stability analysis

Stability analysis is tightly coupled with the steady-state behavior of a system, as it

enables the characterization of the behavior of limit sets (attracting, repelling, saddle,

etc), and their classification. In DS there are two main kinds of stability analysis:

• Orbit stability analysis, which analyzes the local dynamic evolution of a

small state perturbation inside a limit set, i.e. how the evolution of an

infinitesimally perturbed initial state compares to the evolution of the

unperturbed initial state.

• Structural (topological) stability analysis, which analyzes robustness of the

DS to smooth perturbations to the vector field or evolution operator (via

variation ofa system parameter, a, in (2.13)), i.e. ifthe perturbation leads

to a topologically equivalent set of solutions (flow).

This section focuses on orbital stability without providing details on structural stability.

The topic of structural stability is not fully presented in this work (although some

information is provided in section 2.6), and a good overview of it can be found in [12].

2.5.3 Linear orbital stability analysis

Orbital stability analysis exists in linear and nonlinear variants, and this section will

only present the linear analysis for orbital stability. The following are some of existing

stability criterions for DS (for more criterions see [18]):
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• Lyapunov asymptotic stability: A trajectory is stable if a small perturbation to its

initial state diminishes throughout evolution tending to zero.

• Lyapunov neutral stability: A trajectory is stable if a small perturbation to its

initial state does not grow throughout evolution.

• Poisson linear stability: A trajectory is stable if its positive semiorbit is bounded

to a región ofthe state-space.

Some stability criterions are stronger than others, and thus the following implications

apply: Asymptotic t-» Neutral h-> Poisson. In the following section, the Lyapunov

linear stability analysis is presented, which enables the classification of asymptotic

stability and neutral stability. For a broader description of these three types of stability

and their relations see [17]. For a brief overview of the linear stability theory see

appendix 8.1.

2.53.1 Lyapunov linear stability analysis for nonlinear autonomous DS

Formally, Lyapunov's linear criteria for asymptotic stability states that a state trajectory

x'(t) is stable if there exists ó" s.t. the following property holds,

|K) -s*('o)| < S =>N')
-

*"c)|-?f=->° . (2-23)

where x(r) stands for any other trajectory. Furthermore, Lyapunov's neutral stability

degrades the criteria to require the existence of 8(e) for an arbitrary small £ > 0, s.t. the

following property |x(/0)
-

x\t0)\\ < ¿ => \x(t)
-

x\t)\ < e holds for all t > í0 [ 1 2],

|i('o)
-

*'(>o)| < S => |x(0
-

x\f)\ < s (2.24)

The conditions guaranteeing the previously stated criteria depend on the concept of a

characteristic exponent. Loosely stated, a Lyapunov characteristic exponent (LCE) is a

generalization of the notion of eigenvalue which is used to determine the steady-state

behavior of any kind of limit set in a generalized notion of eigendirection. An LCE

measures the exponential rate of growth or decay of infinitesimal perturbations, in a

specific direction, throughout a trajectory by means of linear approximations, i.e. given

an initial perturbation Axk(t0) in the Ath direction of trajectory x*(/), the LCE Ák
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approximates the magnitude of such a perturbation after time evolution as

|Axjl(i')|a:|Ax/fc(í0)|exp(Aitt'), this follows from the fact that the fundamental solution ofa

diagonalized linear system is composed of exponential evolution in each direction.

To define LCE formally let x"(t) be the state trajectory under analysis, and x(í) a

new process created from it by introducing small perturbation y(t0) = [Axk(t0)] _

at

initial time. Then the perturbation process y(/) = x(t)-x"(t) will evolve according to,

y
= f(x)-f(x*) = f(y +x')-f(x*) = g(y,x*). (2.25)

Linearizing equation (2.25) with respect to the perturbation process y in the

neighborhood of x" (i.e. in the neighborhood of y = 0) produces,

y
=Á(í)y, (2.26)

where A(r) is the linearization matrix in the neighborhood ofthe solution at time /,

A =

Dyg(0,x)
=

dgm(y,*')

&.
y=0

¥m

cbc.
mn

■-

m,n-\,...,N (2.27)

which is characterized by its eigenvalues and eigenvectors Á(r)e/t = ekpk íoxk=\,...J<¡.

The linearization matrix varies with time and therefore it is only valid in the

neighborhood of x*(r) and for a short time span, thus linearization must theoretically be

evaluated at each state obtained through infinitesimal time evolution, in order to analyze

the evolution of the perturbation throughout the complete trajectory (for practical

implementations see [22] [23]). Based on the eigendecomposition of this matrix at any

time instant, the perturbation can be separated in components per eigendirection:

y(0 = _[]My*(0» assigning by convention the lowest index to the direction of greater

expansión (greater eigenvalue). The initial perturbation evolution in the eigendirection of

the ¿th greatest expansión is locally approximated by the corresponding modal solution

to the linearized system:

y*(0 = y*('o)exp((f-fo)A)- (2.28)
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Therefore the exponential rate of growth or decay of an infinitesimal perturbation in the

jfcth eigendirection ek(t) is given by the real part of pk(t), and the LCE Xk is given by

At = limsup— ln|y*(0|, k = \,2,...,N (2.29)
•r"

t-t0
" "

which can be shown to lead to the following expression [12],

^=limsup—
—

\<R(pk(t'))dt' k = l,2,...,N (2.30)
,u ' "'<>.„

Thus the kth LCE can be thought of as the valué of the real part of the Ath greatest

eigenvalue of the linearization matrix, averaged over the trajectory under study x*(t)

through successive linearizations. An upper limit (limit supremum) is used to account for

the worst possible fluctuation ofthe valué of \ along the trajectory.

Based on LCE the stability of trajectories in forward time is characterized as listed

below. Under backward time evolution, the roles of stable and unstable motions are

interchanged:

• If ~\ > 0 : leads to unstable behavior (exponential growth) along the

corresponding eigendirection.

• If ,\ = 0 : leads to bounded behavior along the corresponding eigendirection, e.g.

oscillatory6.

• If ^ < 0 : leads to stable behavior (exponential decay) along the corresponding

eigendirection.

The analysis ofthe perturbation is done for a specific trajectory, but for ergodic DS,

every point in the basin of attraction ofan attractor has the same LCE, as will be detailed

in section 2.7.4.

The set ofN LCE valúes arranged in decreasing order \>k2>--->XN, forms the

so-called LCE spectrum of the limit set. Based on this ordering a state-space partition

X-W 3---Z3ÍF can be proposed (assuming for simplicity that all LCE have unitary

This statement is true for diagonalizable linearized systems. For non-diagonalizable systems, a

nilpotency greater than 1 may lead to unbounded behavior [17].
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multiplicity), with corresponding dimensions dimW^N. dimW -N-l, • •- and

dim»"' = 1, i.e. Wk =span{AA„V. \). and the grow or decay ofthe evolution of

initial conditions x0 e Wk \Wk~x is mainly driven by Ak [20].

The property of dissipative DS, on which this chapter focuses, of contracting
state-

space volumes throughout evolution can be stated in terms ofthe LCE spectrum as

±^<0. (2-31)
*»i

2.6 Geometrical Analysis ofDissipative Autonomous DS

The main idea behind the geometrical analysis of DS is that of understanding the shape

of the subsets of the state-space occupied by the DS throughout time evolution (both

forwards and backwards in time), i.e. the shape of the limit sets, as well as the

qualitative properties of the generated flows. The basic framework required for this

analysis is that of differential dynamics, which is given in terms of metric state-space.

The analysis of differential dynamics is directly related to the theory of ODE and IVP,

and notions like continuity, differentiability, and convergence of sequences are required

for this analysis and will be presented in this section.

2.6.1 Basic tools for geometrical analysis of DS

A method for the geometrical analysis of the behavior of DS by means of graphical

representation on the state-space is the phase-portrait, which is composed by the

superposition of múltiple characteristic state trajectories (segments of complete orbits)

corresponding to different initial conditions, as shown in Figure 2.1. Geometrical

analysis is enabled by phase portraits because dynamical regimes such as resting state or

periodic oscillation correspond to geometric objects in the phase-space, like points or

closed curves.
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Common analysis tool from vector calculus can be used to geometrically analyze

the vector fields ofDS, some of them are listed below with V. = —

,

—

,...,

{dxt dx2 axN)

• The line integral of a trajectory on the field. Given a smooth curve CcX

defined on the state-space, the integral \f(x)dx calculates die work required to

c

follow the trajectory C under die action ofthe vector field f .

• The Jacobian of the field, Jf ( x ) = f(x)Vi , is the best linear approximation of f

at x as it describes the orientation ofthe tangent subspace to f(x) . The Jacobian

is represented by the matrix [E>f]mn =df„/dx„, therefore it is a matrix-valued

field as the matrix assumes a different valué at each point in the state-space.

• The divergence of the field, is a scalar field generated from the vector field as

divf(x) =VF-f(x), which is a measure of radial departure or convergence to

each point in the state-space, thus useful for diagnosing if the DS sources/sinks

trajectories from/to specific locations in die state-space. The divergence

coincides with the trace of the Jacobian divf (x) = tr(Jf(x)) . Divergence free

vector fields (when Vx e ATdiv,(x) = 0] ) correspond to conservative systems,

while the negation ofthe previous is true for dissipative systems.

The curl oi the field, is a vector field curlf(x) = V. xf(x), which is a measure of

direction and magnitude ofthe curvature for the vector field f at each point ofthe state-

space, it indicates the average circulation (either clockwise or counter-clockwise), but

cannot guarantee complete circulation (generating closed cycles). The curl operator is

defined for 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional vector fields, and can be extended to

higher dimensions, but it won't be addressed here.

In the following, basic definitions for differentiable dynamical systems will be used

without prior definition. These definitions are summarized in appendix 8.2 for reference.
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Figure 2.1. Exampie phase portrait for DS in a 2-dimensional state-space7

2.6.2 Existence and uniqueness of orbits in DS

In autonomous DS the right hand side ofthe ODE (2.13), f(x), is a static vector field

defined on X and often interpreted as the velocity vector field for the DS state. The

proof of existence and uniqueness will not be reproduced here (it can be found in [17]),

but the highlights will be presented.

The smoothness ofthe flow j' at x0is dependent on the smoothness of f(x0) ,
and

by the Picard-Lindelóf theorem, as long as f is locally-Lipschitz at x0 ,
the existence

and uniqueness of a partial orbit (both forwards and backwards in time) is guaranteed,

and the maximal open interval of existence can be found. Note that even for a perfectly

well behaved nonlinear ODE IVP, a solution is not guaranteed to exist for all time by

this theorem. By the global bounded existence theorem whenever f is locally-Lipschitz

and bounded, the flow will be complete [17], and by the Lipschitz global existence

theorem whenever f is globally Lipschitz, then it will be complete [17], and thus the

existence and uniqueness of complete orbits is guaranteed. Two consequence of the

uniqueness property are noteworthy:

7
Phase portrait image taken from [12].
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• Orbits cannot converge, cross or branch in the state-space for a complete flow

of an autonomous deterministic DS (every phase point belongs to one and only

one orbit), formallyVx,y eX[f(x) = 4' (y) <=> x = y] .
which is congruent with

the fact that the DS is deterministic [20].

• Existence of crossings and branches in a phase portrait for a complete flow of an

autonomous DS are indicative of a projection of the state-space into a lower

dimensión, i.e. the DS requires a higher dimensional state-space to be correctly

represented.

An evolution operator for an autonomous differentiable global-DS which complies

with the group property (2.20) must genérate complete flows which are diffeomorphic

[17], therefore the vector field must be at least locally Lipschitz and bounded, or at most

globally Lipschitz. The rest of the chapter, unless otherwise stated, will focus on

differentiable-DS with diffeomorphic evolution operators.

2.6.3 Geometrical classification of DS

The geometrical classification ofDS is based on the long-time behavior of orbits in

the state-space. For this reason the analysis of limit sets is useful for the categorization

of steady-state behavior, because when a limit set is shared by a large subset ofthe state-

space, the properties of the limit set completely define the asymptotic behavior for that

subset of the state-space. Note that in the following any analysis in backward time is

valid only for global-DS. For a complete formal treatment ofthis topic see [17] and [24].

When the system under study requires N state variables for its complete description,

but the nature ofthe system imposes restrictions on the N-dimensional vector space (i.e.

the state vector of the system can never be inside some regions of the N-dimensional

space), then the state-space has to be defined as a subset of the vector space, usually

hypersurfaces. These geometric objects are called manifolds, and in the following the

term will refer loosely to a smooth geometric object which locally has the structure and

properties of its containing vector space (linearity, continuity, differentiability, etc), and

is defined as a subset of its containing vector space which complies with a defining

property related to the restrictions on the N-dimensional space (being a solution to a
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system of equations, presenting a uniform type of behavior, etc) [25] [17]. Some

common examples are -i-dimensional spheres or ¿/-dimensional tori embedded in a

(</+/)-dimensional vector space. For differentiable-DS the state-space is sometimes

conformed by vector spaces, and sometimes by smooth manifolds. The analysis

presented below applies to both cases based on the local similarity of manifolds and

vector spaces.

It can be shown that limit sets are closed sets [17], as they are defined by the closure

of orbits, i.e. forwards orbits for co-limit set and backwards orbits for a-limit sets. In

differentiable-DS, when the forward orbit of a given state, y¿(x0) ,
is contained in a

compact set, it follows that the limit set co(xQ) is nonempty, compact and connected (as

all closed subsets of compact sets are compact), and therefore all orbits contained in the

same compact set will converge to a limit set. A minimal set M is a set that is closed,

nonempty and $ -invariant, and that doesn't contain as a proper subset any other subset

with the same characteristics, in a way it can be thought of as an atomic or indivisible

closed set invariant under time evolution. Any compact set M is minimal if and only if

Vm eM[to(m) - M] ,
thus in a minimal set all orbits converge to the same limit-set,

which is the complete minimal set.

A trapping región is a compact set K c_X such that $'(K) cz int(K) , where m\(K)

denotes the interior (every element of the set not belonging to its boundary). By the

group property (2.20) a trapping región presents the following property,

f
-+''
(K) = f* (4" (K)) c int(¿'' (K)) c int(K); for any f,,f2 > 0 ,

thus the sequence of sets #'(K) is nested for any increasing sequence {/,}. Trapping

regions can be identified by noticing that everywhere in the boundary of K the vector

field ispointing inwards.

The co-limit set LA is dubbed as attracting limit set if there exists a trapping región

which is a superset of LA , LAcK^X, such that the following condition is fulfilled
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Vx0etf[©(x0) = IJ,

¿,=f>'(*),
(232)

henee an attracting limit set is a maximal f -invariant set of a trapping región K
,
and

LA is closed, therefore o// attracting limit sets are compact (by property (8.4)) [26].

Attracting limit sets exist in systems that are non-conservative with positive dissipation,

which implies that the volume of any subset of the state-space is contracted by the time

evolution, which implies that the final attracting limit setmust have zero volume [18].

Theforwards basin ofattraction or stable set ofan attracting limit set LA , WS(LA),

is defined as the set W\LA) = {xeX\LA :p(f'(x),LA)
—pf^-»o}, which can be

interpreted as the maximal trapping región of LA ,
i.e. if K is a trapping región for LA

then,

W\LA) = \}f(K), (2.33)
■<co

and when WS(LA) =X LA is called a universal attracting set.

In general attracting limit set are not "irreducible" ^-invariant sets which is a

desired property for their analysis (i.e. parts of the set might not be attracting, while

being f -invariant under evolution). An attractor is an attracting limit set which is an

"irreducible
"

positively f -invariant set, i.e. a minimal set. An attractor is defined as an

attractive limit set LA which is exactly the limit set of at least one orbit, i.e.

A = LA s.t. 3x eX[ú)(x) = LA). (2.34)

It is worth noting that different formal definitions of an attractor exist, all of them

achieving the "irreducible" character, e.g. being a minimal subset of an attracting limit

set, containing a dense orbit, attracting strictly positive measures, or being topologically

transitive (see 2.7.1 for the definitions of topologically transitive). Operationally the

chosen definition means that attractor can be defined as an indecomposable set on which

experimental points accumulate for large evolution times [22] [26].
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The a-limit set LR is dubbed as repelling limit set if there exists an open

neighborhood í/cl of LR such that the following condition is fulfilled

Vx0eU[a(x0) = LR], (2.35)

and contrary to attracting limit sets, repelling limit sets are related to negative dissipation

or volume expansión in the state-space. In analogy with a attracting limit sets, a

backwards basin ofattraction or unstable set ofa repelling limit set LR , W(LR), is the

set of all points in the state-space that get attracted to the limit set through backwards

time evolution, i.e. W(LR) = {xeX\LR: p^'(x),LR) ^ >0¡ .

The set Ls is dubbed as saddle limit set or saddle if there exists an open

neighborhood UclX of Ls, which is partitioned in two disjoint subsets

U =WS(LS)®Wa(Ls) ,
such that the following conditions are fulfilled

Vx0e^Kx0)_¿s],

Vx0e^"[a(x0)cZs],

where W\LS) is called the stable manifold, and W(LS) is called the unstable

manifold, and their dimensions correspond to the number of stable and unstable LCE

respectively.

For the three cases of limit sets, the stable sets or stable manifolds 1VS defined by

them are always positively 0 -invariant, while the unstable sets or unstable manifolds

W are always negatively «-í -invariant under time evolution of the DS. Stable and

unstable manifolds generalize the notions of stable subspace and unstable subspace

(defined in appendix 8.1) respectively [17], see Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2. Stable and unstable spaces (ES,E") and manifolds (V\ V" ) for a saddle point x."

It is said that complexity is induced in DS through the connection of unstable and

stable manifolds, which may be found mainly in two different types of orbits. An

heteroclinic connection is an orbit yt s.t. it is backwards asymptotic to a set LR and

forwards asymptotic to a set LA ,
i.e. yt cW(LR)rxWs(LA) . An homoclinic connection

is an orbit yt s.t. it is backwards and forwards asymptotic to the same set Ls, i.e.

yt<zW\Ls)oW*(Ls).

An example of saddle is shown in Figure 2.1 as the point Q, which shows two

homoclinic connections composed by two incoming (attracted) orbits forming the stable

manifold, and two outgoing (repelled) orbits forming the unstable manifold.

For global-DS, under backward time evolution (time inversión) all attractors

become repellers and vice-versa, while stable and unstable manifolds of saddle limit sets

are interchanged.

It is worth noting that contrary to linear DS, which can have only one limit set in the

complete state-space, nonlinear DS may have múltiple limit sets and each one may have

a different steady-state behavior (attractor, repeller, saddle), therefore the steady-state of

a nonlinear DS is dependent on the initial conditions.

Different geometrical types of limit sets (or steady-state description) can be found in

DS, and each type has unique temporal, spectral (frequency domain) and state-space

characteristics. Note that temporal and spectral characteristics are dependent on the long

1

Image taken from [22].
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term asymptotical behavior (attracting, repelling, saddle). In the following five different

types of limit sets for autonomous DS will be presented, all of them will be described for

attracting behavior as it is the onlyphysically observable kind limit set, as non-attractive

behavior cannot be observed neither physically or in simulation when concentrating on

steady-state behavior [20].

2.6.3.1 Fixed-point attractor

A fixed-point attractor is a limit set consisting of a single point in the state-space (also

known as stationary-point or singular-point) which represents a constant solution to the

autonomous ODE, i.e. a point where the vector field vanishes9 and the flow is fixed

L = {*«)■

f(O = 0. (2.37)

#'(*.,)
=

V

Temporal characterization of a fixed-point attractor is an equilibrium state, i.e. a

constant or static flow with only the DC component in its spectrum, as shown in Figure

2.3.

Figure 2.3. Phase portrait of buckling column model with one fixed-point attractor at the origin.

9
A fixed-point implies the vector field vanishes, but the converse is not true in general [71].
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(2.38)

2.6.3.2 Limit cycle attractor

A limit cycle is a limit set consisting ofa closed orbit with fundamental period T > 0

_

= {f (_c) : r e T aO < / < T}, s.t.

f(xc) = f+T(xc),

i.e. it represents a closed trajectory in the state-space. An attracting limit cycle has a

temporal periodic motion, with a spectrum consisting of harmonic components related to

the fundamental period of the cycle as shown in Figure 2.4. Limit cycles are

diffeomorphic copies ofthe circle. Limit cycles are self-sustained oscillations and thus

cannot appear in linear DS.

r •
(b)

Xífl

(a) (c)

Figure 2.4. Limit cycle of the Van der Pol oscillator. (a) Trajectory. fb) Time waveform of first

component (c) Frequency spectrum of first component11

2.6.3.3 Limit torus attractor

An isolated torus attractor is an orbit that describes temporal quasi-periodic motion.

This motion can be written as a sum of periodic functions (simple oscillators, periodic

cycles) whose frequencies are incommensurate, and form a linearly independent

frequency set jv, =2^r/T,,v2 -27r/12,...,vp =2;r/Tp} of dimension-p

10

Image taken from [23].
11

Image taken from [20].
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¿ = {¿'(xp):/eT}, s.t.
■í-, (2-39)

f (»p)
= _>*(') = *P(xp,f1/,v2/,...,V).

where *P is a smooth function with period 27t on each of its p temporal arguments

separately.

This limit set it is also known as p-periodic cycle, which is bounded to a región of

the state-space and asymptotically (as t T oo) uniformly covers the entire bounded

surface, which is a diffeomorphic copy ofap-tori [18]. Spectral characteristics of quasi-

periodic orbits contain sets of equally distant discrete components with decreasing

magnitude to the right and left ofthe main spectral line, as shown in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5. Quasi-periodic orbit (a) Trajectory. Ob) Frequency spectrum for component-x.12

2.6.3.4 Strange attractors

A strange attractor is a limit set which cannot be presented as a finite unión of smooth

manifolds, and it presents geometry in the state-space related to fractals and cantor sets

(see Figure 2.6) [18], whose orbits describe aperiodic motion. Informally, a fractal is a

geometrical object that is irregular and self-similar with a fine structure (self-similarity

repeats at arbitrarily small scales). It is usually assigned a fractional dimensión (see

12

Image taken from [67].
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2.6.5) which differs from the topological dimensión. A formal description of fractals can

be found in [18]. The term strange refers to the unfamiliar geometric structure of

attracted trajectories in the phase portraits [27], as its steady state behavior is different

from all previous three types of limit sets. Puré strange attractors are supposed to be non-

existent in physical systems [28], and thus three different classes of strange attractors are

defined instead [12]: Robust hyperbolic attractors, quasi-hyperbolic attractors, and

non-hyperbolic attractors. While robust hyperbolic attractors are equivalent to the

"ideal" strange attractor, quasi-hyperbolic and non-hyperbolic attractors are

degenerations ofthe first one and are physically realizable (for details see chapter 5).

2.6.3.5 Chaotic attractors

A chaotic attractor does not define in general a specific geometrical structure, but

instead is defined by the properties of the temporal behavior of trajectories inside the

limit set, the chaotic dynamics. Loosely stated the defining properties for chaotic

dynamics is the sensitive dependence to initial conditions, as well as aperiodicity

bounded to a compact set, i.e. the chaotic dynamic "wanders everywhere" on the limit

set. A chaotic trajectory is defined as a trajectory that is bounded but not asymptotically

periodic, while it possesses a positive LCE (therefore a chaotic trajectory must present

infinitely many distinct valúes). In these terms a chaotic attractor is defined as an

attractor containing a chaotic trajectory which is dense inside of the limit set [29]. A

strange attractor is the image of an "ideal" chaos [12], therefore chaotic behavior is

commonly found in strange attractors1

One practical meaning of this sensitivity is that an arbitrary small error on the

knowledge of the initial conditions of a chaotic motion would produce completely

despair predictions of future states, contrary to the common intuition for deterministic

systems, for this reason chaos has been described as a deterministic system that exhibits

random behavior [20].

Not all chaotic attractors are strange (or vice-versa), see section 2.6.3.6.
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Figure 2.6. One of Sprott's strange attractors

Spectrally chaotic attractors differ from other types of attractors, as the spectrum of

chaotic dynamics is not a discrete spectrum, but a continuous spectrum of broad-band

nature. By the Poincaré-Bendixson theorem continuous-time autonomous chaos can

only occur on DS with three or more dimensions [17]. A mathematical description ofthe

properties defining chaos is presented in section 2.7.1. For a wide list of three

dimensional quadratic chaotic attractors see [17].

2.6.3.6 Strange non-chaotic (SNA) and chaotic non-strange attractors (CNA)

Without delving much into these types of attractors, it is worth mentioning that although

in many cases all chaotic attractors are strange, there exists exceptions both ways, i.e.

there exist strange attractors that are non-chaotic and vice-versa. A formal definition of

these concepts can be found in [12], more examples can be found in [23]. It is worth

noting though that both chaotic dynamics and strange attractors can emerge from many

different DS models with model parameters, by finding the suitable parameter valúes
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which produce this behavior, a task known as bifurcation analysis (for a brief overview

ofthis analysis see appendix 8.3).

2.6.4 Geometrical stability analysis of DS

Stability analysis is tightly coupled with the steady-state behavior of a system, as it

enables the characterization of the behavior of limit sets (attracting, repelling, saddle,

etc), and their classification. The stability concepts for ¿-invariant sets are defined in

terms of a distance metric from a point x to a set UaX , yo(x,í/) = infd(x,u) . Thus a
■eí/

<¿ -invariant set T is termed neutrally stable if for every neighborhood N(r) there is a

subset U <_ N(T) s.t.

Vueí/[r+(u)eN(r)]. (2.40)

A ^ -invariant set T termed is asymptoticaUy stable if it is neutrally stable and there

exists a neighborhood N(T) s.t.

VxeN(T)|>(>'(x),r)—S=->«]- (2-41)

In this section the classification of DS will be presented based on the linear orbital

stability analysis developed in section.

2.6.4.1 Stability classifications of fixed-points

The local behavior of a perturbation in the neighborhood of the fixed-point is

determined by the linearization matrix ofthe vector field at that point, Jf (x„) ,
which is

a constant matrix (a fixed-point does not vary with time). Therefore for fixed-point limit

sets eigenvectors {et}t=^ and eigenvalues {/ct} of Jf(x„), are constant, and the LCE

coincide with the real part ofthe eigenvalues {A^ =5R(/\)}it=0 To fully characterize the

possible behaviors in fixed-points (not only stability, but the geometrical shape of stable

or unstable trajectories), the imaginary part of eigenvalues is also required.

The classification of fixed-points in terms of the eigenvalues of the local

linearization matrix will be presented in Table 2.3, for 2D (ignore last eigenvalue) shown
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in Figure 2.7, and 3D (shown in Figure 2.8) only. For N>3 the same classes exist.
Note

that complex eigenvalues must always come in conjúgate pairs, and to analyze the

direction of rotation ofa focus type fixed-point, the curl operator curlfíx^) can be used,

rendering a counterclockwise rotation for positive curls, and clockwise rotation for

negative curls.

Table 2.3. Classification of fixed-point limit sets.

Classification

lst eigenvalue

Po

2" eigenvalue

Px

3rd eigenvalue

Pi Stable
Hyperbo

lie*(Po) 3(Po) np,) ata) M(P2) 3(/02)

stable node 0 0 0 Yes Yes

unstable node + 0 + 0 + 0 No Yes

stable focus ± + 0 Yes Yes

unstable focus + ± + T + 0 No Yes

inwards

saddle focus 0 + + + +

No Yes

outwards

saddle focus + 0 + 0

No Yes

Center 0 + 0 ^^^^^M No No

A fixed-point is called hyperbolic if all the LCE are non-zero, i.e. there is no center

subspace, and this kind of fixed-points are important for being structurally stable (as

opposed to non-hyperbolic fixed-points, which are not structurally stable and cannot be

physically observed), and therefore hyperbolic fixed-points are the rule and not the

exception (with probability 1) [20] [30].

By the local stable manifold theorem, the local stable manifold W_.(x ) in the

neighborhood of an hyperbolic fixed-point is guaranteed for existence and uniqueness as

a smooth submanifold of RN with the same dimensión as the stable subspace Xs

obtained from linearization of the DS at the fixed-point, and is tangent to Xs at the
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fixed-point (see Figure 2.2). The global stable manifold of a hyperbolic fixed-point is

given by the set WI(xeq)
= {^'(x):xe^(xeq), /eR}, and it can be shown to be

smooth and defined for all time [17]. By duality between forwards and backwards

evolution, a local unstable manifold, ''^(xeq), and a global unstable manifold,

^"(x«q)> exist an^ are locally (in the neighborhood ofthe fixed-point) tangent and with

the same dimensión as the unstable subspace X"

The Hartman-Grobman theorem states that the nonlinear system (2.13) "looks

like" (formally, is topologically equivalent to) the linearized system JfvX^) in a local

neighborhood, #fthe fixed-point x„ is of hyperbolic type [21] [17]. Hyperbolic fixed-

points are either unstable or asymptotically stable. The global characterization of non-

hyperbolic fixed-points depends upon more than just the linearization of the systems on

that point.

A fixed-point is called nonhyperbolic if it has at least one LCE equal to zero, i.e.

the linearized system presents a center subspace. For this type of fixed-points the stable

and unstable manifolds continué to exist in general, and differ from hyperbolic fixed-

points in the existence ofa center manifold, ¡Vc(xai), which is locally tangent to the

center subspace Xc

To gain additional information about the fixed-point it is useful to consider the

nullclines, subsets of state-space on which a single component of the velocity field

vanishes. The intersection of all the nullclines in the system is the fixed-point, and for

low dimensional systems, the nullclines give an overall picture of the behavior in the

state-space.
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DetÁ
1 A 2

Saddle Saddle

Figure 2.7. Diagram of fixed-points in the plañe (in transformed coordinates). Note that Á is the

linearization matrix, Det3 = PiPz, and Sp3 = Pi + Pz-U

Although information ofthe behavior extracted from linear analysis is only valid for

small neighborhood of the fixed-point, in many cases this is enough to make a

qualitative prediction of the phase portrait in a región enclosing all fixed-points by

connecting the characteristic trajectories of each one of them. Hyperbolic saddle-points

are of special importance as two properties (see Figure 2.9) must hold [24]:

• Saddle stable manifolds W which are tangent at the fixed-point to the

space expanded by the stable eigenvectors, define the basin boundaries

between different attracting limit sets in the state-space.

• Saddle unstable manifolds W which are tangent at the fixed-point to the

space expanded by the unstable eigenvectors, contain all attractors in the

14

Image taken from [12].
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state-space, i.e. ifa saddle point exist, attractors (other limit sets) must lie on

its unstable manifold.

i£^

Figure 2.8. 3D saddle fixed-points. (a) is an inwards saddle-focus. (b) is an outwards saddle-focus.

An example ofthis is a separatrix ofa saddle which is a phase curve connecting the

stable and unstable manifolds of saddle fixed-points and separating two regions of state-

space with fundamentally different dynamic behavior. If a separatrix connects two

different saddle-points it is called a heteroclinic connection. If a separatrix connects both

manifolds of a single saddle-point it is known as a separatrix loop or homoclinic

connection. An example is shown for the saddle-point Q in Figure 2.1 .

Image taken from [12].
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Figure 2.9. Stable and unstable manifolds of saddle fixed-point S. Note that an attractor lies on the

unstable manifold, while the stable manifold is a basin boundary. The dotted lines represent the

eigendirections obtained from the local linear stability analysis.16

2.6.4.2 Stability classifications of limit cycles and limit torus

Limit cycles can also be analyzed for stability through a local linearization method. This

method is based on the so-called Poincare sections and first return maps [17] [30].

Although this method won't be described in this work, it is worth mentioning that limit

cycles appear as fixed-points in first retum maps, and the eigenvalues of the linearized

map are called characteristic multipliers, which are exponentially related to LCE. Limit

cycles always present one zero-valued LCE. Limit cycles can be hyperbolic (if all

characteristic multipliers are located outside of the unit circle) or non-hyperbolic, and

can be classified based on the LCE spectrum as: stable (trajectories converging to the

limit cycle, either directly or in a spiral manner), unstable (trajectories diverging from

the limit cycle, either directly or in a spiral manner) or saddle (each side of the cycle,

16

Image taken from [24].
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inside or outside, presents a different behavior, stable or unstable). More information on

limit cycle stability can be found in [12] [30] [20] [22]. Limit p-tori are classified

similarly to limit cycles, with the exception the p-torus must have p zero-valued

exponents and not only one.

2.6.43 Stability classifications of chaotic strange limit sets

As any other limit set, chaotic limit sets can be attracting, repelling or saddle type,

and in all cases chaos is unstable at least in one direction. Therefore the LCE spectrum

for chaotic trajectories must have at least one positive LCE. Strange chaotic attractors

are not asymptotically stable, present self-oscillatory regimes in the limit set, and the

attracting character does not contradict the fact the chaos is unstable, i.e. state-space

subsets will decrease in volume throughout evolution tending to the attracting limit set

(zero volume set), but will be separated inside the limit set [12]. In terms of the

linearized representation of the system at each state of a trajectory inside the attractor,

there will always be expanding directions (corresponding to the unstable manifold at

each point) and contracting directions (corresponding to the stable manifold at each

point). Therefore chaotic limit sets are asymptotically unstable (Lyapunov), but neutrally

stable (Poisson).

2.6.5 Dimensión of attractors in DS

One last viewpoint of the geometric structure of attracting limit sets is their dimensión.

Many different dimensions have been defined for DS, like the capacity (box counting)

dimensión, correlation dimensión, Hausdorff dimensión and information dimensión (for

a detailed description of these dimensions see [18] [20] [26]). In this section the

Lyapunov dimensión orfractal dimensión will be described, which is useful to classify

an attractor as regular or strange. Lyapunov dimensión is given by:

Y' /L

D = / +™V*. (2.42)

where / is the largest integer number for which
__*-iA

> ° í12]-
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A regular attractor is defined as an attractor with asymptotically stable solutions,

whose fractional dimensión is integer-valued and coincide with the topological

dimensión, and so fixed-points, limit cycles and limit tori are regular attractors. Any

attractor that does not comply with the previous required is then dubbed strange

attractor.

2.6.6 Summary of geometrical classification of attractors in DS

Attractors are zero-volume limit sets for dissipative systems onto which arbitrary

volumes in state-space tend to contract either in stable or unstable fashion. Table 2.4

summarizes the main properties of the different kinds of attractors that have been

described in this section, while Figure 2.10 shows the possible classes of LCE spectrum

for three-dimensional attractors in differentiable-DS.

Table 2.4. Classification of attracting sets.

Attracting Set Steady-State LCE spectrum Dim Class

fixed-point Equilibrium 0>\>->XN 0 Regular

limit cycle Periodic 0 = Ál>Á2>--->ÁN 1 Regular

limit K-torus Quasiperiodic 0 =A,=-- = ÁK>ÁK+l>->ÁN K Regular

fractal Chaotic
Áx>°-> S=A<0

fractional Strange
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fucd point limit cycle

O
(0.-.-)

torus

(0. 0, -)

strange atu-actor

(+. 0, -)

Figure 2.10. LCE spectrum classes for attractors in 3D differentiable-DS.17

2.7 Statistical Analysis ofDissipative Autonomous Ergodic DS

The main idea behind the statistical analysis ofDS is that of defining a topology on the

state-space, defining properties for the evolution operator in terms of the topology, and

analyzing the induction of a measure in the topology of the state-space by the evolution

operator, which can be interpreted as a probability measure. In other words, the interest

is in finding the relative frequencies with which a DS visits different subsets ofthe state-

space, and understand the required conditions to interpret these relative frequencies as a

probability measure in the state-space. This section briefly presents the concepts of

topological dynamical systems and ergodic theory.

2.7.1 Basic definitions on topological DS

The basic mathematical concepts required for the analysis of topological-DS will be

defined and stated without proofs in this section, following references [31] and [19].

17

Image taken from [26]. The parenthesis inside each figure indicates the sign of each LCE in the

spectrum (+ for positive, - for negative, 0 for zero).
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A topology T on a metric space (X,d) is a collection of open sets of the metric

space (a proper subset ofthe powerset TcV(X) ) with the following properties:

i. The empty set 0 and the complete space X belong to T

ii. Countable unions of sets from the topology are also in the topology.

iii. Finite intersections of sets from the topology are also in the topology.

An example topology is the collection ofall open sets in a metric space.

A topological space (X,T) is a space X together with a topology T A metric

space (X,d) is a topological space using the topology 7" ofall open sets in X

A sequence {x,,},,^, is convergent to the point x" in a topological space (X,T) if

for every open set C/eTthat contains x* there exists an integer m>0 such that

Vm > m[xn eU] . A point x* is called the limit point of the sequence if there exists a

subsequence that converges to that point, therefore a sequence might have múltiple limit

points (e.g. a periodic sequence).

A topologically continuous function f:X—>Y is a function between two

topological spaces (X,TX) and (Y,TY), such that for each open set in Y, VeTr ,
the

pre-image is an open set in X, f~\V) e Tx .

An autonomous continuous-time continuous-space topological DS (TDS) can be

defined by restating the definitions given in section 2.2 in terms of topological spaces. A

TDS is a 3-tuple (T, ,tf) ,
where -(X,T) is now a topological space (or metric

space if a distance d is defined). If the fixed-time evolution operator tf is a

diffeomorphism, the system will be called a global-TDS, otherwise (when $' is an

endomorphism but not invertible) it will beasemi-TDS. Although it won't be covered in

this work, note that TDS are usually studied through the notion of topological

conjugacies, which grant a way to map a complex representation of a TDS in a space, to

an equivalent but simpler representation of the same TDS in another space, for more

information in this topic see references [19] [31] [17].
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A TDS defined on a metric space (X,d) is said to be sensitive (present sensitive

dependence to initial conditions) if there exists a A > 0, called sensitivity constant, s.t.

Vx eX,e > 0[3y e Bs 0(x) [</(#' (x),f (y)) > A, for some r > o]] , (2.43)

in words, arbitrarily cióse to any reference point in the state-space are other points for

which their time-t evolution will be J -apart from the time-t evolution of the reference

point. Sensitive-TDS are produced by expanding-TDS which are defined below.

A TDS defined on a metric space (X,d) is said to be expanding if there exists a

v > 0 . called expansive constant, s.t.

Vx,y eX[(x * y) h-» 3t eT[j(f(x),f (y)) > v]] , (2.44)

in words, for any two distinct trajectories in the flow there must be a time at which

they becomefar apart. Qualitatively a TDS is contracting ifthe inverse behavior of an

expanding system holds, i.e. there must be a time at which trajectories become

arbitrarily cióse. Contracting flows are produced by positively dissipative DS, while

expanding flows are produced by negatively dissipative DS.

A TDS is called topologically transitive in a f -invariant subset of the state-space

Af eT if it produces a dense positive semiorbit on it, i.e. 3x0 eM s.t. y+(x0) is dense

in M (for global-TDS the condition is placed on complete orbits), in other words the

orbit is arbitrarily cióse to every point in the set Af . If M is also compact, then the dense

orbit will be countable rendering M separable, i.e. the properties ofthe TDS on the full

set M can be deduced by analyzing the properties ofa countable set ofpoints. A TDS is

topologically transitive in a separable compact ^-invariant subset iff for each pair of

non-empty subsets U,VczM with U,VeT the following property holds,

3teT[+'(U)r^V*0~], (2.45)

in words, any given subset ofM (element in the topology) will visit each part ofM at

least once throughout evolution. This property comes from the Birkhoff transitivity

theorem.
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Topological entropy is defined for compact metric spaces (X,d) in terms of

separated sets and spanning sets for a finite scale resolution e, the former represent sets

for which the trajectories emanating from every element will be distinguishable for the

resolution e after a certain time evolution, while the latter represent sets for which
the

trajectories emanating from every element up to a certain time evolution span all the

possible trajectories in the space for the resolution e, i.e. all trajectories emanating from a

separated set are e-distinguishable, while every trajectory in the space is e-

undistinguishable with one of the trajectories emanating from the spanning set. To help

formalize the definition of these sets, the n-step distance (also known as Bowen's

metric) for «eN -i,, : .*¥ xX -» [0,oo) is introduced, which allows distinguishing in the

neighborhood of an orbit the points which move away from each other during evolution,

and is given by

<(x,y) =maxí/(^(x),^(y)).
0*á**Ol

In terms of this new distance metric two points are said to be e-close until time n if both

points are inside the n-step open e-ball given by

Bdn(x,e)
= {yeX;dn(x,y)>e],
= Bd(x,e)n (fyBd(f\x),e))n • • *n (f(-l)Bd (¿+("-»(x),e)),

i.e. the n-step open e-ball contains all the points y such that <>*(y) e Bd($k(x),e) for all

0<k<n-l [31].

An (n,e)-separated set S&X for e > 0 and n e N is as set for which all distinct

points x,y e S, y * x ,
have dn(x, y) > e

,
in other words any n-step open e-ball centered

at any of the elements in the set contains only that element in the set. Under the

assumption that X is compact, S separated sets are guaranteed to exist and be finite

[31] [19].

The topological entropy of a TDS is defined in terms of the cardinality of the

maximal («,<r)-separated set in X Sep(«,e), which clearly grows as n increases or e
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decreases, and represents a lower bound to the average (during time evolution)

exponential growth rate ofthe e-distinguishable orbit segments, and is given by

^,e) = IimlimsuPlog(Sep("'e)) (2.47)
--»o

„_►«, n

A parallel definition of topological entropy exists in terms of minimal spanning sets

representing an upper bound to the behavior, but won't be developed here, therefore the

interested reader is referred to [31] for further details. A related concept of metric

entropy refers to the amount of information needed to specify the state ofthe system to

an arbitrary accuracy, given the knowledge that it is inside the attractor.

Qualitatively, when observing the evolution of a large set of orbits with a finite

resolution for a positive entropy TDS, it would seem that new orbits continuously

"spawn" as time evolves, although those were always different orbits but the finite

resolution of the observations prevented their differentiation at earlier times. Again, this

qualitative conclusions hint at the impossibility ofa deterministic model basedprediction

of the evolution for a TDS with positive entropy based on previous observation with

finite resolution.

2.73 Basic definitions on measure theory

The complexity embedded in the dynamics of sensitive-TDS and positive entropy TDS

for finite resolution observation motivates the statistical analysis of these systems, even

though they can be deterministic in nature. While the previously presented geometrical

study of DS focuses on the qualitative asymptotic behavior (as expanding, contracting,

periodicity, quasiperiodicity, density of orbits, etc.) ofall orbits generated by the system,

the measure theoretic approach (as a foundation for ergodic theory in section 2.7.4)

focuses on the quantitative behavior (frequency of visits, distribution, correlation decay

times) of typical orbits generated by the system. In order to formalize the statistical

approach to TDS new concepts are defined following the lines of references [19] [33]

[34] [35] [36] [31].

A measure is intuitively described as a notion that generalizes the concept of length,

area and volume (for curves, surfaces and bodies respectively) to subsets of a space in
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any dimensión, i.e. it represents the size or content of sets. A measure p is defined as a

non-negative function defined over a collection of subsets of the space JB czV(X)

which is countably additive, p :B -» [0,oo] complying with

i) rf0) = O,

( \

ii) p
\k=X )

\¿Uk =%p{Ck), for Uke¿?, \JUke#, Vk*l[UknUt
= 0] (2.48)

v*=l / k=X k=X

iii) U,VeBaUcV^> p(U) < p(V)

in words, the joint measure of countable number of pairwise disjoint sets is the sum of

the individual measures. If the measure is restricted to assign always finite valúes it is

called a finite measure. The collection of sets for which the measure is defined are

called measurable sets.

To define the measure correctly over a space, some restrictions must be imposed the

collection of measurable sets, namely the measurable sets must conform an algebra of

sets. A collection of subsets f czV(X) is a a-algebra ofsets iff

i. The empty set belongs to the collection 0e/";

ii. The collection is closed under complements, C/eJzr=>X\í7eJr";

iii. The collection is closed under countable unions, {£/„} e J^" => \j Un^Jr\

If a collection of subsets S cz V(X) is given, the smallest o-algebra constructed by

taking the closure (under complements and countable unions) of the collection is said to

be generated by the collection S and is written as -^(«S) .

If (X,T) is a topological space19 the Borel o-algebra &{T) is the smallest o-

algebra generated by the topology, i.e. which contains all the open sets ofthe space, and

the subsets B e&(T) are called Borel sets.

A measurable space (X,S(fT)) is a 2-tuple where (X,T) is the base topological

space, and &(T) the a-algebra (usually a Borel o-algebra) of sets generated by the

topology, i.e. the collection ofall measurable sets ofthe space.

'

Altematively a metric space (X,d) can be used in the definition.
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A measure space (X,ff(T).p) is a 3-tuple where (X,£?(T)) is a measurable

space containing a collection of measurable sets, and p is the measure defined on the

measurable sets ofthe space. i.e. p :&{T) ->[0,<x>] . In the following it will be assumed

that (X,ff(T),_u) is a standard measure space where X is complete, metric and

separable [19]. Different measures can be defined for the same measurable space, thus

defining different measure spaces. The measure that generalizes the notion of volume is

called Lebesgue measure. A measure for which /4A') = 1 is called a probability

measure. and when such a measure is selected for a measure space, the latter is called a

probability space. Any finite measure can be normalized into a probability measure [33].

When no ambiguity exists a measure space will be written as (X,B,i£) .

Intuitívely, die construction of a measure space enables to bridge together the

concept ofa vector space (defining the properties ofeach point in the space and the rules

to opérate on them) with an abstract notion oimeasure for sets of elements in that space,

which complies with the usual notion of size (e.g. the size of two objects together is

greater or equal to the size of any ofthe individual objects). It's important to note that in

the construction ofthe measure space some subsets ofthe base space got left out ofthe

collection of measurable sets (called non-measurable sets). meaning that during any

operation that obeys the measure those sets will be ignored. An advantage of defining

this abstract notion of measure for sets is that it can be used to characterize properties

not related to space or size, like probability, thus while a certain set U might be

metrically larger than another disjoint set V (according to the Lebesgue measure), V

might be probabilistically more likely than U (according to a probability measure).

Measurable sets with measure zero are called nuil sets, and a property on the space is

said to hold u-almost everywere (p-a.e.) if it only fails for nuil sets [18].

A measurable function n:(_X,S)—>(K",^) ¡s a structure preserving function

between two measurable spaces (X,B) and (R~,*4) s.L V-*fe«*4[7r~'(^0eZr|. A

pushforward measure is a measurable function tt from a measure space (X,£?,_u) to a

measurable space (R",*4) which effectively induces (pushes forward) a measure in the
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image measurable space in terms ofthe measure in the domain space, converting it into a

measure space (UT
'

,A,r¡) ,
i.e. VA eA[tj(A) = p(7t~\A))\ .

A measurable transformation # :(X,B)^>(X,&) is a homeomorphism from a

measurable space to itself (X,B), such that whenever the image of the time-one

transformation is measurable, so must the pre-image be, i.e. VBeB\#~\B)eBl. A

measurable transformation guarantees that all elements on which it opérate that can be

accounted for before the transformation will be accounted for after the transformation.

A measure preserving transformation (MPT) is a 4-tuple (X,B,p,tf) where

(X,B,_u) is a measure space, $ is a measurable transformation and p is t^-invariant

measure, i.e.

VB*B[_u(f\B)) = _u{Ej\, (2.49)

meaning that the measure ofthe set is unchanged throughout subsequent transformations

ofthe complete set, i.e. the transformation preserves the structure ofthe measure space.

When a measure selected for a MPT is a probability measure, it is referred to as a

probability preserving transformation (PPT). If f' is invertible then the only required

condition for it to be aMPT is VB e B[/u(#(B)) = p(B)] .

The concept of a PPT allows a probabilistic interpretation of the measure theoretic

setup as follows [19] (the probabilistic setup will be further developed in chapter 3:

i. The set X is called the sample space, i.e. the collection of all the possible

outcomes (states) <a ofa random system, i.e. coe X

ii. The algebra B is the collection of all measurable events, i.e. all the possible

sets EeB for which there is enough information to know if co e E or not.

iii. The measure p is the probability law ofthe system: Pr[<o e E] :- _u(E)

iv. Being n:(X,B)-+(W ,A) a measurable function, ^(co), which induces a

pushforward measure r¡
= p°7t~x on the image space, the sequence

\t¡¡ :=n
o fi"; with n>\,tn </„+1, is dubbed a stochastic process, where the
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invariance to evolution of the measure // guarantees that the process is

translation invariant.

For such a construction of a stochastic process there is no single measure, but a

parametric family ofmeasures parameterized by the time instants at which the process is

being observed, i.e.

Pr[\ e *(£,),... ,¡;ri eff(£,)]~ Jf]{coeJr:^(ü>)e£A (2.50)

where the {r^} represent time differences with respect to an initial time r0, with the

absolute times being {t0 + rk}, noting that the selection of ¡*0 can be arbitrary due to the

translation invariance property.

2.7.4 Ergodic theory for TDS

A measurable-TDS can be defined as an extensión of a TDS on a measure

theoretical setting as a 3-tuple (T,X,j), where as usual T is a continuous time-set,

X = (M,^~,_u) is a probability space defined on the sub-o-algebra ^~(TM)czB(Tx)

generated by the topology TM of a complete, compact, separable and «-í -invariant

sample space M which is a subset ofthe state-space XzaM eB{Tx), and $ is a p-

preserving operator, or equivalently u is a tf -invariant measure, thus (M,^~,p,$) is a

PPT which through a measurable function can genérate stationary stochastic processes.

In this way a measurable-TDS enables the analysis of the PPT by bringing tools and

intuitions from the probability theory to the study of deterministic DS. While the

trajectories or orbits (geometrical interpretation) are subject to perturbations

(measurement noise, finite precisión and resolution, etc.) which render them impractical

for prediction, statistical properties ofthe TDS are stable under small perturbations [26].

Given that there are trivial cases of PPT, like the identity map with any given

measure in the sample space, which should not be interpreted as stochastic in any sense,

a new property that enables the distinction of such trivial cases from the transformations

that can be interpreted as stochastic is required; such a property is called ergodicity. A
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measurable-TDS is an ergodic-PPT or indecomposable in the sample space M if any

measurable subset ofthe sample space Ue^ which is invariant under time evolution,

4T'(U) =U. has either p(U) = l or //([/) = 0, i.e. all the measurable ¿-invariant

subsets of the sample space are trivial, any such subset is either a nuil set, or the

complete probability in the sample space is concentrated on that subset, thus being the

certain event. When this property is enforced, then the sample space cannot be

partitioned in disjoint subsets which do not interact dynamically, i.e. U and M\U ,

each being ¿-invariant and having a finite ¿-invariant measure, s.t. by renormalizing

the measure of each disjoint subset, each subset can be studied separately as an

"independent" TDS [31]. Equivalently a ¿-invariant non-ergodic measure defined on

the sample space will always have a nontrivial convex decomposition, e.g.

p
= api+(\—a)_u2, with ae(0,l). Moreover any non-ergodic measure can be

represented as a convex sum of ergodic measures on the same sample space (ergodic

decomposition), thus non-ergodic systems can be split into ergodic components. By the

Krylov-Bogolyubov theorem the existence of ¿-invariant measures on a ¿-invariant

compact set A for a continuous evolution operator ¿ is guaranteed; furthermore the

measure can be selected to be ergodic [26]. Note that according to the above discussion

of stationarity, every DS that produces an ergodic-PPT w.r.t. a predefined measure p,

can be interpreted as a stationary stochasticprocess.

The Oseledec multiplicative ergodic theorem states that for every ergodic-PPT

(when a ¿ -invariant measure p has been chosen to be ergodic), the LCE spectrum is u-

a.e. constant, and therefore independent ofthe specific orbit chosen for their calculation.

A positive semiorbit for the time-one map {<?(¿*(x0))}ia) is called statisticaüy

regular if the time average exists for every continuous function q> : M —> WL,<p e C°(M) ,

i.e.

1
"

^(x0) = lim-^(3(¿"(x0)), (2.5i)

then there is a probability measure p0 s.t. (<p) = <?(x0) [26], where
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<^=J^i)M,(A)M (2-*2)
Ai*

but this statement doesn't guarantee that the time average will be the same for any

chosen initial condition, e.g. #>(x0) -*»p(y0) . which would be ideal in order to calcúlate

ensemble averages in terms of time averages.

The ergodic theorem forMPT (due to Birkhoff) states that for a MPT with a finite

¿-invariant measure // and a continuous function <p, the time average (2.51) exists for

u-a.e. x0, and ip is itself ¿-invariant, i.e. (p-$'=(p. furthermore the expected valué

(over all initial states) of this time average converges to the expected valué of the

continuous function over the sample space, i.e.

\<p(x)Adx) = \<p{x)p(dx).

The pointwise ergodic theorem (due to Birkhoff) states that for an ergodic MPT and

a continuous function q>, the time average (2.51) converges to the ensemble average

(2.52) for u-almost every x0 (this is equivalent to the strong law of large numbers in

probability theory), in other words that as long as the ¿ -invariant measure is ergodic, the

time average is (i-a.e. constant and equal to the expected valué of the continuous

function, which can be interpreted as the system "forgetting" its initial state after a long

term evolution. For PPT given by continuous time flows the ergodic theorem is stated as,

liml¡<p(+'(x0))dt = \<p(x)p(dx) . (2.53)
•'O M

For an ergodic-PPT, the infinite time average converges to the ensemble average (over

all the sample space), thus intuitively one possible interpretation is that the infinite time

evolution ofp-a.e. initial condition will eventually visit all measurable subsets in the

sample space, and the time that the described trajectory spends at each measurable

subset ofthe sample space isproportional to its measure, which gives rice to the concept

ofmetrical transitivity.

This is a Lebesgue integral with respect to the measure u, which loosely stated could be thought of as a

weighted integration (the measure imposes the weighting) which ignores non-measurable sets of the

domain.
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A measurable-TDS is metrically transitive if, for any two measurable subsets

Uy&f p(U),n(V)>Q => 3íeTs.t.//(¿-'((V)nF)>0, i.e. any non-nuil

measurable set has to intersect meaningfully (with a positive measure) with any other

non-nuil measurable set at least once throughout evolution. Note that metrical

transitivity does not always imply topological transitivity. Any metrically transitive

measurable-TDS is an ergodic-PPT, i.e. metrical transitivity implies ergodicity.

A property even stronger than metrical transitivity is that of mixing, which is

motivated by the probabilistic notion of independence, and formalizes the intuitive idea

of processes that spread homogeneously in sample space. A measurable-TDS is a

mixing-PPT iffor any pair ofmeasurable sets U,V e J^" the following holds,

lim_u(f'(U)nV) = p(U)p(V), (2.54)

i.e. ¿~'(C/) is "asymptotically independent" from V [19], which can be seen by

assuming that p(U)>0, dividing both sided of (2.54) by p(U), and recalling that the

transformation preserves the measure, p(U) = p(ó~'(U)\ , rendering

The ratio on the left hand side tends asymptotically to the measure ofthe set V
,
and this

applies to any arbitrary V so it can be concluded that the set U is spread

homogeneously in the sample space as time advances. It can also be concluded that a

mixing-PPT produces and asymptotic invariant probability measure, is always an

ergodic-PPT, and thus mixing implies ergodicity and stationarity w.r.t. the asymptotic

measure [19].

For a mixing-PPT and any two square integrable functions <p_,q>2 eL2(M,p), e.g.

functions ofthe form (p(x) = Xt=i°*1 *vW where {Ak} is a partition of the measurable

set AczM and 1A (x) is the membership function of set Ak , the correlation (or

covariance) between both functions must decay throughout time evolution due to the

asymptotic independence caused by mixing, i.e.
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Coví..?,, q>2 ) := j <px (x)<p2 (x)p(dx)
-

J <p, (x)p(dx)J <p2 (x)_u(dx).
m m m (2.55)

Cov(«?»1,^o¿')—_->0.

The speed ofthe decay of correlations is known as mixing rate, and the time required for

the decay of correlations is termed relaxation time, which indicates when the invariant

probability measure has been achieved, or equivalently when the dynamics have

achieved its stationary regime [37]. As the evolution of a mixing-PPT leads

asymptotically in time to some invariant measure, this measure is unique and known as

the equilibrium measure, i.e. independent of any measure induced into the sample space

by selecting an initial ensemble of states, through the mixing phenomena the ensemble

of trajectories will asymptotically become uncorrelated, until an equilibrium distribution

is achieved [18]. .An evolution operator for the probability measure in the case of

continuous-time flows which allows the extraction of the unique asymptotic invariant

measure is not yet known (although the Frobenius-Perron operator can be used for a

discretized versión ofthe flow, i.e. a map)21 [37]. Any deterministic DS that represents a

mixing-PPT has the fundamental property of enabling the same statistical

characterizations used for stochastic processes, such as probability density functions,

characteristic functions, moments and cumulants, and of particular interest the cross-

correlation function (XCF) and autocorrelation function (ACF)22. Qualitatively the ACF

for any given integrable function <p is given as a linear combination of a number of

exponential functions, each one characterizing a different rate of correlation decay [37].

All chaotic DS are ergodic-PPT with the attractor being the compact set

representing the sample space. The attractors that will be reviewed in the following

chapters also present the mixing property in different proportions23, thus guaranteeing

the decay of correlations and the existence of an equilibrium invariant measure for the

21
For discrete-time maps the Frobenius-Perron operator is known, and for the specific cause ofcontinuous

time linear systems driven by white Gaussian noise the Fokker-Plank operator is known, and in both cases

the eigenvalues of the operator at a fixed-point of the evolution are related to the asymptotic probability
measure.

Note that mixing cannot be fully described in the framework of linear stability theory, and due to its
relation to the decay of correlations, the spectral and correlational theory framework is best suited for the

mixing property description [37].
Note that only hyperbolic or axiom A attractors are guaranteed to present the mixing property.
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DS. As the mixing rate becomes higher the dynamic behavior becomes "strongly"

chaotic. A graphical representation of the evolution in sample space of an initial

ensemble of states for different types ofmeasurable-TDS is shown in Figure 2.12.

Based on the previous developments it can be concluded that an ergodic ¿ -invariant

measure can be defined by the average of a time series, as long as the compact set M

representing the sample space is well delimited in order to guarantee existence of an

ergodic measure. Even though existence of the ergodic measure can be guaranteed,

ergodic measures are not unique (uncountably many ergodic measures can be proposed

for any PPT), unless the PPT is mixing, in such a case physical experiments and

computer simulations should converge to the unique equilibrium ¿ -invariant probability

measure is asymptotically produced, and such a measure is termed physical measure.

Note that other reference state that even without having the mixing property it has been

observed that physical measures seem to tend asymptotically to an invariant measure

[26].

Figure 2.12. Pictorial representation ofmeasure preserving flows (from left to right): non-ergodic,

ergodic, mixing (chaotic).24

Image taken from [66].
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The asymptotic physical measure induced by the measurable-TDS on the sample

space M
, e.g. an attractor, describes how often the TDS visits the different parts of M .

The physical measure pp is defined as follows [22] [26]: At each moment / the

deterministic TDS is in one and only one state in the set x(t)<=M and this can be

modeled by inserting a Dirac delta function at those specific time and state Sm ,
then the

probability measure can be defined as the time average of all the delta functions

throughout an infinite evolution,

»p
= \\m-\8mdt, (2.56)

1
o

and similarly function averages (or expected valúes) of an arbitrary continuous function

ofthe sample space q> : M —> R can be defined as the functional (<p) = _up(<p) ,
with

T a T

MM ■= ¡9(x)MP(.dM) = lim- \<p(x)5(x-#{x0))dt = lim-JW'(x0M, (2-57)
x

_>a>
*■

o

~*™
*

o

and the physical measure25 is invariant under time evolution, i.e. _up(<p°jT)
=

Mp(<P),

with the requirement //(l) = 1 to guarantee its probabilistic interpretation26.

One interpretation of such an asymptotic measure is the so-called Kolmogorov-

measure (or zero-noise measure) [26], _uK((p), which proposes a stationary stochastic

differentiable-DS to accommodate measurement noise by adding a White Gaussian

Noise (WGN) component to the ODE,

^ = f(x(/)) + cv(0; wherev(/) ~WGN,
ot (2.58)

í(0 = #(x0)-

and limiting the noise intensity to zero this measure should tend to the only stationary

measure ofthe DS, thus the Kolmogorov measure is defined as,

MK(qr,s)—ss-+ttp{9>). (2.59)

Formally this is a Radon measure, i.e. a continuous non-negative linear functional on C (M) .

Here 1 should be taken as a continuous constant function for all the space M.
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Other types of asymptotic measures exist, such as the Sinai-Ruelle-Bowen (SRB)

measures, which are given by the evaluation of time averages for every initial condition

in a subset of the sample-space with positive Lebesgue measure. The significance of an

SRB measure is that it describes the asymptotic distribution of the trajectory of initial

points in a set of positive Lebesgue measure in the phase space (this type of measures

won't be developed in this work, and the interested reader is referred to [29] [18]).

2.8 Concluding remarks

The highlights of this chapter that will enable the development of subsequent chapters,

which require the understanding of chaotic dynamics and its statistical description, are

summarized in this section.

From the geometrical viewpoint of DS, only attractors can be observed in physical

systems, and attractors exist only for dissipative DS (when the sum ofthe LCE spectrum

is negative), therefore the focus on this chapter has been to describe in detail the

dynamics of attractors. Attractors are irreducible attracting limit sets, and in metric

spaces attractors are compact sets with zero volume (zero Lebesgue measure in the

embedding space). By definition most classes of attractors are asymptotically stable,

except for the class of strange attractors, which are only bounded (stable according to

Poisson), but the dynamics inside the attractor are unstable. To this class of attractors is

attributed a fractional dimensión (less than the dimensión of the embedding space), and

they usually present fractal geometry. The dynamics of the DS inside some strange

attractor is chaotic, which is best described in topological terms, i.e. the evolution

operator presents sensitivity and topological transitivity, and it must present at least one

positive LCE. All these properties mean that trajectories spread out visiting (eventually)

the complete attractor and any set of arbitrarily cióse trajectories will rapidly diverge but

never sepárate infinitely (as the trajectories are bounded inside the attractor), while any

small connected set of points (ensemble) inside the attractor will be expanded (unstable

behavior) in some directions while it is contracted (stable behavior) in other directions

and these directions change depending of the location of the set inside the attractor.

These properties along with real-life problems like finite resolution and precisión of
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computing devices creates a notion of uncertainty for chaotic dynamics which can be

formally described through the notions of information creation and entropy of the DS.

This uncertainty leads to a statistical description of chaotic DS, which states that these

systems induce an invariant measure in the attractor (in the measurable sets inside the

attractor), and thus the attractor is then interpreted as a sample space for a probability

measure, and the invariant probability measure turns out to be asymptotically unique

(called the equilibrium measure), and for this reason the chaotic DS is a mixing-PPT.

Being a mixing-PPT implies that the measure is ergodic (indecomposable), i.e. the

system produces orbits which can be interpreted as stationary stochastic processes whose

probabilities are not affected by time translations, and guarantees the decay of

correlations between distinct orbits generated by the system, as well as the homogeneous

spreading of ensembles of points over the complete sample space throughout evolution.

All these properties are useful as they enable the statistical characterization of a chaotic

DS through common statistical methods.
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3. STOCHASTIC SYSTEMS THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

3.1 Preliminaries

This chapter focuses on the presentation of stochastic systems by surveying the main

concepts and the required analysis tools for their mathematical modeling. The chapter

begins with the basics of the mathematical modeling for stochastic processes by

extending on the previously developed framework for dynamical systems in chapter 2

with the ingredient of randomness, and presents the required characterization of such

systems in the lights the randomness. The chapter continúes with the presentation of the

Markov property for stochastic processes, which enables the characterization of the

dynamical evolution of its statistical properties to be expressed in a tractable

deterministic differential equation. Later on the foundations of correlational theory are

briefly presented, which are required for the analysis of continuity, differentiability and

integrability of continuous-time stochastic processes, therefore enabling the description

of stochastic differential equations, and finally the stochastic differential equations for

Markov processes are presented as a mean to shape white-Gaussian noise into a desired

Markov process with any statistical characteristics (a shaping filter).

3.2 Introduction to Stochastic Dynamical Systems

Stochastic (or random) processes (or function) exist in all real systems in nature, be them

biological, chemical, electrical, mechanical etc. From the dynamical systems point of

view, as seen in chapter 2, this randomness could be attributed to unknown fluctuation or

perturbation of the system parameters defining the system behavior, therefore

representing a nonautonomous-DS in essence, but as such fluctuations are random these

systems dubbed stochastic-DS.

In order to explain the randomness existing in stochastic-DS it is common to assume

the existence of noise sources causing it, and these sources may be presented either as

internal noise sources (e.g. thermal effects in electrical or mechanical systems) as well

as external noise sources attributed to the environment (e.g. measurement noise), and
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thus it is said that stochastic-DS present a noise -induced behavior [12]. To show this

property let x(/) be the state vector ofa DS under the influence of noise sources, then its

state trajectories will have a direct dependence on the specific realization of a noise

process (stochastic in nature) v(/) as follows,

xv.(/) = ¿'(xK,v(/)), (3.1)

and consequently a stochastic behavior is induced into in the state vector by v(t) (the

transition xv(/)—>xv(t + dt) depends on the particular random valué of the noise

process, v(r) , at time t) which therefore is represented by the symbol xv(t) .

Given the random property imbued in the state vector of a stochastic-DS it does not

produce unique orbits passing through a specific state at a specific time, in contrast to

the behavior of deterministic DS. Therefore an ensemble of identical systems initiated at

the same state and time, while simultaneously evolved in parallel will produce

completely different state trajectories, which can converge (briefly), branch away or

cross each other in a phase portrait. Thus for a stochastic-DS many possible positive

semiorbits exist for the same state and time, but at any given trial of the experiment, a

realization, only one ofthe possible trajectories will be chosen, and it will be completely

determined by the realization of the noise processes driving the system, i.e. the noise

process ensemble drives the state trajectory ensemble (see Figure 3.1 for a depicted

example of such an ensemble).

In the study of stochastic processes the focus is not to characterize a unique

realization, but the whole set of possible realization (dynamics of an infinitely large

ensemble) alongside with their relative frequency of occurrence, thus the dynamical

behavior ofthe system is intimately related with its probabilistic characterization (the set

of all possible realizations and their relative frequency). There exist two different

approaches to study stochastic dynamics [28]:

• The deterministic evolution equation of the probability measure approach: By

describing the time evolution of the probability law for the state of the system,

conclusions can be drawn with respect to the long term conditions ofthe system

(see section 3.4).
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• The stochastic differential equation approach: By modifying the DS model to

describe a random processes for the state (e.g. (3.1)) a stochastic differential

equation is created (also known as the Langevin's method). This method enables

the production of an ensemble of realizations and the extraction of the intrinsic

statistical characteristics for the stochastic-DS (see section 3.5.9).

Both approaches will be briefly presented in the rest for this chapter.

3.3 The Probabilistic Setup

The basic concepts required to define a stochastic process (briefly presented in section

2.7.3) will be summarized in this section following the developments in [38] [39] [15],

the previous reference are recommended for a broader study ofthe topic.

A probability space (Q,^",P) is a triplet composed of a sample space Q

representing the set of all possible outcomes of a random experiment, a o-algebra on the

sample space ^"(Q) representing the measurable events ofthe random experiment, and

a probability measure P:J^"->[0,1] s.t. P(0) = 0 and P(Ci) = 1 which can be

interpreted as the relative frequency of each measurable event (in terms of the possible

outcomes that compose the event). The triplet is called a complete probability space if

F~ contains all the subsets t7cQ with P-outer measure zero, and in principle any

probability space can be extended to be complete [39], for that reason in the following it

is assumed that the probability space is always complete.

3.3.1 Scalar random variables

A scalar random variable (RV), X(co) ,
is a JF -measurable function X : Q -»R

,
and it

induces a pushforward probability measure px : B(\W) —> [0, 1] on the Borel o-algebra in

R (Borel sets ofthe image space) called the distribution of X(co) which is given by,

PX{B) = P(X-\B)), (3.2)
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where X
'
is the pre-image w.r.t. the ^"-measurable function X(co), therefore

calculations with respect to a RV can be done either in the domain space w.r.t. the

probability measure P or in the image space w.r.t. the distribution of X(a>) as follows,

J X(a))dP(a))= J xdpx(x); where co eQ, x e R ,27 (3.3)
Fef B.F=X-'(.B)

For a scalar RV this distribution is related to the commonly used cumulative distribution

function (CDF) Px(x) , and the probability densityfunction (PDF) px(x) as follows,

Vx{B) = \drix=\px{x)dx.
B B

Px 0) = Pr[* < x] = px ((-oo,*]). (3.4)

px (x) = ¡ px{w)dw, px(x) = -^px(x)-

From the properties of the distribution (which is a probability measure) the basic

properties of PDF and CDF, normalization, nonnegativeness and strictly nondecreasing

CDF can be extracted as follows,

px(0) = Px(-co) = O.

px(R) = Px(+cc) = J px(x)dx = 1.

—00

_ux()>0 => Px is strictly nondecreasing => px(x)>0.

Random variables will onwards be represented by capital letters, and optionally with an

explicit dependence on argument m e Q when it is not clear from the context.

The expectation operator E[]p ,
when provided with a RV produces the statistical

(or ensemble) average ofthe variable w.r.t. to the measure P, and is defined by

E[l=¡()dP(Or), (3.5)
n

and E[]p guaranteed to converge whenever E[\
■

\]p < oo
.

Through the usage ofthe expectation operator the so-called moments and cumulants

can be generated, which are helpful in the calculation of random variables affected by

These are Lebesgue integráis w.r.t. measure P and measure px respectively.
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linear and nonlinear transformations. It is noteworthy that the moments represent the

coefficients ofthe Maclaurin series expansión ofthe characteristic function, while the

cumulants are the coefficients ofthe Maclaurin series expansión ofthe log characteristic

function. These characterization functions are defined as follows:

• The characteristicfunction (CF) is given by,

@x(u) = E[cxp(jux)]p. (3.6)

• The initial moments of order a = 1, 2, . . .

,
are given by

mxa :=E[X"\ = ¡X(ü>)adP(a,) = \x"d/4x(x) . (3.7)
n r

• The centralmoments of order a = 2,3,..., are given by

t¿P*E[{X-m)m~\ =¡{X(a>)-m)adP(o>) = \{x-m)adpx(x). (3.8)
P

n r

• The cumulants of order a = 2,3,..., are defined in terms of the Maclaurin series

expansión ofthe log characteristic function, ln®x(ju), but their generic form

will not be presented here, instead the closed form for the first cumulants in

terms ofthe moments will be presented, more formulas can be found in [40],

Kf=mf

Kf=mf-(mff=r)f = (T2

Kf =mf - 3mfmf + 2(mf )2=rjf

k* =mf -3(mf)2 -Amfmf + \2(mffmf -6(mf)A = rjf -3(Tjf)2.

As a general rule in the rest of the chapter, whenever the RV being analyzed is clear

from the context, the subscript X may be removed from the symbols assigned to each

quantity, and thus Kf = k2 and mf =m3.

The first initial moment is called the mean valué and for simplicity may be written

as mf =mx=m whenever it is clear by the context. It is common to refer to a RV with

its mean valué subtracted as a centered RV, written as Xo =X -

mx . The second central

moment is called variance and by convention is written as rjf =DX= <j2 and the

quantity a = \ja2 is known as the standard deviation. Note that while a has the same
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dimensión as the RV, while tr2 has the square dimensión as the RV. Also is noteworthy

the fact that both these quantities are equal to zero cr2 = cr = 0 iff the variable x is

deterministic. Cumulants have a high importance in describing the shape of the one-

dimensional PDF px (jc) through the so-called normalized skewness, which measures

the departure of the PDF from a symmetric shape (as in the Gaussian distribution), and

excess kurtosis, which measures the peakedness of the distribution with respect to the

Gaussian distribution, and these are given by,

*-<&■ *-&■ P10)

and the unbiased estimators for the cumulants are the so-called k-statistics. For a broader

exposition ofthis topic see references [15] [38].

3.3.2 Vector random variables

For vector-valued random variables AT:Q-»R" denoted X(ú)) = [Xl(a,),...,Xn(ü))],

the basic relationship between CDF and PDF in the multidimensional case is given by,

Px{x) = Px(xx,-.xn) = Pr[Xl<xl,...,X„<xJ.

Px{x) = Px(xx,...,xn) = j-fx(„) J Px(Xl,...,x„). (3.11)
ox oxldx2---dxn

x x_ xn

Px(X)= i Px(W)rfw= f -\PxiyVX--.Wn)dwx-dwt,-
—OO —

OO

The following are the noteworthy properties ofthe CDF and PDF of random vectors:

• The normalization property CDF and PDF is as follows,

Px(xl,...,-oo,...,xn) = 0.

Px(oo,...,+oo,...,oo)= J px(-w)dw = l.

—

=0

• From the properties of the measure px ,
the CDF must be nonnegative and

nondecreasing, and therefore the PDF must be nonnegative px(x) > O .
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• The matching property allows to obtain the characterization of a vector of a

smaller dimensión X\(o) = [X,((o),...,Xk_x(a),Xk+y(co),...,XH(oj)_\ ,
from the

random vector X(a>) = [Xi(a)),...,Xn(a))] as follows:

rx,{_Xl,...,Xk_l,Xk+l,...,Xn)
=

rx\Xl,...,Xk__l,-t<xi,xk+l,...,Xn).

oo

Px (*.- • • •
. **-. ■ **+i . * • -*J = J Px (x)dxk .

Multidimensional moments and cumulants are defined in the same way as in the scalar

case, but with the difference that different orders can be assumed for each component in

the random vector, and also all algebraic operations interpreted as matrix algebra. The

following are some noteworthy moments for random vectors:

• The mean vector mf = mx = m is defined as the first initial moment of the

random vector, and represents a vector of the average valúes for each of the

components ofthe random vector,

mx=E[X]p (3.12)

• The covariance matrix t|*'x'=Kw, and second order moment matrix

mf4*'X/ =Ti¡ represent the statistical dependence of linear order that exists

between any two given components of the random vector. The covariance is the

matrix formed by the mixed central moments of the second order, while the

correlation is the matrix formed by the mixed initial ofthe second order,

rkl = E[xkx,]p.

¥.kl=E[(Xl)(X'!)\
(3"13)

For a broader exposition ofthis topic see references [15] [38].

3.3.3 Stochastic processes

A stochastic process is a parameterized collection of random variables {X^co)) ,
each

one defined on the probability space (Cí,JF,P) and assuming valúes in an image space

R in the scalar case and R" in the vector case, while the collection is indexed by the
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parameter space T. The scalar valued stochastic process might then be regarded as a

function of two arguments X : T x fi ->R
,

(t,a.)-*X(t,a>)i /e7\<»efi. (3.14)

Conceptually it is helpful to interpret the parameter / as time, and the variable to as an

individual outcome of an experiment, and thus Xt(a) can be thought of as a

measurement ofthe result (ai) ofan experiment at the time instant t (see Figure 3.1).

Many types of stochastic processes exist, and a broad classification is based on the

parameter space and sample space being either continuous or discrete. This work is

centered in processes with a continuous sample space and continuous parameter space,

i.e. continuous time, which unless otherwise stated will be taken to be the halfline [0. oo).

When a stochastic process is analyzed at each possible valué of the time parameter

t&T fixed in definition (3.14), a RV is obtained,

co
—>Xt (eo); taefi,

moreover fixing the valué of «eQ produces a function ofthe parameter t know as a

samplepath which represents the results ofa realization ofthe process for all times,

t^>Xt(a>); teT

Because the sample path interpretation of XM(a>) associates each co with a function

T —>R
,
the sample space fi (regarded as a set of functions from T into R ) represents

a subset ofthe space fi
= (R)r ofall functions from T into R

,
and the Borel o-algebra

of this space is denoted B(Ci) . The Borel o-algebra on the space generated by a finite

sampling (of size k) of the parameter space T B(Rk ) , is then generated by the sets of

the form,

{ú)eRk:úKt¡)^F^--AüKtk)eFky, FteB(R),

where each F¡ is a Borel set in R . Using this newly defined time-sampled space and

algebra a stochastic process might be redefined as a probability measure P induced on

28
In this chapter only scalar-valued stochastic processes are defined. The extensión to the vector-valued

case follows the exact same process that was previously developed for vector-valued random variables

when substituting the image space R by R"
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the measurable space (Rk,B(Rk)), i.e. the assignment of a probability to each and

every B(Rk ) -measurable function from T into R [39].

The finite-dimensional distributions ofthe scalar process X(t) = {X',(«)}„r are the

measures p,_ r__h
: R* -» [0,1] where t, e T t,* tj for /' * /' , and k e N

, given by

M,l^SFxX-^p'k)
=

P[XlieFl,-,XlteFk]; FteB(R), (3.15)

and with the regularization properties as follows,

Mi ,,(F¡x-x0x-*Fk) = O.

H,_ /t(Rx-xR)
= l.
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Figure 3.1. Evolution of ensemble of identical systems in identical initial conditions.
M

'

Original image taken from [15] and modified.
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Following a similar process to the previously stated, the ¿-dimensional (k e N) joint

PDF and joint CDF can be obtained from these distributions,

^,.Ji(^x"-x^)
= J-"Jpv.*U.--^*;-'..-*'-'*)^1"-^*,

JC* xt

PXJt(xl,...,xk;tl,...,tt)= {•••JpA*.t(w„. ..,wk;tl,...,tk)dwl ■■■dwk, (3.16)
-oo -<a

oxi---dxk

which present the following properties:

• The A-dimensional joint CDF is nonnegative and nondecreasing while the PDF is

nonnegative and symmetric under permutations of its arguments,

P^(-«,.. ■ ,-*»;*!,...,**) = 0,

pXJt(xl,...,xk;tl,...,tk)>0; for any x, and ¿-y

• The ¿-dimensional joint CDF and PDF are normalized to unit total probability,

+<0 +QO

PXJl(co,...,ao;tl,...,tk)=j--jpXJ[(xl,...,xk;tl,...,tk)dxl-dxk = l.

—OO —00

• The ¿-dimensional joint PDF complies with the matching condition for any m <

k, thus the PDF of any smaller order m can be found from the PDF of order k,

PxJ.(xx,-;Xmrtl,...,tm)
= jjjpXk(xi,...,xk;tl,...,tk)dxm+l--dxk=l.

Other functions employed in the characterization of stochastic processes which can be

extracted from the distributions p, ,k (■) are:

• The CF ofdimensión k is given by (where / = v-l ),

exj!(uv...,uk)
= E[exp(j(uyxl+-+ukxk))]i_ (3.17)

• The initialmomentfunction of order a and dimensión k is given by,

a/„ .(',--,íj*^ j', g=£to.)r-(^)r];L Jp
(3.18)

witha =V a.
£-il=X •

• The centralmomentfunction of order a and dimensión k is given by,
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#, *, ('„-,'*):=< aStxr-,h)
= E\ [X^Qf -{X'(tk)f ;

L V '
>

(3.19)

witha =y a,..

• The cumulant functions of different order and dimensions, which are tightly

(and nonlinearly) related with the moment functions, are not presented here in a

generic fashion (the interested reader is referred to [40]), but instead some of

them are presented through their relation to the moment functions,

Kf(t) =M,(t).

Kfl(tl,t2) =Mli(ti,t2)-Ml(ti)Mi(t2) = Hii(ti,t2).

KxM.h-h) =MwQifM-MiitiHuiitiA) -^.(Off.,>('»>3)

-Ml(t3)Hll(t1,t2) + 2Mi(t])Ml(t2)Ml(t3).

The two first cumulant functions, i.e. the mean function mx(t) =mf(t) =Ml(t)

representing the average function obtained from all the possible realizations of the

process, and the covariance function Kx(tx,t2) = //, _(t_,t2) ,
as well as the second order

initial moment function rx(t},t2) =Mll(tl,t2) representing a non-centered measure of

dependence, which measures the statistical linear dependence between two samples of

the process, are of outmost importance in the analysis of random processes and their

transformations by linear and non-linear systems, while they play a central role in the so-

called correlational theory of linear transformations on stochastic processes (see 3.5)

[41]. Figure 3.2 is presented as a summary of the relations between the different

characterizations of the finite-dimensional (time-sampled) stochastic process. For a

broader exposition ofthis topic see references [15].
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■•"ir
*
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Figure 3.2. Relations between PDF, CF, moments and cumulants.3

3.3.4 Characterization of dependence between samples in a processes

When the valué of the process under consideration might be known for a sample at a

fixed moment in time t = t0, the conditional PDF px k (x, , . . .

, xk_{ ;tx,...,tk_x | x0 ;t0 )

represents the probability density ofthe samples at times t = /,,..., tk_x, termed the

conditioned variables, dependent on the known sample at t0 ,
termed the conditional

variable, and is defined as follows,

pxM--*»A t^x^^**^^"^^'^ . (3.21)
Px,x\Xoi*o)

which complies with all the previously stated properties ofa PDF, i.e. it is a proper PDF.

Note that this PDF is still a ¿-dimensional PDF, i.e. it represents a parametric family of

(¿-l)-dimensional PDF (all the unknown variables), with an indexing parameter for the

corresponding to the ¿-th dimensión (each valué of the parameter representing each of

the possible valúes for the known variable).

Before the valué of the conditioning variable X0 is known, the conditional PDF is

actually considered a function ofa random variable, i.e. a random function taking valúes

in the set (family) of (¿-l)-dimensional PDF, px k(xv. . .,xk_x;tx,. . .,tk_x \X0 = X0(co);t0) .

Whenever the valué of the stochastic process is certainly known (or has been already

'

Image taken fi-om [15].
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observed) the rest of the process conditioned to this valué represents a PDF

(deterministic) of¿-l dimensions, pXJi(xi,...,xk.__i;t1,. ..,/,._, \X0 =x0;t0).

It is important to note that the conditional PDF conditioned on the sample at t = t0

contains more (or at least as much) information about the samples ofthe process at times

t = t1,...,tk than the ¿-dimensional joint PDF. This fact represents the existence ofan

explicit statistical dependence between the samples at times t = tx,...,tk and the sample

at t = t0 ,
and this dependence can be understood by the fact that the joint (marginal) PDF

can be recovered from the conditional PDF by limiting the time t = t0 ofthe conditioning

sample to negative infinity, therefore diminishing all dependencies with the process

samples at times t = tx,...,tk [15], i.e.

lim PxMx(x.,~;Xk;tx,...,tt\x0;t0) = pXJr(xx,...,xk;tx,...,tk) .

The samples ofthe process at times t = tx,.. .,tk are said to be statisticaüy independent of

the sample ofthe process at time t = /0 whenever the following condition is met,,

PxMx^xo^X\f--,xk,t0,tx,...,tk)
=

pxx{_x0,t0)pXj.(xx,...,xk;tx,...,tl.) , (3.22)

which imposes the following condition on the conditional PDF of statisticaüy

independent samples of a process,

PxMx(xx>--->xk;tx,...,tk\x0;t0)
=

pXJc(xx,...,xk;tx,...,tk), (3.23)

i.e. the conditional PDF has the exact same amount of information about the process

sampled at times t = tx,...,tk than the joint PDF for this time samples.

All the previously discussed properties for conditional PDF can be generalized to

the case ofmúltiple conditioning variables instead of just one (see [38] [42]). A family

of increasing conditional PDF allows the construction of a finite-dimensional joint PDF

as follows,

k

pXj.(xx,...,xkU_,..-Jk)
= Y\PxAxr,t_\xx,...,xl_xUx,...,tl_x)px¡(xxux). (3.24)

1=2

The expectation operator (3.5) can be defined in terms ofa conditional distribution, and

is termed conditional expectation, and for any function Y((o) = f(X(t,a>)) is given by
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E[Y | X0 = x0]p = ¡Y(a>)dP(a> | X0(a>) = x0)
a

= J Y(a>)dP(a>)

rrr (3.25)
=

)\\yPxMx(-xx.■■<xk;tx....,tk\xa;t0)dxx-dxt
R*

= ¡¡¡f(xx,...,xk)pXk+x(xl,...,xkUx,...,tk\xl);t0)dxx---dxk
R*

which might be defined in terms of any conditional distribution, having any number of

conditioning variables. Given that the conditional PDF is a random function before

observing the valué of the conditioning variable, then a conditional expectation is also a

random variable before observing the valué of the conditioning variable,

to
—» E[Y |X0(ú))] . Intuitively the conditional expectation can be described as a function

of X0(a>) that statisticaüy approximates Y
,
and this approximation only makes sense

when both variables are not statisticaüy independent. The conditional expectation has all

the properties of any expectation plus the following specific properties:

i. E[a | X] = a ,
for any constant a.

ii. E[Y\X]>0,iiX>0.

¡ii. E[Y | X] = E[Y] ,
ifA"and Y are statisticaüy independent.

iv. E[Y
■

g(X) | X] = g(X)E[Y | X] , meaning that any function of the conditioning

variables act as constants for the conditional expectation operator. In particular

the following is true E[g(X) \ X = x0] = g(x0) .

v. E[Y |X,g(X)] = E[Y | X] , meaning that a function of the conditioning variables

does not offer new information for the statistical approximation of the

conditioned variables.

vi. E[E[Y | X,Z] | Z] = E[Y \ X] ,
and in particular E[E[Y | X]] = E[Y] is termed the

total expectation ofa conditioned variable.

Moments and cumulants can be used to measure statistical dependence of different

orders and dimensions between samples of a process, or between samples of different
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processes. With respect to the statistical dependence of linear order two important usages

ofthe covariance function can be obtained:

• The autocorrelation function (ACF) measuring linear dependence within the

same process, given by

r tt m- Mdú - É&M
^XX\lX'l2' I y y I y Y

'

yjrjf(tx)rjf(t2) yjnf (tx)rjf (t2)

• The cross-correlation function (XCF) measuring linear dependence between

different processes X(t) and Y(t) , given by

c „ ,,_ *^____ -

_______

<-*JTV'l'í2/
_

r~_r y 1 y y

*

4r¿<M<f7) V^Ci)^)

Two processes are said to be uncorrelated whenever Vtx,t2 e[C^y(f,,f2) = 0]31 while

two processes are said to be independent whenever

PxAxx,y2;tx,t2)
= pxx(xx;tx)pYX(y2;t2) or equivalently Px,r(y2,t2\xx;tx)

= pxx(y2;t2)

for all tx,t2eT An important fact is that for any process, statistical independence

implies zero correlation, while the converse is only true for Gaussian processes.

3.3.5 Stationary stochastic processes

A stochastic process is called strict sense stationary (SSS) iff all its finite-dimensional

PDF are homogeneous in time, i.e. modifying each sampling time with the rule

t, -> t, +a (for any a e R s.t. Ví, e T[t, -a > 0] ) results in the same probability density,

pXk(xx,...,xk;tx,...,tk) = pXJc(xx,...,xk;tx-a,...,tk-a). (3.26)

If the parameter a is interpreted as the initial time for the process, then each / may be

interpreted as the time difference of the rth sample w.r.t. the initial time, therefore a

strictly stationary PDF of dimensión k is said to depend only on the ¿-1 time differences

and it remains invariant w.r.t. to the chosen initial time (i.e. it is time translation

invariant).

31
Some references refer to this property as statistical orthogonal lity.
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A SSS process implies that the time translation invariance property is also true for

CF, cumulant functions and moment functions. Also it implies that the marginal one-

dimensional PDF is independent of time (so as the stationary mean valué), while the

two-dimensional PDF depends only on the time difference or delay time r = t2-tx (so as

the stationary covariance function),

Px.x(x;t) = px,_(x;t -t) = pxx(x;0) = pxx(x),

PX3{xx,x2,tx,t2) = pX2(xx,x2,tx -tx,t2 -tx) = pX2(xx,x2;0,r) = pX2(xx,x2;r).

A stochastic process is called wide sense stationary (WSS) iff its mean function is

independent of time (m = Kx(t) = const), and its covariance function depends only on

the time difference r = t2-tx (Cxx(t) = Cxx(í2-íx)). In general SSS implies WSS, but

in the particular case of Gaussian statistics, the converse is also true.

Some stochastic processes have ACF behaviors that decay in time until it becomes

negligibly small for all delay times r that greatly exceed the process relaxation time xr ,

which is a predefined delay which marks the limit on the autocorrelation.

The power spectral density (PSD) of a stochastic process, S^f), provides

information about the average power content of the frequency components of the

process, i.e. it lacks the phase spectrum information, and therefore a realization cannot

be recovered from the PSD. By the Wiener-Khintchine theorem the PSD ofa process is

related to its ACF through a Fourier transform, C^(rf^^^-S^(f) ,
and therefore the

PSD and ACF comply with all the relations and properties of a Fourier pair, i.e. as the

ACF of a real process is always an even function of r the PSD is always a real-valued

function ofthe frequency.

3.4 Stochastic Dynamics
- Fokker-Plank-Kolmogorov Equations

For a certain stochastic processes with specific properties, the time evolution of the

probabilistic characteristics can be presented in closed form as deterministic differential
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equations for the distributions. This section describes such processes and their dynamical

description, and the exposition cióse follows that presented in reference [15].

3.4.1 Continuous Markov Processes

It was previously shown that any finite-dimensional distribution of a stochastic process

completely determines all the finite-dimensional distribution of smaller dimensión for

the same process (see 3.3.3). However, there are processes for which the converse is

true, and specifically those processes for which the future is determined by only the

present valué, i.e. there is no dependency on previous time instants (no memory), namely

the Markov processes, which are the stochastic analog to deterministic differential-DS

(see chapter 2) where the positive semiorbit for time t > t0 depends only on the state of

the system at t0, namely x(t0) [4]. This property is known as the Markov property and

is formally stated as follows,

Px
,
k+x \xk'h \xo,- ■ -,xk_x;t0,. ..,tk__x) = px__\xk\tk \xk_x;tk_x).

_rt (3-27)
Px ,k+x\xo>--->Xi_',t0,. ••,•__)

—

J[ YPxj.{xi+x'>h+\ I Xi',t¡)pxx(x0;t<¡).
1=0

Thus all the finite-dimensional distributions of a Markov process are uniquely

determined by its family of two-dimensional distributions [42]. The two-dimensional

conditional PDF in a Markov processes receives the special ñame of transition

probability density function, represented by nx(x;t |x0;/0), and possesses the important

property that it reduces to a delta function for coinciding moments in time, i.e.

^x(x;t0\x(¡;t0) = S(x-x0). (3.28)

An important relation between the transition probability densities at different moments

in time is given by the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation, stating that given three

moments in time, summing up all probabilities at the middle moment will render the

transition probability density between the initial and final moments, i.e.

7rx(x;t\x0_t0) = J7rx(x;t\x'_t')nx(x';t'\x0;t0)dx'; t0<t'<t (3.29)
R
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The Chapman-Kolmogorov equation for the one-dimensional (marginal) PDF can be

obtained by taking the expectation of (3.29) with respect to the ¡nidal PDF

**"aC*^ I Xo'rto) - a™1 is &y*n by,

*_&') = ¡*x(x;t | x;f>v(xVVfr'; t'<t. (3JO)
R

For a stationary Markov process (also called homogeneous), the transition probabiüty

density loses ¡ts dependence on the initial time. i.e. jtx{x;t | x0) =^(x;^ + r | x¿;i^) . and

moreover if the process is ergodic (see section 2.7.4) it will asymptotically loóse its

dependence to the initial state [12], thus as r ->* the ergodic invariant PDF wül be

pv(x) = lim^v(x;r|aci)); foranyor^. (3J1)
r-wc

3.4.2 Markov diffusion process

Tbe Chapman-Kolmogorov equation (3.29) previously presented as an integral equation.

under certain conditions can be converted into a differential equation representing the

dynamic evolution ofthe probability characteristics ofaMarkov process.

Markov processes can be broadly classified in two distinct families with different

behaviors. The first class corresponds to Markov processes which are almost-everywhere

continuous (discontinuities are nuil events, or measurable events with teto probability).

and for which the randomness is observed by a so-called diffusion effect. and for that

reason diese processes are called Markov diffusion processes. In contrast, the second

class corresponds to Markov processes for which random jump discontinuities can exist

(jumps are measurable events with a non-nuil probability of existence) and are called

Markov jump diffusion process. for which die randomness is observed both by the

diffusion effect as well as for the random jumps. The reminder of this work will focus

solely ofthe class ofMarkov diffusionprocesses.

There are two different evolution operators for diffusion processes, namely the

forward evolution and the backward evolution. depending on which of both time

parameters ( f0 or / ) ¡s fixed and which one is analyzed. It can be shown that when only

small increments of the process are allowed in average during an infinitésima] time
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advance (no jumps, as a diffusion process is being considered) the general formula for

the differential Chapmann-Kolmogorov equation also known as the Kramers-Moyal

expansión for the forward operator is given by [15] [43],

d*x{r,t 1 x0;t0)
= ^t^#[Kiix,t)TCÁX,t | *„;,„)]; t0<t, (3.32)

ot *=1 /! ox

while the expansión for the backward operator is given by [12],

_a^(x;r|xo;f0)=|:(-iy^(;coi0a^(x;/|x0;f0); ^ ^
dt0 M /! ^o

The evolution operators in (3.32) and (3.33) are adjoint to each other, and in both

operators the coefficients K,(x,t) are called the kinetic coefficients, which are defined

as the instantaneous rate of change of the conditional /-moment for the process

increments, i.e.

K,(x,t) = lim—l[x'-x]'rrx(x';t +At\x;t)dx' = l\mE[AX \XW =

X\ (3.34)A '

4/-.0_ J XK
ÍLl-rO _/

and these coefficients must be finite in order for the expansión to exist.

3.4.3 The Fokker-Plank-Kolmogorov equation

For the Markov diffusion processes, a truncation of the Kramers-Moyal expansión

to the two initial terms can be used (K,(x,t) = 0, l>3), which is congruent with the

initial assumption that the average of increments in infinitesimal time are small (large

increments are permitted but they must appear in opposite directions with approximately

the same probability to cancel out in average), thus diffusion process are said to be

continuous with probability 1. The truncated versions ofthe expansions are known as the

Fokker-Plank-Kolmogorov (FPK) evolution operators. The forward FPK operator is

given by

•*\

Lvx[nx]:=—7.x(x;t\x0;tQ),
ot

(3.35)

= -—[Kx(x,t)nx(x;t\x0;t0)] + --^[K2(x,t)nx(x:t\x0_t0)],

and the backwards FPK operator is given by
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La [*>] := -Tr*x(xU | x0;t0),
Ot0

(3.36)

=

Kx(x0,t0)—jrx(xU\x0;t0)+-K2(x0,t0)—Txx(x;t\x0;t0).
dx0 2 dx0

In the FPK operator context, the first coefficient Kx(x,t) is known as the drift

coefficient as it describes the instantaneous rate of change (speed) of the average local

increment ofthe process, and likewise the coefficient K2(x,t) is known as the diffusion

coefficient and represents the instantaneous rate of change (speed) ofthe variance ofthe

process increment w.r.t. the mean valué.

It should be noted that the FPK operators are evolution operators for the prior PDF

of a stochastic process (Markov diffusion process), analogously to the forward and

backward evolution operator for the state of a deterministic differential dynamical

system.

3.4.4 General solution to the Fokker-Plank-Kolmogorov equation

In order to solve the FPK equation, boundary and initial conditions are required. For

known initial valúes ofthe process, the initial condition is given by equation (3.28), and

the solution is called the fundamental solution ofthe FPK equation. In this section first

the solution methods for the FPK equation are overviewed only, as these solutions will

be required in the derivation of optimal filters in upcoming chapters. For a thorough

derivation ofthe solution see [15] [41].

If the initial valué of the process Xt is not fixed, and moreover is randomly

distributed according to a PDF px__(x0;t0)
= px(x0;tQ), then this probability must be

considered as the initial condition, and by multiplying the FPK equation (3.35) by this

initial marginal PDF and integrating over aü possible initial valúes a new evolution

equation for the marginal PDF is obtained

?-px(x;t) = ~[Kx(x,t)px(x;t)] + ^j[K2(x,t)px(x;t)] . (3.37)
ot ox ox

The zero boundary conditions can be used to solve equation (3.37), and are given by
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px(^°;t) = px(+™;t) = 0. (3.38)

For the subclass of stationaryMarkov processes, the transition PDF depends only on the

time difference nx(x;T\x0) = nx(x;t0 +r| x0;t0), and therefore the drift and diffusion

coefficients are time invariant, i.e. Kx(x,t) = Kx(x) ,
and K2(x,t) = K2(x) ,

and the

marginal stationary PDF depends neither on time ñor on the initial distribution, i.e.

px(x;t) = px(x) ,
and thus as expected for any SSS process

—px(x) = 0,

and from equation (3.37) for the stationary case, the following ODE can be obtained32

j-[K2(x)px(x)]-2Kx(x)px(x)
= 0, (3.39)

which has the following solution, where C is a normalization constant to ensure that the

a total probability of a unity,

PAx) = jk)eXP fMé2Í4¿
s)

(3.40)

The solution to the FPK equation for the nonstationary case is not covered in this text. It

suffices to say that the FPK equation is of parabolic type and múltiple known methods

can be applied for its solution (e.g. separation of variables, Lapace transform, method of

characteristic functions, etc.). The interested reader is referred to reference [15].

3.4.5 Doob's theorem for Gaussian, Markov processes

A common type of stochastic processes used in the modeling of stochastic dynamical

systems is the Gaussian processes. The following theorem about stationary stochastic

processes that are both Gaussian and Markov was stated by Doob: Any one-dimensional

random process X(t) that is both Gaussian andMarkov has the followingforms for its

correlationfunction, its spectral density, one-dimensional and transitional PDF:

32
See reference [15] for a complete derivation procedure. Thus procedure is based on the notion of

"probability current", which is the rate of change w.r.t. time of the probability density at a given point of

the image space.
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Cxx{r) = (72xexp[-T/Tr],

______:
$*(/>«

(2aT/)2+(l/rf)2

^(^rl^o) = ;

Pjr,iW =

1

yJ27rax
exp

(x-w^)2

2^

-|'/2 exp
[x-w^-e'^^-^)]

2(1 _„-*/•-,K

(3.41)

(3.42)

(3.43)

(3.44)

[2»(l-.-*^)ci_J

where wj^. and o-2, are the stationary mean valué and variance of the process

correspondingly, and rr is the relaxation time of the process. Therefore, whenever a

process is known to be Gaussian and Markov, there is no need to solve the FPK

equation, the solution for the marginal and transition PDF is already known and

determined by the Gaussian distribution parameters only. Also as it can be seen from

(3.42) the spectral density is time invariant (stationary), and thus it can be concluded that

any Gaussian-Markov process may be synthesized by a WGN driven linear DS, with a

frequency response congruent with the desired spectral density, and this process will

always present an exponential decay of its ACF. In other words, a Markov process with

linear drift and constant diffusion is a Gaussian process with exponential covariance

function (these conditions are necessary and sufficient).

3.5 The M.S. Analysis of Stochastic Differential Equations

The question remains if the time-sampled (finite-dimensional) distributions can correctly

characterize continuous-time stochastic processes (formally existing in the measurable

space (fi,^(fi))).

The Kolmogorov extensión theorem states that a countable family of consistent

finite-dimensional distributions as defined in (3. 1 5) with ¿ = 1,2, . . .

, practically defines a

stochastic process with uniquely determined probabilities of all measurable events

depending on a countable set of samples, and these finite-dimensional distributions can
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determine the probabilities all the measurable events of interest in a processes with

uncountable time domain T only if all the realizations of the process can be determined

by a countable set of points, i.e. all the realizations of the process are continuous [42],

while the Kolmogorov continuity theorem states the required conditions for a stochastic

process to have a continuous versión [44].

For the analysis of continuous-time stochastic processes (definition of continuity

and the operations of differentiation and integration w.r.t. time), just as in mathematical

analysis of deterministic functions, the concepts of convergence and limit are

fundamental. Although many different ways exist to define these fundamental concepts,

in this work the correlational theory based on the mean square (m.s.) convergence will

be presented, for a broader development that the current presentation see [42].

3.5.1 The mean square convergence

A sequence or parametric family of scalar random variables {Xa} with finite second-

order moments is said to converge in the mean square, or m.s.-converge, to the random

variable X, Xa
—

""

>X and the variable Xis said to be mean square limit, or m.s.-

limit, of Xa , expressed X = 1 . i . m . Xa , iff
CC-Hlr,

• lim mx
=

mx .

d-rCCr,
"

• lim lim Elx°X°~\ = E (X°)
a-*--*, Z?-»-*t, L a PJ \ I
a-ro,, /?-><%

=

cr_.

3.5.2 The mean square continuity

A stochastic process X(t) is called mean square continuous, or m.s.-continuous, at the

every point t inside the región T0 , X(f') ^ >X(t) , iff

• mx(t) is continuous at t e T0 .

• Kx(tx,t2) is continuous at (t,t) with t e TQ .
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3.5.3 The mean square differentiation

A stochastic process X(t) is called m.s.-differentiable in the región T0 ,
if there exists a

function Y(t), called the m.s.-derivative, s.t. Y(t):=X'(t) = l.i.m.[X(t +h)-X(t)/h].
h-*0

The necessary and sufficient conditions for this mean square limit to exists at t e T0 are

,
. d

...

•
mY (t) =—mx (t) is continuous at t.

dt

__, ,
.8 KY(t.,tY\ .

• Kr (tx ,t2) =
—

*Kl 2'
is continuous at tx

=

t2
= t

otxot2

When the m.s.-derivative process exists, the previous formulas give the mean function

and the covariance function ofthe m.s.-derivative process.

3.5.4 The mean square integration

A stochastic process Y(t)-\g(t, r)X(z)dr is called an m.s.-integral in the región T0,

ifthe limit \ g(t,T)X(T)dT = l.i.m.Y'" tg(t,TÍm))X(T(km))Atim) converges, where the
* m-><x> ¿~*k=\

right-hand side represents a sequence of Riemann integral sums with, At^m) the volume

ofthe ¿-th partition of T0 in the m-th element in the sequence, and x(km) an arbitrary point

in the same partition. The necessary and sufficient condition for this mean square limit to

exist at t e T0 is

•
mr (t)

=

J g(t, r, )mx(r)dr should exist.

• Kr(tx,t2) = j¡ g(tx ,rx)g(t2,T2)'Kx (tx , t2 )drxdr2 should exist,

ToT,,

where g{t,r2)' is the complex conjúgate of g(t,rx) for the general case in which the

latter is a complex valued function. When the m.s.-integral process exists, the previous

formulas give the mean function and the covariance function ofthe m.s.-integral.

The following analysis properties of the Riemann integral are maintained by the

m.s.-integral [42]:
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• The derivative of an m.s.-integral of an m.s.-continuous random function with

respect to the upper limit of integration is equal to the valué of the integrand at

the upper limit,

X(t) = jJX(T)dT (3.45)
'o

• The formula of integration by parts, and the chain rule of differentiation are also

valid for m.s.-integrals,

\(p,(r)X(T)dr = (p(t)X(t)-(p(t0)X(ta)-\cp(T)X'(T)dr.
(3.46)

^-<p(t)X(t) = <pXt)X{t)+(p(t)X'(t).
dt

3.5.5 The standard Wiener process

A stochastic process X(t) is called a process with independent increments (PWII) if

for any N and at any tQ,tx,...,tN the random variables Xt ,X, -X, ,...,X, -Xt are

statisticaüy independent, and therefore the valué of the process at any t > t0 can be

represented as a sum of independent random variables, i.e.

X(tJ = X(t0) +XJX(tk)-X(tk-x)]- (3-47)

which renders the finite-dimensional distributions of any PWII uniquely determined by

¡ts one-dimensional distributions [42]. Such a process can be transformed into a process

a.S.

whose valué at t = t0 is almost surely equal to zero, i.e. Xl(¡
= 0

,
which will be assumed

onwards33 Every PWII is a Markov process, as can be seen by the fact that the valué of

the process at any time tm depends only on its valué at the previous time, t .

,
and the

transition probability corresponding to the increment in the interval [tm_x,tm), remaining

completely independent ofthe valúes ofthe process at previous times t <t .

33
If Y(t) is a PWII, then X(t) - Y(t)

-

Y, is also a PWII with a different mean valué where X = 0
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A PWII process with finite second order initial moment, rx(tx,t2)<<x>, is also a

process with uncorrelated increments (PWUI), which is characterized by the property

4*;(x° -*;;)•] =0, (3.48)

a.s.

for any t < tx < t2,t
>
t0 ,

thus X, = X,
-

X, ,
i.e. each valué ofthe process at any t>t0 is

the valué ofan increment. The covariance function of such a process is given by

AA.(/„f2) = ¿(min(/1,/2)), (3.49)

where ¿(f) = E\x°Xf 1 is a nonnegative, non-decreasing function which represents the

variance ofthe process at any time [42]. When the function k is continuous the PWUI (or

alternatively a PWII and finite second order initial moment) is m.s.-continuous

according to section 3.5.2. Moreover, when the function ¿ is differentiable, then the

covariance ofthe PWUI (PWII) can be expressed as follows,

minOl,/,)

Kx(tx,t2)= $ 9(t)dt. (3.50)

where i9(f) is a nonnegative function called the intensity of the process. Note that

a.s.

k(t0) = 0 is assumed because Xh
= 0 .

A process with independent increments is called a Wiener process, and denoted

W(t) ,
if it satisfies the following conditions:

1 . All the realizations of the process, w(t) ,
are continuous with w(0) = 0 ,

i.e. the

process is continuous according to the Kolmogorov Continuity Theorem.

2. The one-dimensional distribution of the process is Gaussian, i.e.

W(t)~ JV(0,<r20 .

3. The expectation of the process is equal identically to zero, and its covariance

function Kw(tx,t2) is equal to (3.50) with t0
= 0, where again the function v(t)

represents the intensity ofthe process.

Whenever the intensity of the process is fixed to be equal identically to unity, 3(t) = 1
,

then the process is known as the standard Wiener process.
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3.5.6 The white noise process

The white noise (WN) process is a mathematical abstraction (not physically realizable)

which represents a stochastic process in a generalized way analogous to a Dirac-delta

function being a generalization of a function in mathematical analysis. One way to

define a WN process is through a sequence ofm.s.-continuous random functions which

does not converge to a m.s.-limit, but the m.s.-limit of sequences of integráis of produets

of these random functions by nonrandom continuous functions (belonging to the class of

infinitely differentiable deterministic functions <I>_) do exist, and therefore such

generalized function are called the weak m.s.-limit of their defining sequences [42], i.e.

Va(t) is m.s.-continuous for every a.

Va(t)
weakms-

rV(t); V(t) isWN. (3.51)

\<p(T)Va(T)dT^-+\(p(T)V(T)dT; pe<D,
T T

A WN process is a zero-mean and delta-correlated process, i.e. it is statisticaüy

uncorrelated with any shifted versión of itself, and its first moments are given by

mv(t) = 0,
r, r (3*52)

Kv(tx,t2) = S(tx)S(t2-tx),

where SC) is the Dirac-delta function, and the function 9(f) is the intensity of the WN

which provides a notion of the strength of process (as the variance of any white noise is

infinite and therefore cannot be used to distinguish between the strength of different

white noise processes, the intensity is used). The stationarity of the WN process depends

on the time invariance of the intensity, and by the Wiener-Khintchine theorem the PSD

of the stationary WN process is constant for all frequencies. Because the Dirac-delta

function is infinitely differentiable, then according to the previously stated definition of

m.s.-differentiability, the WN processes have infinitely many weak m.s.-derivatives.

A PWII X(t) with finite, continuous, and differentiable variance function ¿ (which

is also a PWUI) is m.s.-continuous but cannot be m.s.-differentiable (according to

section 3.5.3), due to the discontinuity inherent to the minimum function in (3.50). This

discontinuity can be interpreted in terms of generalized functions in the following way,
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d-^¿ = *(t2)l(tx-t2).
dt2

d2K*}'l,tl) =KhW, ~h) = ».h)S(tx -t2).
otxot2

(3.53)

where 1() is the unit step function, and S() is the Dirac-delta function. Thus

\d2Kx(tx,t2)ldtxdtf\ =00, and while the condition for m.s.-differentiability is not

fulfilled, the obtained expression is equivalent to the covariance function for a white

noise process in (3.52). For this reason, any PWUI (note not every PWUI is a PWII) is

said to have a weak m.s.-derivative which represent a white noise process of intensity

i9(/), and thus the following equivalence can be established between a PWUI X(t) and

its corresponding WN process V(t)

dX(t) we_M,5,

)y^ ¿y-fr)
;____

yv^dt, (3.54)
dt

and thus integráis containing white noise as in (3.51) can be formally represented as,

b b

\<p(T)V(T)dT = \<p(T)dX(T) . (3.55)
a a

A WN process obtained by differentiating a PWII is called a white noise in the strict

sense, and its valué at any given time is a generalized random function, i.e. its

realizations are understood as impulses at every moment of time, thus this type ofwhite

noise has realizations that are nowhere continuous [42]. The weak m.s.-derivative of a

standard Wienerprocess is called white Gaussian noise process (WGN), and it is aWN

process in the strict sense.

3.5.7 The stochastic integral of a deterministic function

The exact sense of a stochastic integral of a deterministic function (an integral of the

product of such a function with a WN process) can be interpreted, according to (3.55) as

the m.s.-limit ofthe sequence of summations,

Y = \<p(t)dX(t) = l.\.m.Y'k=x9{<m))[X(t[m)) -X(C¡)) , (3.56)
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where tk is an arbitrary point ofthe ¿-th element ofa partition ofthe interval [a,b], i.e.

[tk"_\t(km)], for the /n-th element in the sequence. Note that as the sequence progresses the

partition elements decrease in size towards a partition of zero length elements.

Expressing the mean function and variance function of the PWUI used in the

stochastic integral, X(t) ,
as follows

*

/

mx(t) = m0 + \m'(T)dr, kx(t) = k(t0) + ¡v(r)dT
'o 'o

then the necessary and sufficient conditions for the sequence of summations of the

stochastic integral of a deterministic function to converge are the following [42]:

*

•
/Mj.

= \cp(t)m'(t)dT should exist.

b

• a2 = j \<p(r)\ v(r)dr should exist.
a

Whenever both conditions for existence are met, the first one represents the mean valué,

and the second one represents the variance of the random variable resulting from the

stochastic integral.

Any random function Y(t) can be expressed in the so-called integral canonical

representation in terms ofa stochastic integral w.r.t. some PWUI X(t) as [42],

Y(t) =mY+jg(t,T)dX(T). (3.57)
-"o

3.5.8 The stochastic integral of a random function

The integral of a random function w.r.t. the differential of a PWII is called a stochastic

integral of a random function. These integráis have many different interpretations

depending on the sampling moment of the random function with respect to the time

interval in which the differential of the PWII is taken. In this section only one such

interpretation will be described, the so-called Ito integral, which is an integral of the

random function X(t) with finite second order initial moment, w.r.t. the differential ofa
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Wiener process W(t) , subject to the requirement that Xh¡ (co) only depends on the

driving process Ws(a>) up to s<tk_x (and given that Ws is statically independent ofthe

increment [W, -W.], then so it is X, )34, and is defined as follows,

Y = \x(T)V(T)dr = \x(t)dW(t) = Lum.'ELXÍt™)[W(t^)-W(t¡:>)] , (3.58)
a a

where [t^ ,t[m)] are the subintervals defining the partition ofthe interval [a,b], in the

m-th element ofthe sequence35

The necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of the Ito integral is the

existence ofthe integral [42]

^=j£[|X(r)|2]v(T)„r (3.59)
a

which, if converges, is equal to the variance of the random variable resulting from the

stochastic integral. As for the mean valué, it is evidently zero, due to the independence

ofthe integrand and the differential, and the zero mean ofthe Wiener process.

The basic definition ofthe Ito integral is not very useful to evalúate a given integral,

similar to the situation ofa Riemann integral, where instead of using the basic definition,

the fundamental theorem of calculus plus the chain rule are used to derive closed form

results of the integráis. However, the well-known antiderivative formulas for

deterministic continuous functions are not valid for stochastic integráis ofthe Ito type, as

there is no differentiation theory of random functions (w.r.t. random function), only

integral theory, so the process cannot be replicated exactly. Nevertheless an integral

versión of the chain rule exists which can be useful when evaluating Ito integráis, and

will be presented below.

34
In a measure theoretic framework it is said that X(tk,CO) is ¿Ft -adapted. For more details see [39].

35
Another common definition ofthe stochastic integral ofa random function is the Stratonovich integral,

in which the random function in (3.58) is sampled at (tk_x +tk)/2. The Ito definition in contrast, requires

the integrand to be independent of the future of the Wiener process, which is an important property [42]

[39].
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The Ito process is defined as a combination ofan m.s.-integral with an Ito stochastic

integral, assuming all processes satisfy the conditions the existence ofthe corresponding

integráis, and is given by

i i

Z(t) = Zh + JX(t)dx + JY(r)dW(r) . (3 .60)
'o 'o

This Ito process can be represented in concise form as the so-called stochastic Ito

differential, given by

dZ =Xdt +YdW (3.61)

The integral versión of the chain rule, the Ito formula, for a given twice continuous

function (p(t,x)eC2(TxR) defining a new random function U-<p(t,Z) is given by a

new stochastic Ito differential ofthe form

duA(t,Zt)-dt + d^(t,ZydZ,+\^(t,Z^(dZ$ (3.62)
ot ax 2 dx

where (dZt)2 = (dZt)- (dZt) is computed according to the rules,

dtdt = dtdW,=dW,dt = 0, dWrdW,=dt, (3.63)

which mean that the Ito differential of Z(t) has two main components, one that grows at

a rate of dt corresponding to the m.s.-integral, and another that grows at a rate of yfdt

corresponding to the Ito integral, and this is the reason why the well-known formulas for

antiderivatives are not valid for Ito stochastic integráis.

3.5.9 The Liouville equations
- Stochastic Differential Equations

To define how is it exactly that a system model such as (3.1) is driven by a noise source,

the stochastic differential equation (SDE) must be introduced. Just as in deterministic

differential dynamics, where the behavior of a deterministic process is expressed in

terms of a vector ODE, stochastic differential dynamics are expressed in the same way.

Thus a SDE, also known as a Liouville equation, is given by

■jA"(0
= f(t,X(t)) + g(t,X(t))V(t), X¡o

=

x0 , (3.64)
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N
where the process V(t) represents WGN of constant intensity v(t) =— ,

and X(t) is

the solution to the SDE representing a random function being driven by the WGN. As

before this equation can be rewritten in terms of an Ito differential w.r.t. a Wiener

process as follows,

dX(t) = f(t,X(t))dt + g(t,X(t))dW(t), xk
=

x0.

X(t +At)-X(t) = ¡ f(T,X(t))dr+ f g(r,X(t))dW(r).
i t

Equation (3.65) can be interpreted as a local description of a change in X(t) based on

the interpretation ofthe drift and diffusion coefficients ofthe FPK equation described in

3.4.3, therefore the random process defined by the SDE driven by WGN is in fact a

diffusion Markov process. Consequently the dynamic evolution of diffusion Markov

processes can be described in two altemative ways using the equations (3.65) and (3.35),

and thus the drift and diffusion coefficients of the FPK (describing the flow of the

probability density) can be described in terms of the SDE (describing the dynamics of

an ensemble of realization), and vice-versa, as follows [15],

~X(t +At)-X(t)
KAx,f) = lim E

A/-*0

KJx,t)= lim E
A*-»0

A/

[X(t +At)-X(t)f
At

X(t) = x

X(t) = x

= /(',*)•

=^g\t,x).

(3.66)

(3.67)

(3.68)dX(t) = Kx (x,t)dt + JÑj24K2(x,t)dW(t) .

Whenever g(t,x) = g(t) is independent ofthe valué ofthe state the system is said to be

driven by additive noise, while in the opposite case the system is said to be driven by

multiplicative noise. Equation (2.58) is an SDE.

36
SDE or Liouville equations can be used in practice for analyzing ensemble data and extracting drift and

diffusion coefficients, which can consequently be used for analysis based on FPK equation.
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3.6 Stochastic Differential Systems

As in the deterministic case of dynamical systems, the description or modeling of real

stochastic dynamics is of great importance. Following the exposition in section 3.2, in

the process ofmodeling stochastic dynamics, dynamical systems can be constructed as a

shaping filter for WN processes, which convert the stochastic behavior of WN into a

stochastic function with the random characteristics corresponding to the real process that

were experimentally found. In spite of the WN process being not physically realizable,

its mathematical tractability makes them highly desirable for modeling stochastic

dynamics.

The bases for the mathematical description of stochastic-DS as evolution equation

of a system state driven by noise are the Ito processes, or equivalently the Ito

differentials. The model is composed by an evolution equation for the state Z(t) ,
and an

equation for the output (or measurement) Y(t) ,
which are given by

dZ, = f(t,Z,)dt+g(t,Zt)dW„ Y=q>(t,Z¿, (3.69)

where the function g(t,z) dictates the way in which the WN process V(t)dt = dW(t)

drives the dynamics ofthe system.

The method for finding a suitable stochastic differential system which correctly

models (shapes) the experimentally found random characteristics of a process, are not

yet developed for the general case, and fully developed constructive methods exist only

for the stationary linear stochastic dynamics, and although these methods are not

presented in this work, it is important state the notion that any stochastic process can be

represented as an output processes of a suitable Markov (possibly multi-dimensional)

stochastic-DS (for the full development ofthe synthesis methods see [42]).

It can be seen from (3.69) that the output equation represent a memoryless

transformation of the state vector, therefore all the probabilistic characteristics of the

output can be expressed in terms ofthe probabilistic characteristics ofthe state vector.

Linear time-invariant stochastic-DS driven by additive WGN, i.e. when the drift

coefficient is an affine function ofthe state f(t,z) = a(t)z + a0(t) , and the diffusion

coefficient is a constant g(t,z) - fi(t) , given by
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dZ(t) = (a(t)Z(t) + £*o(f))oV + P(t)dW(t) , (3.70)

present a well-known closed form solution in terms of u(t,t0), the solution to the

deterministic ODE du/dt = au with initial condition u(t0,t0) = I The m.s. solution of

the linear stochastic-DS driven by WGN is as follows,

i i

Z(t) = u(t,t0)Z0+¡u(t,T)a0(T)dT + ¡u(t,T)i3(T)dW(T) , (3.71)

<o 'o

where the first integral is deterministic, and the second one is a stochastic integral of a

deterministic function.
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4. FILTERING OF MARKOV STOCHASTIC PROCESSES

4.1 Preliminaries

This chapter focuses on the filtering problem of random functions, i.e. the action of

separating a realization of a random function of interest, from a measurement white

noise component, or in short the process of "filtering" the noise out of the

measurements. This chapter focuses the presentation of the filtering theory on one-

dimensional stochastic systems and under the assumption that all noise processes are

WGN, for a more general treatment see references [41] [39] [1].

4.2 Formulation ofthe Filtering Problem

Let the information process, i.e. a (non-measurable) random function of interest X(t)

which needs to be measured and recovered, be the output of a known (in the general case

nonlinear) shaping filter given by the following SDE (see section 3.5.8 for its

interpretation as a stochastic differential),

^-=f(t,Z,) + g(t,Zl)V„
dt

X,=<p(t,Z,), (4.1)

where the process V(t) is a standard WGN process known as the system noise, i.e. the

noise driving the shaping filter (4.1) which produces X(t) , which is a Markov process.

Moreover, let the measurement process, i.e. a random function (observable) which can

be measured, f^r) ,
be represented by the measurement equation, given by

^=C(Uf,)+r<7„ (4.2)

where the process U(t) is a standard WGN process known as the measurement noise,

and c is a positive constant representing the intensity of the measurement noise.

Equation (4.1) is referred to as the evolution equation, while equation (4.2) is referred to

as the measurement equation. Additionally it is assumed that both noise processes ( V(t)

and U(f)) are statisticaüy independent of each other at all times (thus X, is statisticaüy
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independent of U, at any t), and that the initial valué of the information process

(dependent of the initial valué of the state of the shaping filter) is a random variable

independent of all noise sources. Under this formal setting, filtering is essentially an

instantaneous optimal estimation of the information process valué at time t, based on all

(previous) observations up to the current time, i.e. on the interval [t0,t]. It is worth

noting that under this formal setting the filtering problem is related to the so called state

observation problem for stochastic dynamical systems under noisy measurements [7].

An important concept for the filtering problem is the ratio of variances of the

information process and the measurement noise, the so-called signal to noise ratio

(SNR), given by

I = Cja^)_ (43)
r

where r2 represents the intensity of the measurement noise. Without loss of generality

in the following it will be assumed that r = yJN^

The optimal filtering solution37 will be linear iff both the measurement and

information processes have Gaussian distribution. This would in turn require that

equations (4.1) and (4.2) are linear with respect to X(f) and Z(t), and that the initial

condition has also a Gaussian distribution. If any of the previous conditions is not

fulfilled, linear filtering is not optimal, and the optimal solution will be a nonlinear filter.

Many ofthe well know statistical optimization criteria are asymptotically equivalent

when /—>w or .T-»», like máximum aposteriori probability, minimum average risk

(MAR), máximum likelihood ratio (MLR), and minimum mean square error (MMSE)

[45]. For this reason, in the following sections the presentation will be focused on only

one criterion, and the chosen criteria is the máximum aposteriori probabilitiy (MAP),

due to its generality.

For the rest of this work it will be assumed that the information process is a

constant diffusion Markov process, i.e. a process driven additively by WGN (see

37
For the Gaussian case, the max. likelihood ratio, max. aposteriori probability, and min. mean square

error, are all equivalent criteria ofoptimality.
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section 3.5.9) with g(t,Z,) = g(t) in (4.1). Also for the rest ofthe chapter x¡, v,, %,, v,

will denote the sample at time t, for / = 0,1,..., of an arbitrary realization of the

information process X(t) , system noise V(t) , measurement process IF(r) , and

measurement noise U(t) respectively.

4.3 Derivation of the Posterior Probability Density Function

In order to formúlate a solution to the filtering problem according to the MAP criterion,

it would be desirable to obtain an expression for the PDF of the information process

conditioned upon the observations (measurement process), as well as the apriori

information (the initial data). In this setting the PDF of the information process at the

initial observation time is known as the prior-PDFwhich is denoted px . while the PDF

at a posterior time instants conditioned on all measurements up to that time is known as

the posterior-PDF which is denoted px It is worth noting that the method here

presented is only valid under the requirement that the joint process {X(t),tF(t)} is

Markov.

The posterior-PDF equation will be presented as a partial differential equation

similar to the forward FPK equation (3.35) with an addition term which contains the

observations in a linear manner (see Q term in equation (4.12)). In this section the

expression for the posterior-PDF will be presented for discrete time representation

through the Bayes theorem, and then converted to continuous time through a limiting

process. This section closely follows the developments in [2] [46].

The derivation ofthe posterior-PDF at time tk conditioned to tf0' ={^0, ...,<*},

Px(xk;tk) = pXk+x(xk;tk\^k) = pXk+x(xk;tk\^0,...,^:tQ,...,tk), requires the following

assumptions:

1. The samples ofthe measurement process xPx,...xPk have been already observed

and their valúes -?*,...£*. are known.
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2. The posterior-PDF for the previous time instant px(xt_x;tt_x), which is given by

Px (xh ;'*-i I -ao-' ) • 's known at time / > tk_x .

From here onwards, the time variables in PDF expressions will be dropped for

simplicity, as the subscript ofthe conditioned and conditioning variables already specify

the corresponding sampling time. The derivation of the posterior-PDF for the current

time instant starts with two equivalent definitions ofthe following auxiliary PDF,

Px.xt,4t IO =

/_ (& I xk,Cl)Px(xk | £"').
(4 4)

Px(xt,4t ICl) = PÁxk I&.#>*(& IO-

where the following simplifications can be applied:

• Px(€t I ^f-Lf-T1) = Px(€k I xk) ■ From (4.2) it can be seen that £* depends on the

realization at time sample k ofthe information process x¡_ ,
and the measurement

noise process ut , and therefore is independent ofpreviousmeasurements.

•
Px.xn I&.#*) = P*(** I£), by simply noting that {£,0 =

_

*
.

The formula for the posterior-PDF can be solved from equations (4.4) and the two

previous simplifications as,

„ ,_ ■ Ct*. _ g._____ I ___j - ^(^t I _*_£___ IC) ««

Ar(?tl& ) Px(4t\4o )

where the denominator is constant w.r.t. x(t) and can be thought of as a normalization

constant. Therefore the posterior-PDF is rendered more compactly as,

/^(xt)=jPjr(xt[4t)=C^-Jp^Jxi)^(xJ^-1); C_ = [/>,(£ |Ol"' (4-6)

Under the context ofBayesian inference, the term px(xk \ ^~x) is interpreted as the prior

probability density of the chosen state based only on past observations, while the term

px(€t \xk) is interpreted as the likelihood ofthe new observation for the chosen state.

The likelihood factor in (4.6) may be interpreted as just the measurement noise

contribution to the observation (as the information process valué is fixed, the only

random term in (4.2) is the measurement noise), i.e.

Px(^\xk) =Q A (&"<*',**))- (4-7)
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with a normalizing coefficient C, ,
while the second factor can be interpreted as an

instance ofthe Kolmogorov-Chapman equation (3.29), where the initial PDF is given by

the posterior-PDF for the previous time step ¿-1 (assumed known), and the transition

PDF ofthe Markov information process can be obtained from the analysis of (4.1) by

solving its FPK equation (see section 3.4.4), given by

-t-oo

Px(*t IO = í PxW-h I xk-xUk-x)Px(Xk-x I C)dxk-x (4-8)
—«o

Formulas (4.6), (4.7), and (4.8) provide a recurrent procedure to calcúlate the posterior-

PDF iff the prior-PDF, px(x0), is known or the initial state is constant. Once the

posterior-PDF for the time instant tk has been calculated, two of its moments are

important for the minimum mean square error estimation criteria, namely:

+oO

• (xk \¿j¡} = I xkpx(xk | ¿¡¡)dxk = E^Xk | _%*] is the posterior expected valué,

■5 r

■0[**l#]=í(**-(**l#)) Px(xk\Odxk=E (Xk-(xk\%)) \>P* is the

conditional posterior variance,

where the posterior expected valué represents the minimum variance unbiased (optimal)

MMSE estimate, and the conditional posterior variance represents the accuracy of the

filter [47] [48], and while for the linear case these quantities can be obtained in closed

form, there is no constructive solution for the nonlinear case in general.

In order to get the continuous time analogue for the posterior-PDF38, its time

dynamics must be found through the usage ofthe FPK operators (see section 3.4.3). First

the FPK39 equation can be found for the prior-PDF (when no observations are available)

by applying the forward FPK operator to the SDE for the system model (4.1), given by

38
Reference [2] is more formal about this derivation, which uses a finite difference model approximation

ofthe differential system corresponding to (4.1) and (4.2), ¡n which the introduction of A, is more

natural.
39
The marginal FPK equation can be derived from the marginal Chapman-Kolmogorov equation.
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%f±=if<ÁPx(x,m,
yx[p(x)\ = ~mt,x)p(x)\ + ^-^1[g2(t,x)p(x)\, (4.9)

ox 2 ox

=~mt,x)P(x)]+^¿^~[p(x)],dx 2 dx

where the last step in (4.9) considers X(t) a constant diffusion Markov process. The

forward FPK operator that solves (4.9) is labeled Ifx[-] ,
the prior evolution operator, as

it represents the best way to predict the evolution ofthe PDF for system (4.1) whenever

no observations are available. The posterior-PDF equation (4.6) may be rewritten in

terms ofa constant time increment Ak where tk
=

tk_x + A, , given by

Px(x',tk__.i+Al\^) =C^px^k\x,tk__i+Al)px(x\tk^+Al\4k0-x). (4.10)

The prior-PDF term in (4.10), px(x;tk_x+Al | #„*"'), is the probability density for the

extrapolated valué of x(tk_x +A,) based on the observations up to time tk_x as there are

no new observations in the interval [tk_x,tk_x+At), therefore change ofthe conditional

PDF on this interval can be approximated, with accuracy to A, <s 1
, through the prior

evolution operation evaluated at the posterior-PDF ofthe previous time instant, i.e.

^[px(x;t*-i+^fl)-Px(x,.rCl)]"^x[Px(x^ \C%
or (4.11)

px(x;tk_x +A, IO* Px.xk-x l^+KÍPxi^-x lO]A,

As the measurement noise is assumed to be a Gaussian zero-mean process, the

likelihood term in (4.10), px(¿¡k \x;tk_x+A¡), takes also a Gaussian form with a mean

valué of c(tk,xk)Al ,
and a variance of Af„A,. Through an expansión of the likelihood

term ofthe order A, or less (with accuracy to A, «: 1 ), and through a limiting process as
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for the constant time increment A, -> 0
,
the so-called Stratonovich-Kushner-Equation

(SKE) can be obtained (see [2]) and is given by40,

?Ex^ =U;[pZ(x;t)] +Q(x,t),dt L J

(4.12)

Q(x,t) = p%(x;t)[%(t)
-

E[c(t,X) | !P¿ ]J N"' [c(t,x)
-

E[c(t,X) \ <¥[ ]],
where p%(x;t) = px(x;t\€'l) ,

and px (x,t0) = px (xQ) is the initial condition for the

differential equation. The term c(t,x)(ú)) = E[c(t,X)\,Fr is the estimator ofthe

information process contribution to the measurement, and whenever c(t,x) is linear

w.r.t. x(t) then c(t,x)(co) = c(t,x(<D)), where x(co) is the estimator of the information

process, where the explicit dependence on the variable co was used to remark that both

estimators are in fact random functions as remarked in section 3.3.4. On the same lines,

as any conditional PDF is a random function before the conditioning variable is

observed, equation (4.12) is actually an SDE.

It is worth noting that (4.12) has two main constituents, namely the apriori

contribution to the filter (given by Ifx[p% (x;t)]) and the aposteriori contribution due to

the newest observation (given by Q(x,t)). It can be seen that the aposteriori contribution

depends on the SNR (it depends directly on A^1), and two extreme cases of the

operation ofthis filter can be identified [46]:

1. When SNR-0, the estimation practically depends only on the apriori

contribution, rendering a poor reliability for the filtering of a stochastic

41

process.

2. When SNR» l, the estimation practically depends only on the aposteriori

contribution, making the apriori contribution less important, and the filtering

results become asymptotically independent ofthe prior-PDF as t —> oo
.

40
Even though the general development has been for scalar random functions, here the SKE equation is

presented in general form for vector random functions.
41
The exception to this rule of thumb is the filtering of quasideterministic processes, which are described

in chapter 5.
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Different optimal estimates of the information process can be defined in terms of the

posterior-PDF, e.g. the MMSE optimal estimate given by Mf)mmx=E[X\^k\_\, or the

MAP optimal estimate given by x(t)map= argmax p%(x;t). Note that whenever the

posterior-PDF is unimodal and symmetric, both optimization criteria coincide.

The MAP criterion provides good results for unimodal posterior-PDF. Note that px

might be multimodal particularly at times near t0 and low SNR while for / —> •» and

increasing SNR the posterior-PDF tends to be unimodal. Technically speaking, the strict

implementation of the SKE based filtering algorithm (i.e. a solution to obtain the

posterior-PDF in closed form) is generally analytically unfeasible, but exceptions exist

such as the filter implementation for the linear case (conditions given in section 4.2).

Figure 4.1 shows a graphical example ofthe SKE-based evolution ofthe posterior-PDF,

and its MAP filtering result

It is weü known that the filter performance depends explicitly in the choice of the

model chosen for the information process (4.1), and the measurement process (4.2),

which poses an additional problem for the design ofnonlinear filters ,
where there is not

a unique choice for the model, namely the problem of maximizing the filtering

performance through the choice ofthe optimal model [1].

Note that in the Gaussian Markov linear filtering case the correct model for the problem is unique.
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Figure 4.1. Illustration of an SKE based máximum aposteriory probability filtering. The dotted

green Une is the information process realization, the solid green Une is the path estimation and the

blue curves represent the posterior-PDF at different times.43

4.4 The Innovation Process

The idea behind the innovation process (IP) is to find a process which contains the same

statistical information as the measurement process !f(r) , but is simpler for analysis, and

therefore can be used instead of the measurement process for the purpose of filtering

[46]. The innovation process *F(t) is related to the measurement process by a

deterministic transformation given by,

Y=T,-c(t,Xt), (4.13)

43

Image taken from [46].
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where c(t,X) = E\c(t,X)\*P¡^\ is the optimal estimator ofthe information process

contribution to the measurement process. As long as c(t,X) is an optimal estimate, the

IP generated by (4.13) presents the following properties [39]:

• *P(t) is a process with orthogonal increments, i.e. E[(*?t_ - &_,, )(*Fh
-

íf^ )] = 0 for

any non-overlapping intervals [sx,tx], [s2,t2].

• ^(t) is a WGN process (or equivalently df?_ can be shown to be a Wiener

process differential).

Note that once a measurement process has been observed and the estimate

c(t,x) - E\c(t,X) | íf£
= <*' 1 = h[^¡__] is a deterministic quantity and the transformations

between <*(/) and £ (f) are given by,

£(0 = £(0-Mí(')] = (/-A)[<í]-

£(O=#(O+*K(0] =(/-*)"*[£]. (4.14)

which are illustrated in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3. The stability condition for the

generation ofthe IP are given be the convergence ofthe operator (I -h)~l[] ,
i.e. | h \< 1 .

(í)
>íír

m

w

i

)
i™

h()W

Figure 4.2. Generation of IP from observations.

Image taken from [46].
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i.e. px(^k\xk) =C3-pu(4k-Bkxk). Finally the posterior-PDF can be obtained from see

(4.6) as [46],

Px (xk) = px(xk\£) = Cps
■

exP
(__-_____ .(Zk-Bxk)2

(4.18)

2(H2Rk_x+<r2) 2a2v

where C„ is a normalizing constant. As before, it can be noted that the first term in the

exponent corresponds to the apriori contribution to the estimation, while the second term

in the exponent corresponds to the aposteriori contribution to the estimation, just as

previously specified in the derivation ofthe SKE. It has been previously proven that the

posterior-PDF for the linear filtering case must asymptotically tend to be Gaussian as the

SNR increases [45], and any Gaussian distribution can be written in the standard form,

i.e.

Cexp
_______

21L P
(4.19)

for a normalizing constant (w.r.t. x ) C , where:

•
xk is the mean of the posterior-PDF at time instant tk (the optimal estimate in

the MAP and MMSE sense) given as the coefficient ofthe term xk/Rk .

• Rk is the variance of the posterior-PDF at time instant tk (the accuracy of the

optimal estimate), and \/Rk is given as the coefficient ofthe term -x\¡2.

When fitting equation (4.18) to the standard form (4.19), the Kalman Filtering

Algorithm is obtained as [46]47:

47

Algorithm is presented in vector form for generality.
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0. x0
= E(X0), Ro = E((Xo-xo)(X0-xof)

for ¿ = 1,2,...

!• R*,*-i =HRJk_,H +EKj

2. Kt = RM_,Br(BRM_,Br 4*
_.„, )"' (4.20)

3. R,=(/-KtB)RM_,

4- -*t|*-i
=

"**-i

5- **
=

*t|M + K* \4k
-

-B**|*-l )

where 2K is the covariance matrix of F(fA) ,
and E^ is the covariance matrix of U(tk) .

The following remarks most be noted for equation (4.20):

• The optimal estimate is composed of an apriori contribution (the first term), and

an aposteriori contribution (the second term).

• The factor [£k -

Bx^,, ) is the innovation process for the linear filter.

• Kk is known as the Kalman gain for the time instant tk ,
and it represents a

weighting ofthe aposteriori contribution to the estimate, dependent on the SNR,

as explained before for the SKE.

• All equations are recursive, but the equation for Rk and Kk are independent of

the observations, and therefore can be solved in advance.

• The filter is a model-based estimator, thus widely applicable to a large variety of

(linear) systems. See Figure 4.4 for a block diagram ofthis algorithm.

The linear filtering problem is in general a non-stationary problem, i.e. the statistics of

both the information and measurement processes are not fixed in time. The filtering

problem can be thus simplified when the processes are assumed stationary, i.e. H¿ =H ,

Bk = B
, ~LV - TLV ,

and £„ = T.v . Under these stationary conditions, if the error

covariance recursión converges to a stationary valué R =limRlt, then the filter itself

becomes stationary and is given by,

it=HxM +Kt(&-BHÍH) (4.21)
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Roughly, the Kalman Filter is assumed to be stable (R^will be bounded) if the system

model (H) is uniformly completely observable and uniformly completely controllable

[4]. For a more complete treatment ofthe stability criterion see [4].

Discrete sysiem measurement Discrete Kalman filter

*(+)

Copy
discrete system

~

rystem I

■**-i(+)
Delay

Figure 4.4. Block diagram ofthe Kalman Filter.4

4.6 Discrete Time Local Gaussian Nonlinear Filtering Approximation

As the SKE cannot be obtained in closed form for nonlinear problems in general [46], an

altemative to solve the filtering problem is to use approximate algorithms. Different

static49 approximation approaches are possible: approximation of the nonlinear SDE

model given by (4.1) and (4.2), approximation ofthe nonlinear SKE given by (4.12), or

approximation of the posterior-PDF (i.e. assuming a certain function for the solution of

the SKE). Practice in the application of nonlinear filtering has shown that the latter can

be more effective for high SNR cases, because the posterior-PDF tends to a Gaussian

PDF [3] [46] [45]. In this section a local Gaussian approximation ofthe posterior-PDF

known as the ExtendedKalman Filter (EKF) will be presented as a practical suboptimal

solution to nonlinear filtering problems.

48

Image taken from [5 1 ]. In this figure the evolution operator is represented by <D (instead of //), while the

output matrix is represented by //(instead of 6).
49

A static approximation is an approximation which remains the same at all times. On the contrary a

dynamic approximation is one that is calculated at each time instant.
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The optimal filtering solution for problems where the posterior-PDF is assumed

Gaussian is given by the KF (see section 4.5), but it requires the model (SDE for the

information process and measurement equation) to be linear, therefore in order to apply

the KF the model must be linearized. The following model (information and

measurement processes) is assumed for the rest ofthis section,

f=W)+^* <4_>

r,~c(X,) + rU,.

4.6.1 Local linearization of the model

Assuming the estimate for the previous time step, xk ,
is known, and a small enough

sampling period is used, the measurement equation can be approximated with the

linearization c(xk) = c{xk) +Dc(x)\i=i {xk—ik) and is given by,

£k=c0+Cxk+vk+x

c0=c(xk)-Cik (4.23)

C = 3c(xk) = Dc(x%_¡t

where Jc(xk) is the Jacobian (or simple derivative in the scalar case) for the function

c(x) evaluated at x = xk. Following the same steps, the evolution equation can be

approximated with the linearization f(xk+x) = f(ik) +Df(x)\ _. (xi+1 -xk) and is given

by,

XM=fo+Fxk+Vk

f0=f(xk)-Fxt (4.24)

F =

Jf(xk)
=

Df(x)\x_.t

where Jf(xk) is the Jacobian (or simple derivative in the scalar case) for the function

c(x) evaluated at x = xk . Thus at every time step, a linearized versión of the system is

used to estimate the current optimal step, and according to section 3.4.5, this linear

model ofthe system corresponds to a Gaussian process.
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Note that the presented linearization is local to the most recent estimate, and

therefore in order to apply the KF algorithm the linearization must be performed

recursively. Thus a static approximation of the SKE solution by assuming that the

posterior-PDF is Gaussian can be implemented through a dynamic linearization of the

SDE local to the most recent state estimate, and the application ofthe KF algorithm. The

resulting ExtendedKalman FilteringAlgorithm is obtained as [46]50:

0. x0
= E(X0), R0 = E((X0 -x0)(X0 -x0)T)

for ¿ = 1,2,...

1- -V, = /"(**-■)

2. F_=J,(xM)

3.Rkk_x=FkRk_xFf + 'LVk (4.25)

4- Ck=Jc(xk[k_x)

5. Kk =

R^.-C.. (CjR^.C,. + Eyt )

6. Rk=(I-KkCk)Rkj!_x

1- xk
= -Vi +K, (^

-

c(x^_, ))

It has been proven elsewhere [7] that the EKF is not globally optimum, but it is a

converging local observer, thus as long as the initial state guess is cióse enough to where

the ideal state, the EKF will converge to the right answer.

In a nutshell the local Gaussian approximation ofthe posterior-PDF (the EKF) will

approximate the (unknown) real posterior-PDF with a Gaussian bell centered at the prior

estimate. The Gaussian approximation will have in general a smaller span (on the

domain of possible next vales for the state) than the real posterior-PDF, but under the

assumption of high SNR, and significantly correlated process, it is intuitive to assume

that the next optimal state will be within the span on the Gaussian approximation.

Following these lines, it is intuitive to see that for the model used to tune the EKF, it is

oi higher importance to guarantee a goodfit ofthe ACF than the one-dimensional PDF,

as the ACF will directly impact the determination of the required span for the local

Gaussian approximations for the posterior-PDF.

Algorithm is presented in vector form for generality.
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4.7 Computational aspects of the EKF

The KF family of algorithms belongs to the class of recursive algorithms, and as such it

inherently suffers from error feedback propagation perils. Only a brief overview of the

topic will be given here, for a more thorough treatment the reader is referred to the

references [4] [51] [52] [53].

The KF family of algorithms suffers from two main problems on their

computational implementation, namely numerical instability of ill-conditioned

problems, and the problem oi divergence.

The numerical issues are mainly caused by the required matrix inversión operation

on the KF algorithm, and ¡ts usual experimental outcome is numerical instabilities

ending in infinite or NaN51 results. Many algorithm modifications have been proposed to

resolve this issue, as the square-root filtering [54], the information filter, and the UD

covariancefactorizationfilter [51], which practically evade the numerical instability.

The divergence issue on the other hand ¡s widely attributed to modeling errors [52].

Modeling errors have a wide span, from errors in process and measurement noise

intensity and correlation properties, to errors (like biases) in the evolution operator or

measurement operator models. The experimental outcome of the divergence issue is

different, in that the KF itself is numerically stable, but the actual estimation error never

converges to zero (it can be bounded but uniformly removed from zero, or unbounded).

The cause of divergence issue is that the predicted error covariance matrix, Rk ,
is

evolved in the algorithm independently of the observations. Consequently after some

time the predicted R^ converges to zero (when the filter has synced-up with the

observed system), and the Kalman Gain, Kt , converges to zero as well, what causes the

KF to genérate all the new predictions based solely on the prior data. This effect is called

divergence because the predicted and actual error covariance matrices diverge as time

evolves instead of converging. Different algorithm modifications have been proposed to

resolve the divergence problem, such as: increasedprocess noise intensity in model [52],

51
NaN stands for Not-a-Number, which is the computational way to represent inexistent quantities like

c 1 0 , where c is any constant.
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exponentialforgettingfactor for the error covariance matrix [4], constant lower bounds

for the error covariance matrix [52], limited memory filter [4], and the adaptive noise

filter [4].
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5. CHAOTIC ATTRACTORS AS QUASI-DETERMINISTIC
MARKOV MODELS

5.1 Preliminaries

This chapter focuses on continuous-time chaotic DS and their properties. The

presentation of these properties aims at providing an argument to the fact that

deterministic chaotic models are theoretically well suited to be used as stochastic, and

given the fact that no source of process noise needs to be added to this kind of models

they are given the ñame of quasi-deterministic. The chapter starts with a general review

of properties of chaotic DS and their classification, and then presents two specific

systems, namely the Lorenz DS and the Róssler DS, which are representative of two

complete classes of attractors, namely the switching attractors (quasi-hyperbolic) and the

spiral attractors (non-hyperbolic) respectively [37]. The chapter continúes with the

presentation of the statistical properties of these two families of attractors and its

sensitivity to the influence of noise, and finalizes with the argument for quasi-

deterministic models.

5.2 Review ofChaotic DS

A global autonomous differentiable-DS with a (¿-invariant. minimal and compact

strange attractor M (which might be a smooth manifold) of zero Lebesgue measure in

the embedding metric space, will genérate a contracting TDS towards such an attractor.

Thus all initial conditions on the basin of attraction for the attractor WS(M) will

eventually end up inside the strange attractor. If the dynamics inside the attractor show

the properties oi sensitivity and topological transitivity, and present at least one positive

LCE, the system is said to be chaotic. In the reminder of this chapter these types of

systems will be referred to in a short form as chaotic-DS. A chaotic-DS is a mixing-PPT,

therefore it asymptotically induces a unique ¿-invariant ergodic (indecomposable)

measure on the attractor, called the equilibrium measure, which can be normalized to be

interpreted as a probability measure. This means that given any initial ensemble of

points in the attractor (imposing an arbitrary measure) throughout evolution the
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stable motion. The existence of an invariant probability measure on quasi-hyperbolic

attractor has been proven theoretically [28].

5.3.3 Non-hyperbolic chaos

Non-hyperbolic attractors endose a countable set of different coexistent regular (stable

periodic orbits) and chaotic attracting subsets enclosed in the same attractor, and present

a complex structure of embedded basins of attraction for each attracting subset. Non-

hyperbolic attractors are structurally unstable as they present homoclinic trajectories

(leading to homoclinic connections in the Poincaré section) and present many

bifurcations in both regular and chaotic subsets. This is the most common class of chaos

observed experimentally [55]. The existence ofan invariant probability measure in non-

hyperbolic attractors in general involves serious difficulties as it is generally impossible

to obtain a stationary probability distribution independent of the initial ensemble

distribution (without the inclusión of a driving 8-correlated Gaussian noise), although

there are exceptions [28].

5.3.4 Hyperbolicity analysis

Although it won't be detailed in this work, existing algorithms to determine

hyperbolicity of a dynamical system exist and are based on measuring the average angle

between the unstable and stable manifolds of the linearized evolution operator across a

chaotic trajectory. When the angle reaches the limit valué of zero degrees, this implies a

non-robust homoclinic tangency and implies non-hyperbolicity, and on the contrary

when the angle exists near the 90 degrees it is a good measure of hyperbolicity. More

details ofthis method can be found in reference [56].

5.4 Classical Continuous-Time Chaotic-DS

In this section the Lorenz, Róssler, and Chua systems with standard parameters will be

briefly described for both their continuous and discretized time representations. Both

systems have been shown to present structure bifurcations for system parameters far
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removed from the standard ones in the parameter space. For a thorough analysis of these

systems in their different structures see [37] [28] [56] [57] [58] [59].

5.4.1 Lorenz DS

The continuous-time Lorenz system with parameter set {a,p,fl} is given by the

following system ofODE,

¿ = -<r(x-v),

y
=

px-y-xz, (5.1)

z = -fiz + xy,

while the corresponding discrete-time approximation (with sampling time 7¡ ) is given

by the following system ofdifference equations,

x^=xm +Tt(-(rixm-ym)),

y„, =y.+TM (pxñ -yn- x„z„), (5.2)

^,
=

**. +T, (-/fe„ +x„ym).

The standard valúes for die parameter set are {<x = 10,/? = 28,/? = 8/3}, and render a

switching quasi-hyperbolic attractor, as shown in the phase portrait of Figure 5. 1 for

which an initial condition outside ofthe attracting limit set was chosen, (—5,-5,-5), to

show the attracting property ofthe limit set Sample dynamics of each component ofthe

state are shown in Figure 5.2, Figure 5.3, and Figure 5.4, for all of which the transient

dynamics nave been omitted. Moreover, Figure 5.5, Figure 5.6, and Figure 5.7 show the

Fourier magnitude spectrums corresponding to each ofdie attractor components.
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Figure 5.1. Phase portrait for Lorenz attractor produced by equation (5.1).

Figure 5.2. Component jc of Lorenz DS in equation (5.1).
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Figure 5.4. Component z of Lorenz DS in equation (5.1).

dBIAlví

Figure 5.5. Fourier magnitude spectrum [dB] for component x of Lorenz DS.
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<B T v

Figure 5.6. Fourier magnitude spectrum [dB] for component y of Lorenz DS.

(BlZt-Hl
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Figure 5.7. Fourier magnitude spectrum [dB] for component z ofLorenz DS.

The Lorenz attractor has a maximal LCE of +0.9 and a fractal dimensión of -2.06

(estimated for similar parameter valúes). Geometrically the Lorenz DS has three fixed-

points in the vector field, and their stability classification is as follows:

1 . EQo, a saddle fixed-point at (0,0,0) .

2. EQi, is an incoming outwards spiral at í+y]P(p-l),+^P(p-l),p-l) .

3. EQ2, is an incoming outwards spiral at \-y¡P(p-\),-^P(p-\),p- 1 ) .

Note that even when the EQo has two stable and one unstable eigendirections, the fixed-

point is unreachable, while EQ* and EQ2 are both saddle-foci fixed-points, and that their
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rotation is on opposite directions. The spiral behavior in the "butterfly wings" of the

attractor is bounded to the unstable eigenplanes spanned by the unstable eigenvectors of

the saddle-foci. Fixed-points are shown in Figure 5.8 along with two Poincaré sections,

one along the unstable and one along the stable eigendirections of EQo on the xy-plane.

Figure 5.8. Fixed-points of Lorenz attractor.52

5.4.2 Róssler DS

The continuous-time Róssler system with parameter set {a,P,o} is given by the

following system ofODE,

x = -y-z,

y
= x + ay, (5.3)

z = p-vz + xz,

while the corresponding discrete-time approximation (with sampling time Ts ) is given

by the following system of difference equations,

Image taken from [73].
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x„+]=x„+Ts(-yn-zn),

yn+x=y„+Ts(x„+ay„), (5.4)

zn+x=zn+Ts{P-uzn+xnzn).

The standard valúes for the parameter set are {a = 0.2,P = 0.2,u = 5.7} ,
and render a

non-hyperbolic attractor of the spiral type (structurally unstable), as shown in the phase

portrait of Figure 5.9, for which an initial condition outside ofthe attracting limit set was

chosen, (7,7,7), to show the attracting property ofthe limit set. Sample dynamics of

each component ofthe state are shown in Figure 5.10, Figure 5.1 1, and Figure 5.12, for

aü ofwhich the transient dynamics have been omitted.

Figure 5.9. Phase portrait for the Róssler attractor produced by equation (53).
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Figure 5.10. Component x of the Róssler DS in equation (5.3).

y i

Figure 5.11. Componente ofthe Róssler DS in equation (5.3).

to

an 700 900

Figure 5.12. Component z ofthe Róssler DS in equation (5.3).
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Figure 5.13, Figure 5.14, and Figure 5.15 show the Fourier magnitude spectrums

corresponding to each ofthe Róssler' s attractor components.

<B X.x/x

v[Hz|

Figure 5.13. Fourier magnitude spectrum [dB| for component x of Róssler DS.

dBirivl

vIHz!

Figure 5.14. Fourier magnitude spectrum [dB] for component y of Róssler DS.
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Hz

Figure 5.15. Fourier magnitude spectrum (dB] for component z of Róssler DS.

The Róssler attractor has a maximal LCE of +0.08 and a fractal dimensión of -2.01

(estimated for similar parameter valúes). Geometrically the Rdssler DS has two fixed-

points in the vector field, one in the attractor and the other outside of the attractor and

their stability classification is as follows:

1 . F_ ,
a saddle-focus at

2. F+ ,
a saddle-focus at

v-Jv2-4ap v + Jv2-4ap u-Jv2-4ap>
2 2a 2a

j

u + y]v2-4aP u-yju2-4ap v + y¡u2-4ap
2a 2a

Note that F_ is an incoming outwards spiral, i.e. it has a 1 -dimensional stable manifold

attracting trajectories into the xy-plane where the 2-dimensional unstable manifold

exists. On the other hand F+, which is outside the región of the attractor, has a 1-

dimensional unstable manifold repelling trajectories in the direction of F_ ,
and a 2-

dimensional stable manifold producing inwards spirals. The fixed-point locations and

their manifolds are shown in Figure 5.16, while the generated dynamics for each one are

presented in Figure 5.17.
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Figure 5.16. Fixed-points of Róssler DS."

40

Figure 5.17. Trajectories emanated from fixed-points in Róssler attractor.

5.4.3 Chua DS

The continuous-time Chua system with parameter set {a,P,m0,mx} is given by the

following system ofODE,

Image taken from Wikipedia.
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x = a(y-hpl(x,m0,m])),

y
=

x-y + z, (5.5)

¿=py,

where hpl=mxx + [(m0-mx)(\x + l\-\x-\\))l2 is a piecewise linear function. The

corresponding discrete-time approximation (with sampling time 7",) is given by the

following system ofdifference equations,

**,+i =*. +aT,(y. -M1.^^')'

y*=y. +T,(xa-ya+za), (5.6)

The standard valúes for the parameter set are {cr = 9.205,/? = 14.3,»% =-1/7,171, =2/7}

(although it should be noted that the Chua system presents chaotic behavior with other

parameter valué sets), and render a non-hyperbolic attractor of the spiral type

(structurally unstable double scroll), as shown in the phase portrait of Figure 5.18, for

which an initial condition outside ofthe attracting limit set was chosen, (4.7,-0.8,-4.2),

to show the attracting property of the limit set Sample dynamics of each component of

the state are shown in Figure 5.19, Figure 5.20, and Figure 5.21, for all of which the

transient dynamics have been omitted. Moreover, Figure 5.22, Figure 5.23, and Figure

5.24 show the Fourier magnitude spectrums corresponding to each of the attractor

components.
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z\t\

Figure 5.18. Phase portrait for the Chua
attractor produced by equation (5.5).

Figure 5.19. Component
x ofthe Chua DS in equation (5.5).
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Figure 5.20. Componente ofthe Chua DS in equation (5.5).

Figure 5.21. Component z ofthe Chua DS in equation (5.5).
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dB Alv

Figure 5.22. Fourier magnitude spectrum [dB] for component x ofChua DS.

dBJl.nl I

Figure 5.23. Fourier magnitude spectrum [dB] for component y of Chua DS.
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The Chua attractor has a maximal LCE of -0.23 and a fractal dimensión of -2.13 [58].

Geometrically the Chua DS has three fixed-points in the vector field, one ín the origin

and one at the centerofeach hole in the double scroll as follows:

1. P*
,
a saddle-focus at (Jt.O,—Jt), with 2 unstable dimensions .

2. P:
. a saddle-focus at (0,0,0) ,

with 1 unstable dimensión.

3. P~
,
a saddle-focus at (-k,0,k), with 2 unstable dimensión.

Note that both P' and P~ are incoming outwards spirals, i.e. they have a 1 -dimensional

stable manifold (E*(P~), £*(P")) attracting trajectories into their respective 2-

dimensional unstable eigenplanes (EV(P*),EV(P~)). The fixed-point locations and

theirmanifolds are shown ín Figure 5.25.
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Figure 5.25. Sketch ofthe equilibria eigenspaces in the Chua attractor.54

5.5 Mixing and Robustness of Classical Chaotic-DS

5.5.1 Existence of asymptotical invariant measures in chaotic-DS

As previously stated, both quasi-hyperbolic attractors and non-hyperbolic attractors have

the mixing property, although the degree ofmixing is lower in non-hyperbolic attractor.

This leads to the fact that asymptotic invariant measures are guaranteed to exist in quasi-

hyperbolic attractors, while cannot be guaranteed to exist in non-hyperbolic attractor

without a driving noise source [28]. In this section an asymptotic invariant measure of

the presented classical attractors is searched for through simulation, following the

54

Image taken from [58].
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definition of an invariant measure given in section 2.7.3. Because any mixing-PPT is

also an ergodic-PPT, any invariant measure found will be assumed to be ergodic also.

The simulations consist on creating an initial ensemble of points (in the vicinity of

the attractor) with a pre-defined probability measure (different than the invariant

measure), and evolving the complete ensemble until the measure stabilizes in an

invariant measure. The chosen initial probability measure is uniform. Although this is

not a formal proof, and only one initial measure is being tested, these examples should

provide a qualitative argument towards utilizing chaotic models in lieu of a model for a

Markov process. Note that in all the following experiments, the convergence to an

invariant measure was confirmed by a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness of fit

test (KS-test)55 with a significance level of 5% (a = 0.05 ), between the same ensemble

with two different amounts of evolution steps [60] .56

5.5.1.1 Convergence to the asymptotic invariant measure for the Lorenz attractor

For the Lorenz DS, an ensemble of 25000 points was experimentally found to genérate

an asymptotic invariant measure. All histograms shown in the following (used to show

the estimate of the ensemble measure) use 30 bins. The initial ensemble measure per

attractor component is shown in Figure 5.26. The evolved ensemble measures are shown

for 1000, 10000, 50000, and 70000 steps of evolution in Figure 5.27, Figure 5.28, Figure

5.29, and Figure 5.30 respectively. It can be seen that 50000 steps of evolution are

enough to genérate an invariant measure, and this is confirmed with a KS-test which

results in a validation of the nuil hypothesis with the following p-values57:

{x : 0.9936, y : 0.88 1 7, z: 0.2 1 83}

55
A general non-parametric method for comparing two empirical distributions (corresponding to two

different samples) without requiring normality ofthe population.
56

Before the invariant measure is achieved, the ensemble with different amounts of evolution steps

represents two different empirical distributions and the KS-test rejects the nuil hypothesis. Whenever the

invariant measure is achieved, the ensemble with different amount of evolution steps will represent the

same empirical distribution, and the nuil hypothesis will be validated.
57

A p-value is the probability of observing a test statistic as extreme as, or more extreme than, the

observed valué under the nuil hypothesis.
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Figure 5.26. Initial ensemble measure (per-component) for Lorenz DS.
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Figure 5.27. Ensemble measure (per-component) for the Lorenz DS after 1000 steps.
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Figure 5.28. Ensemble measure (per-component) for the Lorenz DS after 10000 steps.

Figure 5.29. Ensemble measure (per-component) ofthe Lorenz DS after 50000 steps.
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Figure 5.30. Ensemble measure ofthe Lorenz DS after 70000 steps.

5.5.1.2 Convergence to the asymptotic invariant measure for the Róssler attractor

For the Róssler DS, ensembles of different sizes (between 25000 and 300000 points)

were tested for up to IO6 steps of evolution, and none of these simulations resulted in an

asymptotic invariant measure. The variability of the measure is exemplified in the

following figures for an ensemble of 200000 points. All the following histograms (used

to show the estimate ofthe ensemble measure) use 30 bins. The initial ensemble measure

per attractor component is shown in Figure 5.31. The evolved ensemble measures are

shown for 100000, 200000, 300000, and 500000 steps of evolution in Figure 5.32,

Figure 5.33, Figure 5.34, and Figure 5.35 respectively. It is trivial to see the variance in

the ensemble measure for the x and v components of the attractor, and consistently all

KS-test performed for the ensembles of these components resulted in the rejection ofthe

nuil hypothesis. Interestingly, the ensemble measure for the z component of the attractor

qualitatively appears to be to invariant (the histograms remain the same for the z

component starting at about 50000 steps of evolution).
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Figure 531. Initial ensemble measure (per-component) for the Róssler DS.
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Figure 532. Ensemble measure (per-component) of Róssler DS after 100000 steps.
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Figure 5.33. Ensemble measure (per-component) ofRóssler DS after 200000 steps.
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Figure 5.34. Ensemble measure (per-component) ofthe Róssler DS after 300000 steps.
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Figure 535. Ensemble measure (per-component) ofthe Róssler DS after 500000 steps.

5.5.13 Convergence to the asymptotic invariant measure for the Chua attractor

For the Chua DS, it was experimentally found that an ensemble size that generates an

asymptotic invariant measure is about 25000 points. In the following all histograms

(used to show the estimate ofthe probability measure) use 30 bins. The initial ensemble

measure per attractor component is shown in Figure 5.31. The evolved ensemble

measures are shown for 10000, 50000, 70000, and 100000 steps of evolution in Figure

5.32, Figure 5.33, Figure 5.34, and Figure 5.35 respectively. It can be appreciated that

70000 steps of evolution are enough to genérate an invariant measure, and this is

confirmed with a KS-test which results in a validation of the nuil hypothesis with the

followingp-values: {x : 0. 1 123, y : 0. 1568, z : 0. 1732} .
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Figure 5.36. Initial ensemble measure (per-component) for the Chua DS.
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Figure 5.37. Ensemble measure (per-component) of Chua DS after 10000 steps.
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Figure 5.38. Ensemble measure (per-component) of Chua DS after 50000 steps.

Figure 5.39. Ensemble measure (per-component)
ofChua DS after 70000 steps.
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Figure 5.40. Ensemble measure (per-component) of Chua DS after 100000 steps.

5.5.1.4 Qualitative conclusions of invariant measures generated by chaotic-DS

From the previously presented results, it can be seen that only the Lorenz and Chua

chaotic-DS genérate a significantly non-Gaussian asymptotic invariant measure on the

attracting limit set, without requiring a driving noise source as an input. On the contrary

the Róssler DS failed to genérate an invariant measure, and thus according to reference

[28] it will require a driving noise source to genérate an invariant measure.

By comparing the results of the different chaotic-DS, it can be seen that the

convergence to the asymptotic invariant measure (when it exists) is faster, and with a

smaller ensemble size, for the quasi-hyperbolic attractor w.r.t. the non-hyperbolic

attractor. An interpretation to this fact is that the quasi-hyperbolic attractor has a higher

mixing, and therefore a smaller ensemble gets to cover the equilibrium distribution as

points are being moved in the attractor faster than in a non-hyperbolic attractor.

According to this interpretation it can be concluded that the mixing in the Róssler DS is

not enough to produce an asymptotic invariant measure, and therefore no statistical

short-term stationarity is expected for it.

58
In the following it will be shown that the required noise variance to genérate an invariant measure for

the Róssler DS is relatively small when compared to the variance ofthe attractor's components.
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When comparing the ensemble measures at different evolutions steps for the same

chaotic-DS, it can be observed that non-hyperbolic attractors have the special

characteristic that some of their components achieve the invariant measure before the

rest (see Figure 5.32 for R8ssler-z, or Figure 5.38 for Chua-v). This behavior can be

interpreted as some components having more mixing than other components in the

attractor (e.g. the component z in Róssler DS, or component y in Chua DS appear to be

more random-like than the other components in the respective attractor), which

corresponds with the qualitative analysis of the time evolution of the sepárate

components. This conclusión is in line with previous analysis ofthe attractor's structure

[56] [58].

As was seen in chapter 2, an invariant measure imprinted in a compact set (an

attractor) by a chaotic-DS can be interpreted as a probability measure, therefore the

previous results motívate the opportunistic idea of using chaotic models as surrogate

models for Markov models for the purpose of non-Gaussian signal filtering in the

presence ofnoise, whenever the statistical characteristics of the chaotic model coincide

with the required characteristics for the filtering purpose.

5.5.2 Influence of noise on the invariant measures of chaotic attractors.

An important characterization of a chaotic-DS is ¡ts robustness to a driving noise source,

i.e. a robust chaotic DS will maintain its statistical characterization (PDF, ACF, PSD) ¡n

spite of the driving noise source. A noise driven chaotic system is a nonautonomous

stochastic DS. As was presented before, overall quasi-hyperbolic attractors are

considered robust, while non-hyperbolic attractors are in general not considered robust.

It has been previously shown that the class of the attractor is in general robust against

driving noise sources [28], i.e. driving noise cannot transform a quasi-hyperbolic

attractor ¡nto a non-hyperbolic attractor or vice-versa.

The next subsection shows, based on simulation results, that all the classical

chaotic-DS are robust against driving noise sources, and as expected the quasi-

hyperbolic attractor shows a higher robustness, i.e. tolerates higher noise intensity

without disrupting its invariant measure. In all the following experiments with driving
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noise, the letter D is used to refer to driving noise intensity factor, i.e. the ratio ofthe

driving noise (£,) standard deviation to the corresponding attractor component standard

deviation, i.e.

Jvar(-T)
D =

y ; where c is one ofx, y,z . (5.7)
•v/var(c)

It is worth noting that the addition of a driving noise source to a chaotic-DS,

transforms this system into a Markov SDE, and as explained in [28] and [61], the FPK

operator for this type of SDE will always converge to a stationary probability

distribution.

5.5.2.1 The nonautonomous stochastic Lorenz DS.

The discrete time nonautonomous SDE for Lorenz system with a driving noise source is

given by the following system of difference equations,

x„+x=xn+Ts{-<j(xn-yn) + 4*),

yn+x =yn+Ts(pxn-yn-xnzn+^), (5.8)

Zn+L=Zn+Ts(-Pzn+Xnyn+4¡),

where" (-f*,^,-?*) is a tupie of independent discrete time white Gaussian random

processes with corresponding intensities {Dyj\ar(xn ) ,D^vax(yn ) , D^\ai(zn ) ) .

Following the methodology of section 5.5.1, ensemble measures are generated for

the noise driven Lorenz DS by evolving the ensemble of 25K points for 80000 time steps

under different noise intensity factors is shown in Figure 5.41 .
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Figure 5.41. Ensemble invariant measure for the noise driven Lorenz DS. Each column is a different

component in the attractor. Each row maps to a different noise intensity factor D.

As it can be seen from Figure 5.41, the invariant measure persists for D<2, i.e. even

when the noise intensity is twice the standard deviation ofthe attractor' s component, the

one-dimensional distribution is maintained.

5.5.2.2 The nonautonomous stochastic Róssler DS.

As previously shown in reference [37], a noise driven mixing-PPT will have a stationary

invariant measure, thus introducing a small intensity driving noise to the Róssler-DS

should genérate an invariant measure on its non-hyperbolic attractor.

The discrete time nonautonomous SDE for Róssler system with a driving noise

source is given by the following system ofdifference equations,

xK+l=xn
+T,(-yn-zñ+t:),

y„+x=yn+Ts{x„-ay„+tf),

zn+x=zn+T,(P-uzn+xazn+4*),

(5.9)
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where (<^,<f,f,#„z) has the same meaning as in 5.5.2.1.

Following the methodology of section 5.5.1 once more, the ensemble measures are

generated for the noise driven Róssler DS by evolving the ensemble of 100K points for

100000 time steps under different noise intensity factors. As it can be seen from Figure

5.42, the invariant measure persists for D<0.1, which shows a significantly less

robustness to noise than the Lorenz attractor.

m(x) m(y) x 104 m(z>

D = 0.1

Figure 5.42. Ensemble invariant measure for the noise driven Róssler DS. Each column is a different

component in the attractor. Each row maps to a different noise intensity factor D.

5.5.2.3 The nonautonomous stochastic Chua DS.

The discrete time nonautonomous SDE for Chua system with a driving noise source is

given by the following system of difference equations,

xn+x
=

x„ +aTs (v„ -hpl(xn,m0,mx) + %xn),

yn+x=yn + Ts(xn-yn+zn+4f). (5.10)

z~t-
= z.+T.(fiy.+£)-
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where (#*,#„',O has the same meaning as in 5.5.2.1 .

Following the methodology of section 5.5.1 once more, the ensemble measures are

generated for the noise driven Chua DS by evolving the ensemble of 25K points for

80000 time steps under different noise intensity factors. As it can be seen from Figure

5.42, the invariant measure persists for D < 1
,
which shows less robustness to noise than

the Lorenz attractor, but more robustness than the Róssler attractor.

m(x) m<y) m(z)
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Figure 5.43. Ensemble invariant measure for the noise driven Chua DS. Each column is a different

component in the attractor. Each row maps to a different noise intensity factor D.

5.6 Statistical Description of Classical Attractors.

The previous section showed the existence of an asymptotic stationary invariant

measure, which through normalization can be interpreted as an estimation ofa 1-

dimensional stationary probability density function (PDF). A better statistical

characterization ofthe attractors requires second order moment functions. In this section

the analytical approximations of the PDF and ACF of each attractor component will be
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presented. These analytical approximations where derived following using the

degenerate cumulant analysis following the processes in reference [62]. Although it

won't be fully developed in this work, for both the Lorenz and Róssler attractors, the

envelopes for their ACF, XCF, and PSD can be calculated analytically based on the

numerical valúes of the diffusion coefficient of the instantaneous amplitude and phase

[37]. Note for the characterizations shown below, the invariant measures have been

normalized (scaled to have unitary variance) and centered (removing the mean) for their

mathematical tractability.

5.6.1 Statistical description for Lorenz attractor

The proposed ACF approximations for each of the components in the Lorenz attractor,

along with the achieved mean squared error (MSE) against the ACF calculated from

simulation data samples is presented in Table 5.1. The ACF approximations are plotted

along the simulation based ACF on Figure 5.44, Figure 5.45, and Figure 5.46.

Table 5.1. Functions approximating the Lorenz attractor ACF.

Attractor component ACF approximation MSE

X Cx,(r) = e-"r; a = 4 «1%

Y
Cyy(.T)

= e-at; a = 9 «1%

Z C^(t) -^-"cosíor); a = 0.12,» = 8.338 ~1%
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Figure 5.44. ACF approximation for the x-component of Lorenz attractor.
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Figure 5.45. ACF approximation for the .r-component of Lorenz attractor.
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Figure 5.46. ACF approximation for the z-component ofLorenz attractor.

The per-component PDF for the Lorenz attractor are obtained by normalizing the

invariant measures to have unitary total measure, and are shown in Figure 5.47.
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Figure 5.47. Estimated probability density function (per-component) for the Lorenz attractor.
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5.6.2 Statistical description for Róssler attractor

The proposed ACF approximations for each of the components in the Róssler attractor,

along with the achieved mean squared error (MSE) against the ACF calculated from

simulation data samples in presented in Table 5.2 (for all but the z-component). The

ACF approximations are plotted along the simulation based ACF on Figure 5.48, Figure

5.49, and Figure 5.50. Note that the ACF for the z-component is strongly impulsive,

suggesting (because ofthe Fourier Transform properties) a wide-band PSD.

Table 5.2. Functions approximating the Róssler ACF.

Attractor component ACF approximation MSE

X C_(r) == e~
m

cos(<yr); a-= 0.003, (ú-= 1.135 -,.25-/.

Y
C„(t)

=-e~
aT

cos(íyr); a - = 0.004, cú--= 1.135 ~1%
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Figure 5.48. ACF approximation for the x-component of Róssler attractor.
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Figure 5.49. ACF approximation for the y-component of Róssler attractor.

x10

Figure 5.50. Estimated ACF from simulation data for the z-component of Róssler attractor.
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The per-component PDF for the Róssler attractor (generated with a small intensity

driving noise, to genérate the invariant measure) are obtained by normalizing the

invariant measures to have unitary total measure, and are shown in Figure 5.5 1 .

Figure 531. Estimated probability density function (per-component) for the Róssler attractor.

5.63 Statistical description for Chua attractor

The proposed ACF approximations for each of the components in the Chua attractor,

along with the achieved mean squared error (MSE) against the ACF calculated from

simulation data samples is presented in Table 5. 1 . The ACF approximations are plotted

along the simulation based ACF on Figure 5.52, Figure 5.53, and Figure 5.54.

Table 53. Functions approximating the Lorenz attractor ACF.

Attractor component ACF approximation MSE

X

Y

Z

£:„(»= e~ccs_?r); «=-0.08,^=0345 «%

Cn(r) = e"7cos{PT): a
= -0.1. ^ = 2.833 «1%

C=(r)=e-~co8(J0r); a=-0.07, £=0345
«1%
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Figure 5.52. ACF approximation for the x-component of Chua attractor.
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Figure 5.53. ACF approximation forthe.y-coniponent of Chua attractor.
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Figure 5.54. ACF approximation for the z-component ofChua attractor.

The per-component PDF for the Chua attractor are obtained by normalizing the invariant

measures to have unitary total measure, and are shown in Figure 5.55.
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Figure 5.55. Estimated probability density function (per-component) for the Chua attractor.

5.7 Quasi-deterministic Models Based on Chaotic Attractors.

The previous sections showed that a chaotic-DS can genérate an asymptotic invariant

probability measure in the attractor, either by its own, or through the addition of a small

intensity driving noise. Therefore any function of the DS state can be deemed as a

stochastic process with a known PDF, ACF and PSD. It was also shown that chaotic-DS

of quasi-hyperbolic class (and some of non-hyperbolic class) are robust against driving

noise sources, meaning that a high noise intensity w.r.t. the autonomous system

dynamics is required in order to modify the invariant measure (and thus the statistical

characterization) ofthe chaotic-DS.

In the framework of stochastic processes (see chapter 3) one ofthe main concerns is

that of modeling and synthesis of a stochastic process, and a common approach to the

modeling problem is that of nonautonomous stochastic dynamical systems, i.e.

differential systems driven by noise sources. In general, the ideal level of noise intensity

in the source has to be found for the model to comply with the target statistical

characterization, and most model types are not robust to changes in the noise intensity.
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In contrast to general differential systems, this chapter showed that chaotic-DS, due to

their mixing property, are robust against the intensity ofthe driving noise.

Given the robustness of chaotic-DS to a driving noise intensity and the fact that the

statistical characterization of these systems is already possible in a purely deterministic

case, chaotic-DS seem like a viable option for a surrogate model of stochastic processes.

As further explained in reference [61], these results show as £>->0 in equation (5.7),

the SDEs in equations (5.8), (5.9), and (5.10) will become asymptotically diffusion-less

Markov processes, and their probability measures will converge to asymptotic invariant

measure produced by the underlying chaotic-DS. For these reason, chaotic-DS based

SDE, with the constraint that D —> 0 are dubbed quasi-deterministic models of non-

Gaussian Markov stochastic processes.

Quasi-deterministic Markov processes are important in the filtering domain, as they

present particular property for the solution of the non-linear filtering SKE [61]: The

posterior-PDF p%(x;t) ,
where x = (x,y,z)T ,

at least for very low and very high signal

to noise ratios, tend to a delta-function, this was dubbed the singularity property of

quasi-deterministic models in [46]. This can be interpreted as the fact that as the model

behind the SDE doesn't require any driving noise to produce the necessary statistics, a

singular solution is obtained where the filter is perfectly tuned to the attractor solution

and asymptotically does not depend on the SNR valué.
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6. QUASI-DETERMINISTIC NONLINEAR FILTERING OF NON-

GAUSSIANMARKOV PROCESSES

6.1 Preliminaries

This chapter presents the main argument of the thesis, i.e. the problem of quasi-

optimally estimating non-Gaussian correlated Markov stochastic process from a mixture

with AWGN, by means of nonlinear filtering tuned to a chaotic model (with the

appropriate statistics) with an arbitrarily small process noise intensity, i.e. quasi-

deterministic nonlinear filtering (QNLF). First the arguments for the quasi-

deterministic filtering (usage of chaotic models as degenerated Markov processes)

instead of traditional filtering is stated. The chapter proceeds by showing a progressive

implementation of this solution and the obtained intermediate results. Finally the results

of a real use-case scenario, the mitigation of radiofrequency interference (RFI) for

wireless Communications receivers, are presented.

6.2 Quasi-deterministic Nonlinear Filtering

The presented theory for nonlinear filtering (see chapter 4) calls for a Markov SDE to

model the information process to be recovered from received signal containing WGN.

This section presents, as an altemative for the nonlinear filtering, the usage ofa chaotic-

DS based quasi-deterministic Markov model instead of a general Markov SDE. The

main hypothesis ofthis work is stated as follows:

Given a fixed model-based filtering algorithm (in this case the EKF), and

a fixed measurement noise condition, the filtering based on quasi-
deterministic Markov models will result in a lower estimation error than

the filtering based on a puré Markov SDE models (without a mixing

property), as long as both models provide a similar fitting to the required
statistical distribution.

This document does not provide a formal and mathematically rigorous development of

the argument; neither provides a formal proof of the hypothesis. Instead an intuitive

chain of reasoning based on the formal definitions and experimental insights of the
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previous chapters is provided, and experimental results are offered as an empirical proof

ofthe hypothesis.

The intuitive chain of arguments for the usage of chaotic-DS based quasi-

deterministic Markov models for the nonlinear filtering is as follows:

1. To any chaotic attractor generated by a chaotic-DS may be attributed múltiple

invariant measures.

2. Any chaotic-DS has the mixing property, therefore an asymptotic invariant

measure will exist which is attractive, therefore any initial ensemble will tend to

the stationary invariant measure throughout evolution, i.e. for chaotic models the

invariant measure can be considered unique.

3. As the mixing property implies ergodicity, the chaotic attractor will be ergodic

(or can be made ergodic by the addition of a small intensity driving process

noise), therefore time averages coincide with ensemble averages for the attractor,

and therefore chaotic trajectories can be analyzed as a degenerate Markov

stochastic process.

4. The higher the mixing property is for the chaotic attractor (hyperbolic > quasi-

hyperbolic > non-hyperbolic), then the attractor is more robust against a driving

noise (structurally stable), consequently "synthesized" statistics are not heavily

affected by process noise (they remain invariant to considerable intensities of

process noise).

5. The error, measured with the MSE criterion, produced by a nonlinear filter (in

reference to the SKE) is lower-bounded by the apriori uncertainty of the

stochastic model used by the filter, i.e. the amount of process noise intensity

required by the model to synthesize the correct statistical characterization,

imposes an upper limit to the performance ofthe filter (see [1] [46], see also [51]

for zero state analysis of filter performance).

6. Chaotic quasi-deterministic models represent a degenerated Markov process

(asymptotically diffusion-less), and as such can be characterized through a FPK

equation, and can be used as prior models to derive a SKE, and consequently

nonlinear filters.
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7. Assuming that a chaotic-DS models already synthesizes the correct statistical

characteristic ofthe target signal (without driving noise, in a purely deterministic

ergodic fashion) using a chaotic quasi-deterministic model for the optimal

filtering creates a singular condition where ideally no process noise would be

required for the filtering, rendering the best possible result (theoretically no

lower bound for filtering error due to process noise intensity).

8. Due to non-ideal conditions in real life filtering (finite precisión of computations,

using discrete time models instead of their continuous time counterparts), the

singular condition is never achieved. For this reason some process noise must be

included in the model to account for this non-idealities (or implementation

uncertainties). Given the high robustness of chaotic-DS against process noise, the

process noise intensity to compénsate non-idealities can be made arbitrary small

for quasi-deterministic models.

In a nutshell, the intuition based justification to the statement that QNLF will present the

minimum lower bound to the filtering MSE is as follows: The performance ofa model-

based filtering algorithm is lower bounded by the uncertainty inherent in the selected

model (argument #5 above). Non-chaotic Markov SDE models (which do not possess

the mixing property) require a specific amount of process noise intensity in order to

synthesize correctly the required statistical description (two-dimensional PDF) [15], this

is equivalent to a loóse statement that non-chaotic Markov models are not structurally

stable against the process noise intensity (thus small changes in the noise intensity can

significantly modify the statistical characteristics of the model). On the other hand a

chaotic-DS model is structurally stable against process noise intensity (arguments #l-#4

above), thus this parameter can be tuned freely without destabilizing the filtering

solution and consequently the modeled process noise can be made arbitrarily small

(arguments #6-#7 above). In the following sections, practical results are reported with

the objective of validating this intuitive justification.
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6.3 Quasi-deterministic Nonlinear Filtering Simulation Results

In the following section, performance results will be provided for the QNLF under

different scenarios. For the implementation of the QNLF, the local-Gaussian

approximation to the posterior-PDF approach (i.e. the EKF) was chosen as the basic

algorithm ,
and the first simulation scenario shows the performance bounds obtained by

this choice. Several flavors of this algorithm were tested for robustness against

numerical instability and divergence problems, i.e. increased model process noise

intensity, exponential forgetting factor for the error covariance matrix, and the limited

memory filter. For reasons of computational complexity, and based on the similarity of

results obtained from all three flavors, the increased model process noise intensity option

was selected; therefore all the following results assume this setup for the EKF algorithm.

63.1 Filtering of chaotic processes with random (unknown) initial state

This scenario is designed to test the performance of the EKF to estimate deterministic

chaotic signals with random and unknown initial state in the presence of measurement

noise. The simulation setup is presented in Figure 6.1, where x = (x,y,z)T is the state

vector, w is a scalar target signal, u is the scalar measurement WGN, and ¡y is the

measured signal. The QNLF block is the nonlinear filter being tested, which has perfect

knowledge ofthe evolution operator for the chaotic-DS ^ ,
the linear output operator C ,

the scalar measurement noise variance E^ ,
and the process noise covariance matrix T.v

(used as a tuning parameter). For the present test cases, the considered output operators

were simple elementary vectors selecting one ofthe three state vector components.

Other algorithms are also amenable for implementation as the Unscented Kalman Filter, or the Iterated

Extended Kalman Filter. For reasons simplicity the EKF was chosen for this research.
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h,

w, V, xo;-¿;C; £,.;£„
w,

Figure 6.1. Simulation setup for chaotic processes with random initial state.

Sample waveforms from simulation experiments are shown for different components of

the three classical chaotic-DS and two different SNR levels in60 Figure 6.2, Figure 6.3,

Figure 6.4, Figure 6.5, Figure 6.6, and Figure 6.7.

50 r

sample paths for Lorenz-x [snr = OdB]

x 10

Figure 6.2. Filtering sample path for Lorenz-.v at SNR = OdB.

60
The rest ofthe sample waveforms are available for reference in appendix 9.1.
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Figure 6J. Filtering sample path for Lorenz-x at SNR
= lOdB.

sample paths for Rossier-x [snr = OdB]

errors for Rossier-x [snr = OdB]
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x104
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Figure 6.4. Filtering sample path for Róssler-x at SNR
= OdB.
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Figure 6.5. Filtering sample path for Rossler-jc at SNR
= lOdB.
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Figure 6.6. Filtering sample path for Chua-j> at
SNR = OdB.
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sample paths for Chua-y [snr = 10dB]
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0.3
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errors Chua-y [snr = 10dB]
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'

estimation error
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x10

Figure 6.7. Filtering sample path for Chua-v at SNR
= 1 OdB.

Each of these figures consists of two plots: the upper plot depicts the target signal w,

measured signal y/ , and estimated signal (QNLF output) w
,
while the lower plot depicts

the absolute error of both the measured and the estimated signal w.r.t. the target signal.

As it can be seen from these figures, the chaotic signal can be successfully estimated

either in high SNR (10 dB) or low SNR (0 dB). The process noise variances required to

avoid divergence ofthe filter are shown in Table 6.1

Table 6.1. Chaotic-DS model process noise variance required to avoid filter divergence.

Attractor component SNR = OdB SNR=10dB

Lorenz-x 8.0000e-04 8.0000e-06

Lorenz-v 1.0000e-03 1.0000e-05

61
These valúes were produced with a numerical optimization computational program; there is currently no

analytical justification for such specific valúes.
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Lorenz-z 2.S000e-03 9.0000e-04

Róssler-jr 5.9765e-06 5.0637e-08

R6ssler-v 5.2286e-06 5.2286e-08

R6ssler-z 4.9292e-04 6.6889e-06

Chua-jc 1.0000e-04 1.8683e-06

Chua-v

Chua-z

4.995 le-06

2.5000e-04

1.5000e-06

1.0000e-04

To show consistency on the efficiency of the nonlinear filtering of chaotic signals, the

filtering experiments were repeated 50 times for random initial conditions inside the

basin of attraction of the corresponding chaotic attractors. On each realization the

normalized mean squared error (NMSE) and the error reduction ratio (ERR) were

calculated as follows:

NMSE =
A -g[(^-^)2]

ERR = 101og-
(w-y/)1

(w-w)

(6.1)

(6.2)

As a measure of consistency ofthe filtering efficiency, the histograms ofthe NMSE and

ERR are shown for different components of the three classical chaotic-DS in62 Figure

6.8, Figure 6.9, Figure 6.10, Figure 6.11, Figure 6.12, and Figure 6.13. These results

empirically demónstrate the feasibility of using a model-based nonlinear filter tuned to a

chaotic-DS model, and validates argument #8 in section 6.2.

62
The rest of the performance figures (for the remaining components of each chaotic-DS type) are

available for reference in appendix 9.1.
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ERR (dB) Lorenz-x [snr = OdB]
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Figure 6.8. Filtering NMSE and ERR histograms for Lorenz-x at SNR
= OdB.

NMSE (linear) Lorenz-x [snr = 10dB]
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Figure 6.9. Filtering NMSE and ERR histograms for Lorenz-x at SNR
= lOdB.
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NMSE (inear) Rossier-x [snr = OdB]
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Figure 6.10. Filtering NMSE and ERR histograms for Rossler-x at SNR = OdB.
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_-3
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Figure 6.11. Filtering NMSE and ERR histograms for Rossler-jc at SNR
= lOdB.
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Figure 6.12. Filtering NMSE and ERR histograms for Chua-v at SNR = OdB.
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Figure 6.13. Filtering NMSE and ERR histograms for Chua-v at SNR = lOdB.
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Figure 6.10. Filtering NMSE and ERR histograms for Rossler-x at SNR
= OdB.
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Figure 6.11. Filtering NMSE and ERR histograms for Rossler-x at SNR
= lOdB.
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Figure 6.12. Filtering NMSE and ERR histograms for Chua-y at SNR
= OdB.
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Figure 6.13. Filtering NMSE and ERR histograms for Chua-y at SNR
= lOdB.
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Figure 6.15. Filtering sample path for noise driven Lorenz-x
at SNR = OdB, whith noise intensity

scaling factors D„
= \,Df= 1.
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Figure 6.16. Filtering sample path
for noise driven Rossler-x at SNR = OdB, with noise intensity

scaling factors D,
= 0.05, Df= 1.
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Figure 6.17. Filtering sample path for noise driven Chua-v at SNR
= OdB, with noise intenshv

scaling factors D,
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Figure 6.18. QNLF sample path for noise driven Lorenz-x at SNR = OdB, with noise intensity scaling

factorsD, = 1, Df= 0.0001.
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Figure 6.19. QNLF sample path for noise driven Rossler-x at SNR = OdB, with noise intensity scaling

factors D_ = 0.05, Df= 0.0001.
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Figure 6.20. QNLF sample path for noise driven Chua-v at SNR
= OdB, with noise intensity scaling

factors D, =\,Df= 0.0001.
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From the previous figures it is clear that QNLF using lower process noise intensity

(w.r.t. the exact process noise intensity used to genérate the target Markov process)

results in an improved filtering performance, thus empirically validating the existence of

the singular condition for QNLF. To show consistency on the efficiency of the QNLF,

the filtering experiments were repeated 50 times for random initial conditions inside the

basin of attraction of the corresponding chaotic attractors. As a measure of consistency

the histograms of the NMSE and ERR (as defined in (6.1) and (6.2)) are shown for

different components ofthe three classical chaotic-DS in65 Figure 6.21, Figure 6.22, and

Figure 6.23. These results empirically demónstrate the feasibility of using a model-based

nonlinear filter tuned to a chaotic-DS model, and validates argument #7 in section 6.2.

15

0.0145

NMSE (linear) for QNLF Lorenz-x [snr = OdB, p= 1, q= 0.0001]

0.015 0.0155 0.016 0.0165

ERR (dB) fbr QNLF Lorenz-x [snr = OdB, D=1, q= 0.0001]

17.6 17.7 17.8 17.9 18.1 18.2

0.017

18.3

Figure 6.21. QNLF NMSE and ERR histograms for Lorenz-x at SNR
= OdB, with noise intensity

scaling factors D, = \,Df= 0.0001.

The rest of the performance figures (for the remaining components of each chaotic-DS type) are

available for reference in appendix 9.2.
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Figure 6.22. QNLF NMSE and ERR histograms for Rossler-x at SNR = OdB, with noise intensity

scaling factors Ds
= 0.05,Df= 0.0001.
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Figure 6.23. QNLF NMSE and ERR histograms for Chua-j» at SNR
= OdB, with noise intensity

scaling factors Ds
= 1, Df = 0.0001.
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6.4 Quasi-deterministic Nonlinear Filtering Applications forWireless

Communications

This section briefly discusses the results obtained when applying the chaotic-DS based

quasi-deterministic filtering method in a practical implementation focused on mitigation

of real radiofrequency interference measurement obtained in the laboratory. Only a

summary ofthe results will be presented due to confidentiality aspects.

Mobile wireless digital communication systems are commonly affected by

undesired radiofrequency emissions sharing the same frequency band and time window

as the desired information signal to be received. These unwanted emissions distort the

information signal additively and complícate the correct detection of the transmitted

information. Because the source of these unwanted emissions might be unknown, and

are usually not under the control ofthe wireless Communications receiver, the signals are

interpreted as stochastic processes. When additive emissions are white processes (e.g.

WGN) the emissions are commonly referred to as noise. In contrast, whenever the

addition emissions are correlated processes, they are referred to as interference. Thus the

term radiofrequency interference (RFI) refers to additive correlated radiofrequency

emissions that share the same frequency band and time window as the desired

information signal. A vast number of electronic devices produce non-Gaussian

correlated RFI signals at múltiple different frequency bands commonly used for wireless

Communications.

Communications systems theory is broad and well developed in the area of optimal

reception in the presence of AWGN, while on the other hand no optimal theory for the

reception in the presence of non-Gaussian correlated interference exists in general.

Moreover it is well known that the RFI power level is a bounding factor for the

performance of any wireless communication system, and therefore its mitigation or

cancellation becomes of primary importance as the spectrum sharing capability and

throughput requirements increase. For this reason QNLF was proposed as a viable

solution for the mitigation of this type of RFI signals. For a broad description of the

topic of RFI cancellation or mitigation in modern wireless Communications systems see

references [63] [64].
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For the purpose of demonstrating the effectiveness of the QNLF in RFI estimation

at the digital baseband of a wireless communication receiver (after estimating the RFI

signal, it can be excised from the received signal), real RFI measurements were acquired

at the laboratory (as seen at the complex digital baseband ofa quadrature radio receiver).

The measured RFI /' [k] ,
was combined in simulation with an information signal s[k] ,

and an AWGN process ñ[k] representing the channel noise and thermal noise of the

receiver, as shown in Figure 6.24. The experiment then consists on estimating the RFI

signal from the simulated mixture at different signal to interference plus noise ratios

(SINR), and measuring the quality ofthe estimation.

l[k]
s*

Figure 6.24. Simulation model for received signal in complex digital baseband.

For reasons of confidentiality, no more information on the implementation ofQNLF for

the purpose of RFI mitigation will be provided here, and only the final results of these

experiments will be commented in the following. The RFI estimation performance of

QNLF (which is directly proportional to the mitigation performance) is measured using

the NMSE (as defined in (6.1)). The average estimation performance (from 40 different

triáis) was calculated for a different interference to signal plus noise ratio (ISNR)

scenarios66, and the results are shown (in linear scale for the NMSE) in Table 6.2. Note

that the table shows a valué labeled "current practices" as a reference to the NMSE

equivalent to the mitigation results currently achieved by physical means, i.e. by using

shielding and grounding techniques. As it can be seen from these results, the estimation

, 4l'r|2l
ISNR is defined as ISNR = u Á

E[\s\2+\ñ\2}
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error is sufficiently small even for córner cases where the interference power is equal to

the power ofthe information signal added with the AWGN process.

TaWe 6¿. NMSE results for the RFI estimation whh QNLF experiment.

ISNR QNLF NMSE Current Practices NMSE

10 dB 0.009 0.1

OdB 0.035 0.1

6.5 Conclusions

In this chapter the concept of chaotic-model based quasi-deterministic nonlinear filtering

was proposed, based on an empirical chain of arguments that supported the idea. A

series of simulation based experiments were shown to support the chain of arguments,

and finally the results of a practical application ofdie proposed method were shown as a

sample of its effectiveness. In conclusión, the argument for the singular condition in

QNLF has been empirically validated both in simulation and with experimental data, and

mus the advantages of QNLF with respect to traditional NLF using Markov models is

supported by the results ofthis work.
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This work presented the concept of quasi-deterministic nonlinear filtering (QNLF), i.e.

the usage of chaotic models for the construction of nonlinear filters for non-Gaussian

Markov stochastic processes. The concepts and simulation based empirical evidence

herein presented towards showing the performance advantages ofQNLF are enumerated

as follows:

1. The equivalence between chaotic dynamics and stochastic processes was

presented based on previous analytical results.

2. The interpretation of chaotic dynamics as degenerated Markov diffusion

processes, rendering the chaotic models as suitable models for the

construction of nonlinear filters was shown.

3. The statistical properties the continuous time chaotic systems (Lorenz,

Róssler and Chua) where shown to exist, and their robustness against driving

process noise source was shown via simulation results.

4. The concepts of chaotic models as quasi-deterministic Markov models and

the singular property of such type ofmodels where intuitively explained.

5. The singular property of quasi-deterministic Markov models, and the

performance improvements of QNLF were shown empirically based on

simulation results using the Extended Kalman Filter as the baseline filtering

algorithm.

As future work, formal analysis is required to back up the empirical results obtained

in this work. The singular property of quasi-deterministic models, as well as an

analytical lower-bound determination of the filtering performance would be required to

validate the argument that QNLF offers an improvement when filtering non-Gaussian

Markov processes.
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8. APPENDIX -DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS

8.1 Spectral stability analysis for linear autonomous DS

This section is only a brief overview ofthe linear stability theory, for a full development

see references [16] and [17]. Recall the fundamental solution of linear DS (2.17) is given

by the A/-dimens¡onal matrix exponential of the square system matrix A, x(t) = e***,, ,

where x e A"" =R where the state-space is an ./-/-dimensional real vector space. As for

any square matrix, its N eigenvectors v4 eC* and eigenvalues rjt eC, can be obtained

by resolving Avt =v^ . The algebraic multiplicity of the it-th eigenvalue rjk is the

number of roots ofthe characteristic polynomial. p(r) = det(rl—A), with valué rjk .

The geometric multiplicity ofan eigenvalue rj is equal to nullityíA-^I) .

The system matrix is said to be diagonalizable when the matrix of eigenvectors,

P = [vi]^l, is nonsingular, i.e. when the geometric multiplicities equal the algebraic

multiplicities of all eigenvalues, and thus a similarity transform exists such that

PHAP=A, where A^d&agfa}^ is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues. This transfonn

produces a similar state vector y
= P~'x

,
which has a trivial solution y(f)= e^P-1*,, ,

where ¿^ =diag{e*,}£=,, thus the solution is a linear combination of time invariant

exponential functions and the eigenvalues are known as the modes of the system. The

solution in terms ofthe original state vector can be then recovered as x — ¥y .

When the system matrix is deficient, i.e. the geometric multiplicity is less than the

algebraic multiplicity for at least one eigenvalue, the matrix cannot be diagonalized as

previously discussed, yet it can be decomposed as a sum of a semisimple matrix

(diagonalizable) and a nilpotent matrix (N s.L N =0. for some finite k) which

commute. To explain such decomposition some concepts must be defined first.

A generalized eigenvector for the eigenvalue q) with algebraic multiplicity mj
is a

solution to (A-tj]1)"'vi -0 . The set of all generalized eigenvectors for a given

eigenvalue {vy>}^, spans a so-called generalized dgenspace X/ =span{v/>}"¿1, and
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there is one such eigenspace for each distinct eigenvalue. Generalized eigenspaces are

invariant under the evolution, i.e. VieJy[e'AxeI; for allí]. The set of generalized

eigenspaces partitions the state-space as X = Xx ffiX2 ffi ■ ■ • ®Xq ,
where q is the number

of distinct eigenvalues.

Defining the matrix of generalized eigenvectors as P = [vk]k=l and the matrix ofall

eigenvalues (repeating eigenvalues with the same valué) as A = diag{Tjk}k=x, the

semisimple-nilpotent decomposition can be performed as follows,

S = PAP-',N =A-S and A = S + N, (8.1)

where S is semisimple and N is nilpotent with nilpotency order of at most the greatest

ofthe algebraic multiplicities, and both matrices commute. Given this decomposition the

general form ofthe matrix exponential is given by

eA=e*e"=reArrl *^(fN);
^

(8.2)

where the sum runs up to N as the nilpotency order is at most N. Based on this

decomposition the spectral stability analysis is developed. A linear DS is said to be

spectrally stable if none of its eigenvalues has a positive real part, meaning that the

system does notpresent exponential growth throughout evolution.

The sign of the real part of the distinct eigenvalues distinguishes the subspaces on

which the solution has growing or decaying behavior. Denoting the complex

eigenvectors as \k =

uk + iwk ,
the subspaces that partition the state-space are given by:

The unstable subspace: X"
= span{«, , w; : 5í(r/; ) > OJ .

The center subspace: Xc
=

span \u] , w¿ : 9t(^y )
= OJ .

The stable subspace: Xs = span \uj , wy : 9í(r/y ) < OJ .

These subspaces partition the state-space, X
—X" @Xc ©Xs and as the generalized

eigenspaces are invariant under the evolution, then so are the unstable, center and stable

subspaces. Note that a spectrally stable DS does not guarantee real stability (it only

guarantees that there is no unstable subspace), as when the nilpotency of the system
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matrix is not zero there will be terms ofthe form fe" ior every eigenvalue (see (8.2)),

and thus ifa center subspace exist zero eigenvalues wiU produce unbounded behavior.

For a linear DS to be stable the stable subspace must span the complete state-space.

8.2 Basic definitions on differentiable DS

The basic mathematical concepts required for the analysis of differentiable DS in metric

spaces will be presented without proofs in this section, following the developments in

[17] and [31]. This section focuses on finite-dimensional metric spaces, for infinite-

dimensional (function) spaces see reference [65]. The relations between the notion of

continuous, Lipschitz and smooth (differentiable) functions is summarized in Figure 8.1.

A metric space (X.d) is a set X with a distance function d:X-xX->R~ which

assigns to each pair ofpoints x,y eX a real number </(x,y) representing their distance.

The distance function presents the following properties:

i. d(x,y) > 0 with </(x,y)=0 •&> x-y ,
distance ís non-negative.

ii. Vx,y eX[d(x,y) - d(y,x)] ,
i.e. distance is symmetric.

¡ii. Vx,y,zeAT*/(x,z)<¿/(x,y)+</(y,z)], i.e. the triangle inequality holds.

Any normed space (e.g. Euclidean space Sv for some JVeN) is a metric space,

where the distance function is defined by the norm d(x,y) = Jx- yj .

An e-ball, is the ball of radius e in the space around the point x with respect to the

distance d. Two types of balls exist, Le. open e-balls BJj¡(x,e) = {y eJT:<*f(x,y)<e},

and closed e-balls Bdx(x,e) = {yeX:d(Xry)<e} . If there is no ambiguity about the

distance function being used the e-ball is referred to as B€J¡(x) or Bej.(x) . Also any ball

used in the following will be an open ball unless explicitly stated otherwise.

The set boundary ofa set A is denoted BA . and the boundary of any .^-dimensional

1-ball is an (V-l dimensional sphere, i.e. 8Bl0(x) = dBlx(x) = Sy'[
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An open subset is a set OczX ofa metric space (X,d) such that for any xeO

there exists an e>0 which guarantees Bd 0(x,e) <z O ,
in words it is a set which does not

contains the points in its enclosing boundary and therefore it contains elements that are

arbitrarily cióse to the boundary but never touch it. A closed subset is a set CaX , such

that its complement .YW is open, in words it is a set that contains its enclosing

boundary, therefore any closed e-ball in a metric space is also a closed subset. The

following properties apply to these kinds of subsets:

Countable unions of open sets are open.

Countable intersections of closed sets are closed.

Finite intersections of open sets are open.

Finite unions of closed sets are closed.

A bounded subset is a set UczX for which an open e-ball Bdo(u,e) of finite radius

around a point u e U exists s.t. the ball contains the complete subset U <z Bdo(u,e) .

A neighborhood N(x0) oi a point x0 e^ is any subset ofthe space N(x0)<zX

such that it contains at least one arbitrarily small open e-ball which in turn contains the

point, i.e. Bdo(x0,e)<zN(x0). A neighborhood can either be open (not containing its

own boundary) or closed (containing its own boundary).

A sequence is an ordered list of elements in the space, i.e. S
= {sk € X : k e N} . A

convergent sequence S* is a sequence whose elements approach a fixed valué x* € X ,

i.e. d(sk,x')—k^
>0

,
where sk e S' Formally convergence is acquired iffor every real

number f>0 there is an integer N(e)eN s.t. whenever k>N(e), d(sk,x')<e A

limit point of a set S ,
is the point of convergence of a convergent subsequence defined

on that set S'cS, therefore if the set has m converging subsequences, it can have at

most m limit points.

The closure of a set U denoted U is the unión of a set and the limit points of

every sequence existing in U ,
i.e. is the unión ofa set with its boundary.
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i\n open cover ofthe subset UcX ofa metric space (X,d) is a collection of open

e-balls on the space {Bdo(xk,e)} such that U c\^JBd0(xk,e) ,
thus die collection covers

k

the set U. Ifthe collection is finite it is called afinite subcover.

A connected set U isa set that cannot be partitioned into two nonempty subsets s.t.

each subset has no points in common with the closure of the other, i.e. a connected set

can be thought ofa single volume in space as opposed to the unión of disjoint volumes

in space.

A dense subset in X is a set Y <=X with the property that for any non-empty open

set OcX the exists a point y e Y such that y eO, i.e. every open subset in the space

must contain at least one point of the dense subset. A metric space is separable ii it

contains a countable dense subset

A compací subset KczXoi metric space (X,d) is a set with the property that for

any of its open covers there exists a finite subcover, thus a compact subset can be

enclosed by a finite number of open e-balls. For finite-dimensional Euclidean space, by

the Heine-Borel theorem, any set which is closed and bounded is also compact. By the

Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem, if every element ofa sequence is contained in a compact

set, then the sequence has at least one limit point. The following properties apply to

compact sets:

Every compact metric space is also separable.

- Every closed subset ofa compact set is also compact.

A metrically continuous function f eC°(X,Y) between two metric spaces

(X,dx) and (Y,dY), f:X->Y,isa function that complies with the property that, for

every xeX and any e>0 there exists a S(e,x)>0 such that d(f(x)-f(x'))<£ ior

any x' eBdx0(x,S)<zX or alternatively f(Bdxfi(x,5)) cz Bd¡ 0(y,e) where y
= /(x),

i.e. a small perturbation in the domain space (within the e-ball in x) is mapped into a

smaller perturbation in the image space (within the e-ball in y ).

A continuous function f:X^>R* is Lipschitz iff A complies with the property

that for all x,y&X there exists a íeR* the Lipschitz constant, such that
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||/(x)-/(y)|<£|x-y|, i.e. the slope ofthe chord between the two points (x,/(x))

and (y,f(y)) is at most K in the absolute valué. A continuous function /: X—>RN is

locally-Lipschitz iff for every point xei there is a neighborhood N(x) ,
s.t. / is

Lipschitz on N(x) ,
where K can vary with each point.

A differentiablefunction feC\X) on a spaceXis locally-Lipschitz. Ifthe space

is compact and convex (i.e. every straight line connecting any two elements ofthe space

is a subset ofthe space) then / is also Lipschitz with a constant K =maxllj^x)

N

Locally Lipschitz(£)^
Lipschitz(£)^ C°(E)

<^ Uniformly C°(£)
°

Figure 8.1. Relations between continuous, Lipschitz and smooth functions.67

A differentiable function f<ECl(X) on a metric space has the following important

classification:

• / is an endomorphism (or operator) if it maps a metric space to itself, i.e.

f:X^>X

• / is an homeomorphism if it is a bijection (invertible) with its inverse mapping

being also continuous, f~l eC°(X) ,
which can also be an endomorphism.

• / is a diffeomorphism if it is an homeomorphism for which the inverse

mapping being also differentiable, f~l sCl(X) .

The basic concepts and properties for differentiable-DS are presented in terms of

the previous definitions for metric spaces. At first, a structure must be imposed in the

state-space defined in section 2.2, thus it is interpreted as a normed metric space with the

Image taken from [17].
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distance defined by the norm embedded in the space,
= (X,d) ,

therefore the DS state

takes valúes from the set X The evolution operator (2.15) ofan autonomous DS (2.13)

is then interpreted as continuously differentiable function (w.r.t. the state-space)

f eC\X) from the state-space to itself, i.e. endomorphism. The flow is associated with

the vector field ofa differentiable-DS by

f(x) = 4#'(x)
at

(8.5)
1=0

When the flow is a differentiable mapping defined for all time it is called a complete

flow [17], therefore global-DS (invertible) produce complete flows where the evolution

operator must be invertible with a continuous inverse, i.e. an homeomorphic operator,

and if both the forwards and the backwards flows are continuously differentiable, the

evolution operator is a diffeomorphic operator.

The continuity and smoothness ofthe flow depend on the continuity and smoothness

ofthe vector field in the differentiable-DS, s.t. f eC*(X,R")=>¿' eC*+,(JcT,X).

Differentiable-DS permit the definition ofthe linearization ofthe flow about the solution

for an explicit initial condition x0eX, i.e.

<D(/;x0) = J,(x') =Dj(t,xQ)
= -¿-Hí,*,.); with O(0;x0) = / (8.6)
ox0

¡fin addition 0' eC2(X), then through the chain rule of differentiation, the variational

equation is attained which is required for the orbital stability analysis of differentiable-

DS, i.e.

4^-#(/,x0) = ^-^,x0) =^-f(^,x0)) =Df(#(/,x0))¿-^,x0). (8.7)
dt 8x0 ox0 ox0 ox0

A similar development to the previously presented for the linearization of the

evolution operator on initial conditions can be repeated for system parameters (cr in

(2.15)), which enables the structural stability analysis of differentiable-DS. The

structural stability analysis won't be presented here, and the interested reader is referred

to[17][12].
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8.3 Bifurcation analysis and routes to chaos in DS

Though this topic will not be detailed here, a brief overview will be given. Models of DS

with model parameters (also referred to as bifurcation parameters in this context), as a in

equation (2.13), are commonly analyzed for structural stability. Briefly, structural

stability is a measure of robustness to smooth variations of a, which exists in the so-

called parameter space, i.e. how much the phase portrait and steady state dynamics

change as the parameter varies. When changes are slight and the main dynamical

behavior is maintained (number and type of limit-sets) the DS is said to be structurally

stable, otherwise it is said to be structurally unstable.

A bifurcation point is defined as a valué for the bifurcation parameter in the

parameter space, a
= a" in which the DS transitions from one structurally stable regime

to a different structurally stable regime, i.e. the only structurally unstable representation

is at the bifurcation point, and therefore the bifurcation point is the point of failure of

structural stability within a family of parameter valúes.

Bifurcations exist for all kinds of limit sets, but bifurcations of attractors are of

special interest as they cause experimentally observable regimes of change. Through

bifurcation points attracting limit sets are created and destroyed, and many different

bifurcation scenarios or singularities have been identified and are well studied (internal

bifurcation, crisis, catastrophe, etc).

Bifurcation scenarios exist where a previously regular attractor is modified into a

chaotic attractor, thus bifurcations are a route to chaos, and as such this topic is

importantfor the synthesis of, or searchfor chaotic dynamics. Of special interest for the

study of chaos are the so-called nonlocal bifurcations, which study the form of the

unstable and stable manifolds of saddle limit sets in the state-space, as while the saddle

limit set might not change topologically, a significant change in the dynamics on the

state-space may be observed due to the properties ofthe saddle manifold seen in section

2.6.4.1. The following are some important nonlocal bifurcations:
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• Saddle fixed-point separatrix loops are non-robust structures that exist only at

the bifurcation point and are created when the unstable and stable manifolds of

the fixed-point cióse on each other (homoclinic connections, see 2.6.4.1).

• Saddle-node separatrix loops are non-robust structures that exist only at the

bifurcation point and consist of a fixed-point with a double asymptotic

homoclinic connection generated when a saddle fixed-point is fused with a

stable node fixed-point creating a separatrix.

• Saddle limit-cycle homoclinic trajectories ave non-robust structures that exist

only at the bifurcation point and are created when the unstable and stable

manifolds of the cycle cióse on each other, and result in a double asymptotic

curve, which is represented as a homoclinic curve ofa saddle fixed-point in the

Poincaré section.

more information on this topic see [12] [22] [18].
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9. APPENDIX -QNLF

9.1 Remaining Performance Figures for Chaotic Signal NLF

The sample filtering paths, as well as the NMSE and ERR for the nonlinear filtering of

deterministic chaotic attractor components of the classical chaotic-DS missing from

section 6.3.1 are shown in this section for the reader's reference. See Figure 9.1 up to

Figure 9.12 for sample paths. See Figure 9.13 up to Figure 9.24 for NMSE and ERR

histograms.
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Figure 9.1. Filtering sample path for Lorenz-y at SNR = OdB.
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Fig-are 9.2. Filtering sample path for Lorenz-j at SNR
= lOdB.
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Figure 93. Filtering sample path for Lorenz-z at SNR = OdB
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Figure 9.4. Filtering sample path for Lorenz-z at SNR
= lOdB
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Figure 9.5. Filtering sample path for Rossler-y at SNR
= OdB.
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Figure 9.6. Filtering sample path for R6ssler->' at SNR
= lOdB.
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Figure 9.7. Filtering sample path for Rossier-z at SNR = OdB.
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Figure 9.8. Filtering sample path for Rossler-r at SNR
= lOdB.
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Figure 9.9. Filtering sample path for Chua-x at SNR
= OdB.
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Figure 9.10. Filtering sample path for Chua-jc at SNR
= lOdB.
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Figure 9.11. Filtering sample path for Chua-z at SNR = OdB.
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Figure 9.12. Filtering sample path for Chua-z at SNR
= lOdB.
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Figure 9.13. Filtering NMSE and ERR histograms for Lorenza at SNR
= OdB.
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Figure 9.14. Filtering NMSE and ERR histograms for Lorenz-j> at SNR
= lOdB.
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Figure 9.15. Filtering NMSE and ERR histograms for Lorenz-z at SNR = OdB.
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Figure 9.16. Filtering NMSE and ERR histograms for Lorenz-z at SNR =10dB.
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Figure 9.17. Filtering NMSE and ERR histograms for R6ssler-jí at SNR = OdB.
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Figure 9.18. Filtering NMSE and ERR histograms for Rossler-j* at SNR = lOdB.
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Figure 9.19. Filtering NMSE and ERR histograms for Róssler-z at SNR
= OdB.
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Figure 9.20. Filtering NMSE and ERR histograms for Rossler-z at SNR = lOdB.
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Figure 9.21. Filtering NMSE and ERR histograms for Chua-x at SNR
= OdB.
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Figure 9.22. Filtering NMSE and ERR histograms for Chua-x at SNR
= lOdB.
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Figure 9.23. Filtering NMSE and ERR histograms for Chua-z at SNR = OdB.
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Figure 9.24. Filtering NMSE and ERR histograms for Chua-z at SNR
= lOdB.

9.2 Remaining Performance Figures for QNLF ofMarkov Processes

The sample filtering paths, as well as the NMSE and ERR for the quasi-deterministic

nonlinear filtering of chaotic-Markov process components of the classical chaotic-DS

missing from section 6.3.2 are shown in this section for the reader's reference. See

Figure 9.25 up to Figure 9.36 for sample paths. See ... up to ... for NMSE and ERR

histograms.
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Figure 9.25. Filtering sample path for noise driven Lorenz-v at SNR = OdB. The noise intensity

scaling factors are D,= 1, D/= 1.
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Figure 9.26. Filtering sample path for noise driven Lorenz-y at SNR
= OdB. The noise intensity

scaling factors are D,= \,Df= 0.0001.
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Figure 9.27. Filtering sample path for noise driven Lorenz-z at SNR
= OdB. The noise intensity

scaling factors areD,= 1, Df= 1.
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Figure 9.28. Filtering sample path for noise driven Lorenz-z at SNR
= OdB. The noise intensity

scaling factors are Ds= 1, Df= 0.0001.
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Figure 9.29. Filtering sample path for noise driven Rossler-y at SNR
= OdB. The noise intensity

scaling factors are D,= 0.05,D/= 1.
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Figure 9.30. Filtering sample path for noise driven Róssler-y at SNR
= OdB. The noise intensity

scaling factors areD,= 0.05, Dj= 0.0001.
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Figure 9.31. Filtering sample path for noise driven Rossler-z at SNR = OdB. The noise intensity

scaling factors are Ds = 0.05, D/= 1.
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Figure 9.32. Filtering sample path for noise driven Rossler-z at SNR = OdB. The noise intensity

scaling factors are D,
= 0.05, Df= 0.0001.
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Figure 9.33. Filtering sample path for noise driven Chua-x at SNR
= OdB. The noise intensity scaling

factors areD, = 1,D/
= 1.
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Figure 9.34. Filtering sample path for noise driven Chua-x at SNR
= OdB. The noise intensity scaling

factors areD,= í,Df= 0.0001.
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Figure 9.35. Filtering sample path for noise driven Chua-z at SNR = OdB. The noise intensity scaling

factors are Ds =l,D/= 1.
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Figure 9.36. Filtering sample path for noise driven Chua-z at SNR
= OdB. The noise intensity scaling

factors are Ds = 1, Df= 0.0001.
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NMSE (linear) for QNLF Lorenz-y [snr = OdB, p= 1, CJ
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Figure 937. QNLF NMSE and ERR histograms for Lorenz-y at SNR
= OdB. The noise intensity

scaling factors are Ds
= 1, Df= 0.0001.
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Figure 9.38. QNLF NMSE and ERR histograms for Lorenz-z at SNR = OdB. The noise intensity

scaling factors are Ds
= 1, Df= 0.0001.
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Figure 9.39. QNLF NMSE and ERR histograms for Rossler-y at SNR
= OdB. The noise intensity

scaling factors are Ds
= 0.05, Df= 0.0001.
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Figure 9.40. QNLF NMSE and ERR histograms for Rossler-z at SNR
= OdB. The noise intensity

scaling factors are Ds
= 0.05, Df= 0.0001.
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Figure 9.41. QNLF NMSE and ERR histograms for Chua-x at SNR = OdB. The noise intensity

scaling factors areD,
= 1, Df= 0.0001.
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Figure 9.42. QNLF NMSE and ERR histograms for Chua-z at SNR = OdB. The noise intensity

scaling factors are D,
= 1, Df= 0.0001.
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